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Held Tuesday
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The first postoffice here was
called Williston Postoffice
according to Brown C. Tucker,
local historian. It was located
here in the town of Williston
which preceded Murray by
about thirteen years, which was
located at the present Fourth
and Sycamore. We carried
Brown's talk to the Murray
Rotary Club last Friday and the
name of this postoffice was
omitted.
_
Dr. Will Franli-SIY- -Wrote a
guest editorial for the Cincinnati Post the other day entitled -Be Slow to Judge". Dr.
Steely is president of Northern
Kentucky State College and his
editorial was directed at the
graduates of today.
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'A Crude Justice'
With the mushrooming growth of college student
populations across the nation ( including many
hardly up to the task) it's understandable that the
problem of term papers ghost-written-for-hire has
likewise increased.
And, in discussing these efforts, a Boston
University dean, Stephen Trachtenberg, wrote what
perhaps is the ultirifate comment-upon'this practice:
One can only wish (university administrators)
well in their attack on dealers in plagiarism...Perhaps a crude justice will come when a term
paper executive looks up from the operating room
table to see one of his better customers approaching,
dressed in surgeon's gown, scalpel in hand..."—
Jacksonville (Fla.) Florida Times-Union

A Slippage Of The Lip
There may be good news for somebody's lib in the
sudden proliferation of lady bartenders, though we
want to think about it.
In Philadelphia, reports The Wall Street Journal,
"demand for barmaids exceeds supply." San
Francisco's 2,500 member bartenders union has
added 55 distaffers. Only seven states still bar
women from such work. Etc.
No problems in Florida, of course. And now, after
thinking about it, we question only whether the
wholesale feminization of the bar serves man's most
important requirement. After all, with one foot on
-the rail he wants someone to listen to his troubles.
The Joes always do. Our experience with the Janes
in all situations in life is that they usually do the
talking, and you'd better do the listening, you
chauvinist, you.—Miami (Fla.) Herald.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Fred Schultz has been appointed superintendent
of the Murray City Schools, according to Maurice
Ryan, chairman of the Murray Board of Education.
Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray has easily
retained his seat in Congress by the vote in the
primary election yesterday.
The infant son of Harold and Rosemary Jones
Prow died at birth at a Madisonville hospital on May
28. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones of Murray are the
maternal grandparents.
The dedication of the sanctuary of the Goshen
Methodist Church will be held June 3, according to
the pastor, Rev. Athel Shepherd.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER I TIKES TILE

The Memorial Day traffic took its toll-yesterday
and Murray suffered the loss of a little boy. Buddy
Farris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Exie Farris of Murray,
was killed in an accident yesterday morning and his
parents are in a hospital in Paris, Ill. They were
enroute to Chicago to visit relatives when the accident occurred.
Johnn St. John. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Joann St. John, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D.B. St.
John of Murray, recently won her wings as an
American Airlines stewardess. She received her
Bachelor of Science degree in Business Education at
Murray State College and was employed at the
Murray Hospital before going with the Airlines.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oakley will attend the Lions
Club convention in Louisville this weekend.
—In the Good Old Summertime" with Judy
Garland and Van Johnson is showing at the 95Drive-In Theatre, located south of Murray near
Midway.

AMERICANS BASICALLY GOOD

Violence is exception, not rule
American citizens, heartened by that the vitality
and progress of the
the news that presidential candidate United States
depends upon the freeGeorge Wallace is vet—et—danger— _dom of its
people to challenge the defrom the bullet wounds inflicted by cisions of
their government and inan assassin, a're praying for his full stitutions through
legitimate chanrecovery.
nels. They also agree that such disConcurrent with their prayers it is sent should be given
great latitude.
apparent that Americans also are
However, in their desire to pAvide
doing a great deal of soul-searching
the greatest possible range of opporin an effort to discover the root
tunities for disagreement, Americauses of the social illness that leads
cans may have let their innate sense
to such attacks upon public figures.
of tolerance gain the edge over their
As study goes forward, comments
reason.
are heard that the United States of
Through permissive court deciAmerica is a sick society, that it is
sions, benign law enforcement and
sliding backward into a primeval
overly liberal laws, Americans have
barbarism, and that a bent for viogiven tools to many persons who are
lence that has been endemic for
far more than responsible dissentyears has become the rule-rather
ers. In doing so they also have
than the exception.
shifted the focus of national interest
This is nonsense. If Americans
from the accomplishments of the
will but look about them they will see
good citizens to the actions of the
the strength -and resilience of their
violent few.
society. Our moral standards, deWhile persons committed to viospite aberrations, are high, our laws
are just, our institutions are out- lence and assassination may have
standing, our Constitution still is an many motives for their behavior, or
example to the world and most of the even none at all, it also is true that
200 million American citizens are re- they live in a larger society and are
spectable, hardworking, loyal and encouraged by its attitudes.
responsible.
Thus, as we look at the events that
Indeed if the majority of Amen- led to the shooting of a
presidential
cans have erred in respect to then- candidate, we must
by all means
crease in violence it is because of the look to our national
weaknesses and
healthy aspects of their society, not correct those that can
be corrected.
its sickness. It appears that Ameri- Equally important,
it will benefit all
cans simply have not yet settled on Americans to review
the sources of
the permissible boundaries of right national strength
and to rededicate
and wrong, nor have they defined themselves to nourishi
ng the qualiadequately the permissible bound- ties that made
the United States thfi
aries of dissent.
envy of the world fot Amost two
All responsible citizens will agree centuries.

'Yes men' are on the way out

This may come as a surprise
to employes who still react
faithfully and almost with reflex action to orders from the
boss, but "yes men" reportedly
are on their way out.
"The organization man,"
Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc., a respected publisher of business
books, goes so far as to say, "is
dead."
What the publisher obviously
means is that the organization
man as he had come to be
known down through the years
- a kind of self-seeking conBut this one thing I do, forgetting those
things
formist - is yielding to a new
which are behind, and reaching forth
unto those
kind of organization man.
things which are before, 1 press toward the
mark.—
Organization men in some
Philippians 3:13,14.
form, we imagine, will continue
Time is a treasure; How shall we use it? Only the to be with us as long as there
Giver can make our hearts wise, teaching us daily are organizations like corporations.
the new time to prize
Nevertheless, author Roger
D'Aprix, in nis new book,
"Struggle for Identity, The Silent Revolution Against Corby ('an l Riblet Jr.
porate Conformity," touches
Married men and women each speak a different upon some
highly significant
language, even when they voice the same words. aspects erf present-day change
When a husband murmurs, "yes-, dear," he means in the business world.
"The traditional organization
that he is listening, but doesn't hear so good. When a
has been authoritarian and
wife sighs, "yes, dear," she means,"I hear you. flat
hierarchical. ... The whole
I am not listening."
thrust of organization has been
- to formalize relationships and
"Men, the very best of men, can
to deal with people with codionly suffer, while women can
fied rides and formulas,"
endure.''
D'Aprvi says. "So long as
—Dina M. Craik
people are a commodity, this
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approach is workable.
"But as soon as people refuse
to be dealt with as a commodity, then that approach
ceases to work."
Such a time - when people
underscore their individualism
- is upon us, according to the
author, who was a high school
teacher before devoting the last
12 years to corporate life.
"In most of our companies,"
D'Aprix says,"we have tended
to treat people like children
who must be carefully controlled and disciplined. ..
"Off the job these people are
mature citizens with family responsibilities, homes and all
the rights of free men.
... Stand by a plant exit
when the workers are leaving
at night. They flee.
'Their
haste and relief at day's end
are symptomatic of their attitude. ... Little is done to
change the stifling atmosphere
except to raise pay and increase benefits."
So, says D'Aprix, "the antiorganization bias of a growing
number of our citizens is on a
collision course with American
industry. ... And it isn't just
the blue-collar people who are
disturbed.
They are probably disturbed teas than the•
professional employe - the
engineer, the, salesman or the
manager
The thrust of D'Aprix's mes-

sage is that new managerial
thought as.avell as the thinking
of men and women down the
line as younger employes succeed to positions will identify
more with people than things.
They will not ordinarily question the necessity for profits but
will question "undue concentration on profits," the way
D'Aproc sizes up the situation.
Many companies are said by
D'Aprix to be finding themselves in an "unfortunate position" with the public at large
because of "an arrogance that
says to all outsiders and even to
all insiders, except a few at the
top, that 'the way we run this
place is nobody's business but
our own.'"
D'Aprix predicts a growing
insistence by employes that
they be treated as interested
parties, with certain rights and
privileges of membership and a
sense of development, in an orkanization whose broadened
corporate goals include recognition of psychic needs.
Will employes get this -- and
soon?
Probably not, admits the author. "But business organizations already are responding to
the ground swell, tentatively
and cautiously. The ...ground
swell will grow and the response will grow."

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELES - California's June 6 "pot o' gold" presidential primary could push
Sen. George McGovern of
South Dakota into an even wider lead in the race for Democratic National Convention delegates. Or it could send Sen.
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota surging into the front on
the backstretch, with the big
New York primary only two
weeks away.
Even with the chips piled so
high for the great California
shontout, both front-running
candidates for the Democratic
presidential nomination already are aiming their campaign guns at the June 20 New
York primary as well.
California's 271 delegates
will go to the primary winner
as a bloc. Since McGovern and
Humphrey appear to be the only serious contenders on the
Democratic ballot in the absence of Alabama Gov. George
Wallace, the California primary is being billed as the
head-to-head contest most likely to send a candidate to Miami
Beach July 10 with the largest
delegate support.
The New York primary is not
that simple. Its 278 delegate
votes could be split down the
middle or into a variety of other
slices. The names of delegates
already committed to specific
candidates appear on the Nçw
York ballot, by congressio 1
.:vict. And since the with
al of Sen. Edmund Muskie
from the primaries, a bloc of
uncommitted delegates is, in
the words of both McGovern
and Humphrey campaign strategists, "floating around" just
waiting to be courted.
Consequently, though Humphrey and McGovern campaign staffs are pulling out all
the stops in California, each
has opened offices the length of
the Empire State. Either candidate, by picking up enough of
the uncommitted former Mus-

st:

Official Says
Fertilizer Use
Is Essential
DEAUVILLE, France-The
world fertilizer industry
probably has contributed more
to the welfare of people
everywhere than any other
industry, a Tennessee Valley
Authority official said here
today.
Dr. L. B. Nelson, manager of
TVA's National Fertilizer
Development Center at Muscle
Shoals, Alabama, addressed the
annual conference of the International Superphosphate and
Compound
Fertilizer
Manufacturers'
Association.

kie delegates, conceivably
could come out with a 4 3-to-1
victory in New York.
That could make a big difference at Miami Beach.
Indeed, the combined 549delegate strength of California
and New York is impressive,
representing more than a third
of the 1,509 votes required for
the Democratic presidential
nomination at Miami Beach in
July. There are 3,016 delegate
votes available.
McGovern will go into the
California primary with a
sizable delegate lead over
Humphrey. Neither candidate
at this point can count on New
York delegate support, strong
enough to overcome the 271vote advantage each of them
hopes to grab in California.
A McGovern victory in California, therefore, almost certainly would send him to the
convention in the driver's seat.
So the candidates are counting
more heavily on what happens
in California than in New York.
McGovern believes he must
win the California primary to
corral the Democratic nomination. To achieve victory in the
Golden State, he and his lieutenants are calling on antiwar
demonstrators throughout the
state to put down their placards
and turn their energies to his
support June 6.
Humphrey, nosed out by
President Nixon in California
in 1968, labels the state this
year'the ultimate effort - the
showdown."
Each candidate is expected
to spend more campaign dollars in California than in New
York - perhaps El million
each. For one thing, the population centers are far-flung.
McGovern hopes to save some
money with a virtual army of
young volunteers, drawn to him
by the South Dakota senator's
long and bitter opposition to the
Vietnam war.
Hiunphrey's lieutenants are
pushing hard for California's
big organized labor vote, urging that blue-collar workers go
with the Minnesota lawmaker
now that Muskie and Sen. Henry M. Jackson have pulled out
of the race.
They constantly point out,
too, that Humphrey voted for
the government-insured Lockheed Aircraft Corp. loan and
the space shuttle program,
each vital to California's economy, while McGovern voted
against both.
McGovern and Humphrey
are aware, too, that California
racks a sizable Wallace vote, if
he were on the ballot. Before he

was shot and critically
wounded, the Alabama governor had told newsmen he is encouraging a group of California
supporters who are organizing
a write-in vote campaign for
The governor had considered
a preprimary trip to California
before an attempt was made on
his life.
McGovern and Humphrey
advance men in California
were talking kindly about Wallace even before he was shot.
Now in the wake of his big
Michigan and Maryland primary wins they are echoing his
concern over high taxes, oversized government and unemployment. The last especially is
a touchy issue in California
since aerospace industry payrolls began to dwindle steadily
two years ago. Both the
McGovern and Humphrey
camps concede they need a
large chunk of the pro-Wallace
vote if they are to win decisively in the Golden State.
Though Los Angeles Mayor
Sam Yorty is not a vigorous
contender, he could be expected to pick up some of the
vote that would have gone to
Wallace. Yorty has called
McGovern a "radical, left-wing
extremist" at times, for his
views on the Vietnam war.
Both top-rated candidates, of
course, are seeking out California's youth vote, which includes some 1.4 million 18-to-21year-olds who will be voting for
the first time in a presidential
election. While McGovern appears to have the edge in the
light of campus surveys, Humphrey's campaigners claim
they are going after the offcampus youth vote.
The senator's California
youth chairman, 22-year-old
Gary Brustin, says 70 per cent
of young people between 18 and
25 are not in college. They are
mostly concerned about finding
jobs or holding the ones they
have, according to Brustin.
Upward qf 5 million Democrats are eligible to vote next
month in the California contest
between
Humphrey
and
McGovern. Of the 9,104,406 eligible voters in the state,
5,133,545 are registered Democrats and 3,398,527 are Republicans The others are 436,666 independents, 58,876 members of
the Peace and Freedom Party
and 45 registered in the American Independent Party.
The figures reflect nearly a
million-voter climb since January. Of the increase. the Democrats chalked up 684.000, the
Republicans 270,000.
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Nelson said that fertilizer
often is the- "biggest factor in
producing the larger crop yields
Ends Tue., June 6
necessary to feed growing
populations."
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Economists estimate that up
plus Sat. & Sun. 1:30
to 45 percent of the production
gains in the U.S. in the last 20-30
years have been due to greater
use of fertilizers, he said, and
similar gains have occurred
elsewhere.
By using more fertilizers,
farmers are growing plenty of
food for the Nation-and sizable
quantitites for export to fooddeficient areas-with less than
half the manpower required in
1950 and 11 percent less
cultivated land, Nelson said.
-No nation can afford to ignore
WERMISIBERINERNMENIMMIE
the potential for increasing food
production through wise use of rir MURRAY A
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fart i ling practices," he said.
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Nelson said that the necessity
of fertilizers was clearly shown
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last year in a detailed study by.
Steve
McQueen
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two Iowa State University
scientists. They concluded that
abandoning
or
greatly
restricting the use of notrogen
fertilizer would drastically cut
crop production, increase
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praduction costs, and immediately add Ell billion to the
Nation's present annual food
hill of $95 billion.
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The Hopkins and Gay
Families of Calloway and
Marshall counties held a family
reunion at the Kerdake Park
Picnic Pavillion on Sunday,
May 21.
The event was given to
celebrate the visit of Mr. and
Mrs. Erroll Gay from
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Errol Gay of Hardin is married
to the former Inez Hopkins of
Almo which is the link between
the two families.
Thirty families were present
with a total of seventy-three
people attending. A pot-luck
dinner and renewing of
acquaintances was enjoyed.
Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Culver, Mr. and
Mrs. Alben Hopkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Dude Hopkins, Mr. and
Mrs. J.P. Barfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Erroll Gay, Mr. and Mrs.
Rosey Mathis, Mr. and Mrs.
Brownie Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Thweatt and Children.,
Mr. and Mrs Roger Brandon,
Mr. and Mn. Danny Brandon
and Kelly, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Brandon and Johruia,
Mr:and Mrs. Jerry Starks, and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Brown and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins, and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. James
Gay and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
David Gay, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Bandon, Mr. and Mrs. Damon
Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry
Hopkins, and Michael, Mrs.
Lobe Hopkins, Mrs. Estelle
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. York, and children, Mr. and
• Mrs. Bobby Johnson and girls,
Phyllis Darnall, Roger Gay,
Mark James, Gene Gay, and
Dean Gar

Officers Installed
At'Meeting Of The
Murray High FHA
The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its last meeting .of the school
year on Thursday, May 18, at
five-fifteen o'clock in the afternoon in the home economics
room of the school. A potluck
supper was served.
Fifty-eight members were
present along with advisors,
Mrs. A.B. Crass and Mrs. G.T.
Lilly. Special guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schultz, Mr.
and Mrs. Eli Alexander, G.T.
Lilly, and Mrs. W.P. Russell.
Mrs. Schultz and Mrs. Russell,
FHA chapter mothers, helped
with the serving. The invocation
was given by Supt. Schultz.
After the supper, the group
adjourned to the library for the
installation of the new officers
for 1972-73 who are as follows:
Paula Lyons, president;
Patsy Mathis,first vice; Selwyn
Schultz, second vice; Anne
Erwin,secretary; Rachel Boar,
treasurer; Cathy Geurin,
historian,; Donna Humphries,
parliamentarian;
Amanda
Buice, reporter; Krista Kennedy, recreational .leader;
Beverly Parker, song leader;
Roberts, devotional
Vickie
leader.
Mrs. Lilly thanked each officer for the outstanding work
done this year and announced
that Karen Alexander had been
granted a
state FHA
scholarship.
Selwyn Schultz was elected as
a delegate to the state FHA
meeting to be held at Murray
State University June 6-8.

By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Pamela Kay Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Lassiter of Murray Route Four announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Pamela Kay,to Timothy Alan Murphy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Denzil Murphy of LaFayette, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
C. Lassiter and Mrs. liallet Dunn of Murray. The groom-elect is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W.B. Pendleton of LaFayette and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry of Clay.
Miss Lassiter is a 1968 graduate of Murray High School and a
1972 graduate of Murray State University, where she received a
Bachelor of Science degree in English and speech. The bride-elect
Is presently working toward a Master of Arts degree in speech.
She is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Mr. Murphy is a 1968 graduate of Christian County High School
and is presently working toward a Bachelor of Science degree in
marketing. He is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August, 26, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the-First United Methodist
Churc.h, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Coffee Cup Chatter
-.•-By University of Kentucky
County .Extension Agents
For Home Economics
LET NATURE DO THE
JOB-Most insect pests have
natural
enemies, either
predators or parasites that
often go after inviders.
Naturalists
calls
this
"biological control."
An
example is the ladybug bettle.
This bright, polka-dotted insect
dines on aphids, mealy bugs and
scale insects that suck life from
plants. -Maxine
Griffin,
Federal Bldg., Clinton, Ky.
42031 Phone-653-2231.
Watch your child,see what he
looks for, respect what he
reaches for the way you respect
all growth. A child's deep interest in something is the best
signal that he is ready to learn
about it. Young persons need to
hold their head high, unafraid,
not sny, not backing away. The
need to have a solid faith in
themselves, a sureness. With
faith in himself, a child can look
the world in the eye. He can find
strength to deal-with ihatever
comes along. But if the child is
without self-confidence, life's
jobs seem to swell while he
shrinks. His strengths go to
waste, unused.-Sue Fraswer,
Bardwell, Ky. 42023 Phone-6285447.
In general, cuts from the
back of the animal are naturally
most tender and palatable.
They include the "ribeye" or
loineye or loineye muscle-the
largest muscle in the nirnal.
The smaller one is the tenerloin. -Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone-5276601.
With knit r suits for men so
Popular, can knit shirts be far
behind? They are already
getting a big promotional push
and will be available in both
self-patterns and prints. Their
advantages are important to
many men: comfort,freedom of
movement, and easy care.Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone-2472334.

• A loin end pork roast is
perfect for 2 people because the
leftovers can be used to make
this Savory Spanish-style Pork.
For this quick dinner. seta a
chopped onion in 1 tablespoon
butter; add 11
/
2 to 2 cups chopped,
cooked pork, 1/2 cup cut-up
sliced salami and 1/2 cup beef
broth. Simmer for 5 minutes then
add cherry tomatoes, halved and
green pepper strips and simmer
3 to 5 minutes more. Combine
1/2 Cur-dairy sour cream and 1
tablespoon flour; stir this into
the pork mixture and heat thorManufacturers are keeping
oughly. Serve this tasty dish with the pace for the homesewers'
rice to 2 people.
desires for 4tyle, color and
itidivuality and providing a
Wide range of fabrics. Included•For Cheese Frank Scram ace stretch materials,
knits,
bled Eggs, saute sliced skinless bonder's,
fake furs, suede, vinyl
frankfurters in butter in a skillet.
Prepare scrambled eggs by beat- and polyur-ethane. A big bonus
ing together 2 eggs and 2 table- is washability and it's easy to
spoons water for each person; incorporate for home sewing.
stir in 2 tablespoons shredded The hornesewer, faced with
Cheddar cheese per egg and season with salt and pepper. Pour almost unlimited choice, should
over franks and cook,turning with exercise care and caution and
spatula, until emirs are just set bewell-inlorrneci before making
and cheese is melted. Sprinkle selections. Look for compatible
with chopped parsley to serve.
component pares. This means

choosing trim, pocketing, interfacing and lining fabrics,
ribbons, binding, thread, zippers and other notions with an
eye to how each will work with
the basic fabric -being used.
Why sew a permanent press
garment if the trim or lining has
to be ironed? What is to be done
if a zipper shrinks more than
the fabric and results in
puckering and pulling after the
first laundering? Take time to
shop throughtfully for trims.
Bring fabric swatches to the
store for accurate matching.
Try to go at a time when the
store is uncrowded and
saleswomen will be able to
devote the time to give you
personal service. If care instructions are not available
with fabric or findings, it's a
good idea to prevent potential
problems by
pre-treating
before sewing. For example,
preshrink a miestionalbe zipper
before sewing by soaking in
warm water. Test a sample of
trime for clolorfastness before
comgining it with a white or
light material. Launder-aay
materials that may shrink
before cutting the patters if
there's any doubt whether it
has
been
pre-shrunk.Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone-2362351.

Mrs. A. Carman presented
the program at the May
meeting..of the Home Department of theMurray Woman's
Club held at the club hotise.
"Kentucky Arts and Crafts"'
was the theme of the program.
Mrs. Carman showed slides of
old bridges in Eastern Kentucky and discussed the arts
and crafts of the state.
Mrs. 0. C. Wets save the
devotion with ir„r cripture
reading from p
s 119:14.
The chairma?, Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, presided at the
meeting and 'expressed her
appreciation to each one for the
work of the department for the
year.
Mrs. Elizabeth Pierce of
Albuquerque, N.M., was a guest
of her sister, Mrs. Wells.
A delightful luncheon was
served at the tables decorated
with lovely arrangements of
spring flowers.
Hostesses for ' the luncheon
meeting were Mrs. Alfred
Taylor:, Mrs. O.C. Wells, Mrs.
Burnett Warterfield, Mrs. G. B.
Scott, and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.

DEAR Alstof I just read the letter from the 28-year-old
mother of four who tacked a poster on her door witb
"rules" to keep visitors away.
Well, I'm a as-year-old mother of six, and I'm amazed
that anyone would want that much privacy. We're newcomers who live in the country, and nil stuck out here with six
kids, two dogs arid three cats. I'm so hungry for company,
I'm ready ti go out on the road and flag down some strangers.
Please print my "poster" in the paper for all to read:
• You may smoke inside, outside, on the roof, or anywhere you wish, just don't burn the house down.
•If you're hungry, help yourself to anything you can
find. And if you can't find anything, ask one of the kids.
They'n fix. yaw a.peatattzkitW and brown sugar sandwich.
• If you're here around mealtime, grab a chair and
join us.
•If you want to stay overnight, bring a sleeping bag
and we'll move some clutter from the corner to make room
for you.
•Bring your kids. We have so many, a few more won't
make any difference.
• We can't lend you any money, but go ahead and ask
anyway. It will make us feel good to know we appear that
prosperous.
•Tell us your troubles and we'll tell you ours. One of
ow- kids can play the violin for background music, and we
can all cry together.
•If you can stand us, we can stand you, so drop in
anytime and stay as long as you like. We're people who like
People.
MIDGE IN WATSONVILLE, CAL.
DEAR MIDGE: You sound like the kind of person I'd
like to know. I'll bet you won't be hungry for company long.
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for printing a letter which let me
know that I am not alone in this world. [A woman placed a
poster on her front door to discourage unwanted company.)
Some time ago I placed a sign on MY door which read,
"DO NOT DISTURB. NIGHT WORKER!"
It didn't help. People still rang my bell, twisted the
doorknob, beat on the door arid yelled, "ANYBODY
HOME"Some even went around to look in the windows!
When I realized that I needed something stronger, I
put up another sign,
"ADMISSION $1.00-NO ONE ADMITTED FREE"
That sign did the job. Nobody bAhered me after that.
Now I notice two other signs just like mine in the neighborhood.
LONE WOLF IN JASPER, ALA.
DEAR WOLF: So far you've been lucky that some
curious stranger hasn't demanded to know what you are
offering for a dollar.
DEAR ABBY: When I read the letter signed "ALL
TORN UP" describing a husband who was Johnny-on-thespot to do chores for the neighbors, while his own remained
undone, I was reminded of how my mother solved the same
problem.
My father was a wonderful mechanic who worked daily
at his job from 8 till 5 We lived on a small ranch, and
during his "free" hours he was supposed to do all the things
one must do on a ranch, such as milking, irrigation, fencemending, barn repairs, etc.
Friends and neighbors would meet Dad at the gate as
be came home, with, "if you have a minute will you please
check my brakes, the timing, or the radiator?" Dad, being
the big-hearted man he was, never said no. His hot dinner
was often eaten cold. Weekends he spent repairing a
friend's car, truck or tractor while his own ranch work was
left undone. Mother often made minor repairs or irrigated
with the aid of a flashlight. [This after she had done her
own work during the day.]
Finally Mother had "notices" printed and passed them
out to these unsolicited "customers." They read: .
•
"MECHANIC ON DUTY MON. THRU FRI.
6 P. M. to 8 P M. Charge $11 per hour.
SAT. AND SUN. 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Charge $10. per hour.
These charges are to cover cost of the handyman I have had to hire to do Mr.
's
ranch chores.
You have no idea how fast these freeloaders learned to
do their own repairing or found another patsy.
SUN BONNET SUE

CLERK-STENOGRAPHER CLASS is
underway, and will continue through
January 12th. This course is being held
through a co-operative effort of the Mayfield
Employment Service and the Paducah
Tilghman Area Vocational School, and is
sponsored by the Manpower Development
and Training Act. All training will be
conducted in the Mayfield
Occupational-Education Center, 502 South
Twelfth Street. The class instructor is Mrs.
Joel Ellington. Students are Vicki L.

Bohannon, Mayfield; LaDoris Clapp,
Mayfield; Laura Latham, Melber; Belinda
McColl, Murray; Gayle Weaver, Hardin;
Nancy Smith. Mayfield; Doris Britt, Clinton:
Wanda -Osborn, ,Murray; Ptiyllis Carper,
Boaz; Jennifer Grizzard, Mayfield; Norma
Wood, Paducah; loan Hill, Mayfield;
Malvena Harris, Mayfield; Jacqueline Long,
Mayfieki; Ella Johnson, Mayfield; Denise
Stokes, Lowes, Bonnie Coates, Murray;
Terry Carter, Fulton, and Brenda Holmes,
Mayfield. Mrs. Grace Thomas .0.-ssenwd
the Employment Service, at this meeting.

Faith Doran Circle
- Has Regutar Wee
Wednesday, May 31
The Youth Choir of the
Englewood Baptist Church,
Kansas City, Mo., will present
the musical, "Love", at the
Memorial Baptist Church at
7:30 p.m. The public is invited.

Mrs. Lyndia Cochran will
present her dance students in a
recital entitled "Love" at the
Murray State University
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. There is
no admission charge.

Saturday, June 3
A barbecue supper will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
7:30 p.m. The charge will be
$3.00 per couple. Reservations
should be made by signing at
the Pro Shop or call Mr. and
Friday, June 2
Mrs. Mickey Boggess 753-6270,
The Golden Age Club, for- Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Junior Story
merly Murray-Calloway County
753-8151, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Senior Citizens Club, will have a Motion,
753-8223, or Mr. and
luncheon at the Fern Terrace Mrs-.
Ira Lee Story 753-6454.
Lodge at 11:30 a.m. Meat,
bread, and drinks will be furnished by the lodge and
Breakfast will be served at
members are to bring either the Oaks Country Club from
vegetables, salads, or desserts. 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. and will be
served each Saturday through
September 30. The charge will
Swim practice will begin at
be $1.00 per plate. Hostesses
the Oaks Country Club at nine
this week are Mesdames
a.m. Children of members,ages
Mickey Boggess, Ray Junior,
six through seventeen, are
Story, Tommy Mohon, and
invited to participate.
Wallace Ford.

Thursday, June 1
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.

The annual Mental Health
Charity Ball will be held at the
Murray State University
Student Union ball room from
nine p.m. to one a.m. with
Mr and Mrs:-Bob Ward and music by Berl Olswanger's
children, Reed, Neil and Karen, Orchestra from Memphis,
are spending a few days with Tenn.
Mrs. Ward's mother at
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Cook ahead
Cook a batch of bacon pieces
ahead and refrigerate for future use on ‘egetahles and in
salad, Ti prepare the bacon
pieces.
•cissors ,or sharp
knife to ,:ut sections at bacon
slices into small pieces. Cook
in skillet. iiring with slotted
spoon to sepeirate pieces. When,
pieces are brown, and drippings foam, remove pieces
with slotted spoon and,drain on
absorbent paper. Store in the
refrigerator, then reheat briefly to crisp pieces just before
toe. A- pound of bacon makes
about one and one-half cups
pieces.

At Crawford Home
The home of Mrs. F.E.
Crawford on West Main Street
was the scene of the May
meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the United Methodist
Women of the First Church.
Miss Meadow Huie, chairman, opened the meeting with
prayer and gave a review of the
general meeting of the local
church and the district meeting
held in Paris, Tenn. The
organization will—be now be
known as United- Methodist
Women.
Mrs. Nell Eaton is chairman
of the committee for books and
comics for the hospital. A green
tea will be held at the home of
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette for the
Reelfoot Mission.
The program chairman, Mrs.
Helen Lassiter, introduced Mrs.
Jack Bailey,guest speaker, who
gave the devotion on "Faith"
written by Henry Van Dyke
followed by a prayer from the
daily devotion book.
Mrs. Bailey gave an inspirational program on "The
Other Wise Man" and closed
with prayer.
Delicious refreshments were
served to the fourteen members
and one guest, Mrs. Bailey.

LOVE
Presented By
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
Friday, June 2, 7:30 p.m.
MSU AUDITORIUM
NO ADMISSION

BY POPULAR REQUEST

* SPECIAL FOR MAY *

PLAIN DRESSES
DRAPERIES
And Other

HOUSEHOLP ARTICLES

20%Discount
Special Lasts thru June 30th
FREE Pickup and Delivery
FREE Storage and Moth-Proofing

College Cleaners
SLEEK- Cotton in a diamond-dashed pattern of purple.
white and orange is styled into a classic suit look for
spring •72 Kasper for Joan Leslie adds a dashing ascot
of orange and white gingham cheeks for a deft touch.

Phone: 753-3852
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Skip Lockwood Tames New York.
. BRANDON'S .=,.-.
.==_
With One-Hit Shutout Victory .
BITS
E.

Golf pro caddy helps
boss cut his score
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

performance is something less
than sparkling.
-Sure, he gets a little hot if he
LA COSTA, Calif. - Talk misses a shot, but so do most of
about your rugged individukl- the pros," Argea points out.
ists! The caddies who follovh, "But he's no steamer. Actually,
the sun with the nation's tour- Nicklaus has a good golfing
ing golf professionals are a temperament. The frown you
breed unto themselves.
see sometimes is more one of
Sitting around in their intense concentration."
"ready room" at the 1..a Costa
Argea discounts Jack's loss
Country Club here recently of about 20 pounds in the last
during the annual MONY Tour- jos years as a major factor in
nament of Champions, some of his game.
the bag-toters were talking
"He was playing good golf
about their jobs.
when he was fat, too," says this
They are as professional as tall, rangy bag carrier who
the shotmakers themselves, started caddying at the age of 8
the veteran caddies tell you. in Hartville, Ohio. Argea is a
Their mission is to help the boss native of Canton, Ohio.
cut strokes off his-wore and Angelo follows-Nicklaus most
thereby earn more money for of the time when he competes
everybody concerned.
in the United States, sometimes
However, it's not as simple by auto if the distance between
as that, points out Angelo Ar- tournaments is only a few hungea, for the last nine years the dred miles, other times by
caddy for superstar Jack Nick- plane. But Jack arranges for
laus. Argea, whose tanned face local caddies" when he plays
and iron-gray wavy hair have overseas. And the rules of a few
become almost as familiar to U.S. tournaments require the
viewers of televised golf as use of local caddies.
Nicklaus' blond locks, says
A tour caddy for 18 years,
caddying for a tour pro is a Angelo worked for Nicklaus
business, and sometimes a first at Palm Springs, Calif.,
complicated one at that.
during the Bob Hope Desert
"One of my main duties be- Classic in 1963. The combinafore a tournament is to get out tion caught on and Angelo has
on the course early in the been around most of the time
morning and walk off the yard- ever since.
age on each hole," explains ArArgea sometimes advises
gea. -Nicklaus walks it off, too. Jack on club selection, but
We don't guess. We know what
the yardage is, so he k,nows ex- Nicklaus is a -loner" when it
actly what -club to use from comes to figuring out the speed
and direction of putts, he says.
anywhere on the course.
"He is a veil( careful putter,
"We compare our measurements, and if we're 10 .or 12 and pro, and he doesn't need
yards different, we know some- my advice on the greens," the
caddy explains. "Nicklaus has
body made a mistake."
Checking pin placements on a good memory about the rolls
the green each day is an impor- on various greens, once he has
tant part of preparation, too, played them."
Del Taylor, a 45-year-old
Argea adds. Nicklaus must
know just how far the flag is black .man and the father of
from the edge of the green and four children, leaned back in
its relation to the position of his chair and observed that the
surrounding sandtraps or professional caddy is as much a
part of tour golf as the player.
lakes, he explains.
"There is as much pressure
Most of the caddies like to
talk about their jobs, but on us as there is on the playthey're slow to discuss their ers," says Taylor, for nearly a
decade the caddy for Billy Casbosses beyond their ability to
per, one of the few golfers who
hit the golf ball far and
straight. Nor will they explain has earned more than a million
dollars in purses.
their financial relations with
Casper and Del have had
the pros they serve. Some work
their differences over the
for a slice of whatever their
years, especially this year
boss wins; others are on salsince Billy has been having
ary; some have other pay artrouble with his game and his
rangements. But they're notemperament. During the
body's business, you find out
MONY tournament, Taylor
when you ask about pro-caddy
walked off the course during
financial lash-ups.
Argea,a 42-year-old bachelor the middle of the round. The
who makes his home in Enci- dispute had been building up
for a couple of months.
nitas, Calif., when he's not on
However, friends of Casper
the tour, says people are misand Del know the two will heal
taken if they think Nicklaus
gets overly disturbed when his their troubles. Their relation-

ship has become too close over
a decade to be shattered now.
"Golf isn't a sport anymore,"
insists Taylor. "It's big business, with one shot sometimes
involving thousands of dollars
in prize money one way or the
other. This is why most of the
pros use only one caddy someone they learn to trust and
whose judgment they respect."
Taylor caddied first for Casper in the Bing Crosby tournament at Pebble Beach, Calif.,
in 1963.
"Casper won the tournament
and I've been working for him
ever since," Del grins.
Billy usually has a fine golfing temperament he says,adding! "I can pretty well read his
state of mind during a tournament."

Ladies Day Golf
Winners Named Winners of the Ladies Day
Golf, held Wednesday, May 24,
have been announced by the
Murray Country Club.
Jerlene Sullivan was the
winner in the Championship
flight. Sue Brown won the first
flight, Anna Adams took the
second, and Patsy Purdom
placed first in the third.
.,
Nancy Haverstock was the
winner in the fourth flight and
'Nell Roach won in thelow putts.

the major league baseball system back in 1950.
It was in 1950 that the then
New York Giants sent top scoutEddie Montague to Birmingham, Ala., to inspect Alonzo
Perry, a slugging first baseman for the Black Barons.
- - As the story goes. Montague
forgot all about Perry when he
spied Mays patrolling center
field.
-Once 1 saw Mays it was
hard to look at anyone else,"
wrote Montague. "He hit line
drives with power to all fields.
He had the quick hands of Joe
Louis in his prime. He had a
great arm and was a jackrabbit
on the bases. Here was a kid
who could do everything."
From then on it was just a

stands. And for the next 11 seasons Mays was the only center
fielder the Giants had
He helped the Giants overcome a Brooklyn Dodger 13-

Durocher visited the minor
league training camp for a look
and came back virtually babbling the praises of Willie the
Wonder.
Early in the 1951 season.
while Mays was demolishing
ithe American Association at a
.477 clip, the Giants were floundering.
So Durocher sent Mays a

/,

witl'N managerial debut in 44eather with gusts up
too 21i iiiiles an. hour. It was
sarin (ilside the Brewers' clubuse. though.
ery, very pleased and
t.ailla about it," Crandall said.
It's lust a beginning, but it's a

Associated Press Sports Writer
Del Crandall will remember
his major league managerial
debut for a long time and Skip

Lockwood will never forget
Dave Bristol.
"I certainly should be able to
remember a one-hitter for a

that's what's impor4,:a • •
'ilic Rrewers tallied in the
.e; and, third and eighth innings
ruir,
coring singles by;
Ellie
1W1 iffiti

long time." Crandall said Tuesday night after taking over as
skipper of the Milwaukee Brewers and watching Lockwood
tame New York 3-1 with Rusty.
Torres' sixth -inning single, the
Yankee's only hit.
Lockwood, who hurled a sixhit shutout against Detroit last
Thursday, said he felt badly
when Bristol was fired as manager three days later.
"You can't evee-kay a manager is your friend, Lockwood
said,"but when you lose someone who's taught you a lot you
feel the loss. Dave and I had no

love lost when I first game up.
I was a cocky kid. But in three
years I learned from him and
got to understand him. He
helped me on the baseball field
and off and I'll be a better per-son and a better ballplayer for
having played for him."
Elsewhere in the American
League, Boston trounced Baltimore 6-0, Texas nipped Oakland 3-2, Minnesota edged Kansas City 3-2 and California
whipped the Chicago White Sox
.6-0. Detroit and Cleveland were
rained out.
Only 4,175 fans saw Ctan-

IL:uez, George Scott and
'dike Ferraro. That was more
than enough for Lockwood,
,',en though the 25-year-old
rililltd,ander struggled with his
• antrol, losing his shutout in

the sixth when Torres singled
fii,,s(ng two walks, •
Boston's Ray Culp throttled
Baltimore on three hits and
Carlton Fisk and Tommy Harper homered off Mike Cuellar
as the Red Sox ended the Orioles' four-game winning streak
and dropped them into a firstplace tie with Detroit in the AL

East
,
The Sox took advantage of an
error by Brooks Robinson, of
all people, on a potential double
ball in the second inning
ta score their first three runs.
Culp squeezed home the first

one and Luis Aparicio singled
for two more.

School is out and once again the ball diamonds are crowded with
youngsters playing baseball.
Since I can only be in one place at one time, it is going to require
some cooperation in order to give these youngsters attention on
the sports page.
There are five different leagues under the Baseball
Association.'Each league has an official scorekeeper and to that
man in the seventh on a single scorekeeper goes the duty of phoning in the results to me.
by Ken Suarez, a sacrifice, Scorekeepers should call me between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. at the
pinch runner Dave NelsOn's Ledger & Times Office.
Play has started in only the Little League and the Park League
steal of third and 'Toby Harand both scorekeepers are now doing fine jobs. If the other three
rah's sacrifice fly.
leagues work out as well, then parents and the youngsters should
Phil Roof, hitting .180 at be able to see the results on the sports page.
game time, powered Minnesota
Already there has been a no-hitter in the first two days of action.
over Kansas-City- with his first
Yesterday afternoon, Eddie Rhodes of the Reds Park League )
two home runs of the season, threw a gem at the Astros and blanked his, opponents 4-0. He
solo shots in the second and
picked up 11 strikeouts along the way.
fourth innings. It. was the-Vat- * -All-garnet will'be ffve inning affairs with a 15ran rule presiding.
time in the catcher's 14-Year If one team has an advantage of 15 runs, then the game is halted
pro career that he hit two. and called an official contest.
homers in one game. Roof may
American !Legion baseball begins Tuesday as Murray is in
have been embarrassed by the Paris fora 7:30 p.m. encounter. Wednesdaa night the locals will
fact that Jim Perry, the Twins' be in Paris for another game before returning to Murray Thurstarting pitcher, had a .313 bat- sday night for the home opener with Paducah.
ting average.
Season tickets for the legion's home games are still on sale.
Bob Oliver drove in four runs They may be obtained by contacting Jack Ward at the "Hut
with a homer and single to sup- -Cafeteria" or calling Ronald Crouch at 753-1449. The tickets are
port Nolan Ryan's seven-hit, 10- good for all home games and cost only $7.50. Single game ad%pikeout pitching as the Angels
mission for adults is one dollar.
•gent the White Sox to their fifth
I will aternpt to cover all of the legion games and take a few
defeat in the last six games.
pictures of both the legion action and the action at the City Park.

The Ultimate Stunt

3,200-.- Pound ca-ilxecutes AfuII Ra In Mid Air

No-Hitter Dominates
Park League Activity
Eddie Rhodes tossed a no hitter and fanned 11 men yesterday in
leading the Reds to a 4-0 win over the Braves in Park League
Action. The other Park League contest found the Braves nipping
the Cubs 5-4. In the Little League, the Astros pounded the Giants
12-0 while the Yanks outslugged the Cubs 10-8.
Rhodes led the attack for the Reds by picking up two hits while
teammate David Ryan hit a homer. Joe Mark Alls was charged
with the loss for the Astros.
The Cubs used two homers and the pitching of Todd Bradshaw
to clip the Braves by a run. Bradshaw homered and had two
singles while Kim Kindall homered, doubled and singled for the
winners. Mark Smith took the loss for the Braves. Stacy Smith
doubled and homer to pace the attack for the losers.
Ronnie Gibson and Mickey McKeel combined for a two hitter as
the Astros wallwed the Cards 12-0. The two hurlers combined for
14 strikeouts, ally one other out accounted for by the fielders.
Gibson helped himself by blasting a grad slam homer for the
winning Astros.
The Yanks used the pitching and hitting of Mike Murphy to take
a 10-8 decision over the Cubs. Murphy had three hits, including a
homer, and picked up the win on the mound for the Yanks. Ten-)'
Workman and Bob Thurman hit homers for the losers. Mark
Thomas was charged with the loss.

Major League
Leaders

Pasta: Coureara of MOTOR
Audiences this summer at
26 or 30 state fairs, local festi-

vals, even major auto races
will see the ultimate thrill
show stunt- a barrel rolling
Javelin flying 52 feet through
the air!
During the two-second life
of the act, the ton and a half
American Motors sporty car

Jacklin, Casper
Are Favorites

1

CHARLOTTE, N.C. 1AP) Tony Jacklin of England and
globetrotting Billy Casper make
their return to the American
tour this week as two of the favorities-in the Very -strong field

arrayed for the $175,000 Kemper Open Golf Tournament.
game lead by socking 20 home
Arnold Palmer,South African
runs and batting a respectable
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Gary Player, Lee Trevino,
.274. He won the Rookie of the
BATTING (90 at bats)-Rudi,
George Archer, Jerry Heard,
Year Award easily.
Oak, .329; McCraw, Cle, .324.
RUNS-lover,
Min, 29; Mar., Bob Lunn and Tom Weiskepr
It Seems that Mays could do
per, Bsn, 28.
whatever he set his mind to do.
RUNS BATTED IN-D.Allen, also -are in the 144-man
Throughout his career the "say Chi, 31; Darwin, Min, 25; Dun that begins a 72-hole test TfitlFshey kid" has electrified base- can, Oak, 25; R.Jackson, Oak, day on the Quail Hollow Coun25.
ball fans by doing the seemingtry Club course, a vast track
HITS-Rucli„ Oak, 46; Pi
ly impossible with the bat and niella, KC, 45.
that stretches 7,278 yards over
DOUBLES-Rudi,
Oak, 10.
especially the glove.
Fisk, Bsn, 9; Harper, Bsn, 9; rolling hills and plays_ to a par
In his rookie season, as the Thompson, Min, 9; R.Jackson, 72.
Giants were closing in on the Oak.
T
Of the game's great names
LES-McCraw, Cle, 3;
Dodgers, the two teams were Rudi, Oak,,,3;
10 Tied With 2,
only Jack Nicklaus is among
locked in tie game, but the ' HOME RUNS-Duncan, Oak,
the missing.: The Masters
-Bums" had runners on first TO; R.Jackson, Oak, 9.
STOLEN
BASES-D.Nelson, champion and leading money
and third, one man out and Carl Tex, 14; P.Kelly, Chi, 10; Mad
winner took the week off to
dos, Tex, 10.
•Furillo at the plate.
consider his putting stroke.
PITCHING (4 Decisions) Furillo ripped a drive to cen- Kaat,
Mm. 61, .657, 1.26 Lee,
that
was
sure to score the Bsn. 41, .800, 2.66 Fingers,
ter
Casper pulled a sagging
runner on third even if it was Oak, 4-1, .600, 219.
game together in his last AmerSTRIKEOUTS-Loli
ch,
Det,
caught.
67; Coleman, Det, 63.
ican appearance-a Month -ago.
The runner tagged as Mays
- NATIONAL LEAGUE
when he tied Chi Chi Rodriguez
BATTING 190 at
made a spectacular, leaping
bats)Torre, StL. .372: Sanguillen, for first place at Dallas only to
catch. But instead of turning Pgh, .355.
lose in a playoff. He's been on
and making an orthodox throw
RUNS-Morgan,
C in
39;
a tour of Eiirope and North AlBonds, SF, 34.
to the plate, which would have
RUNS BATTED
rica since then.
IN King
given the runner time to score.
man, SF, 35; Stargell, Pgh. 30.
the'Mazing Mays let go with an - HITS-Torre, StL, 55. Sang
Jacklin, who won at Jacksonuillen, Pgh, 54.
off-balanctothrow which was a
ville early this year, hasn't
DOUBLES--Agee,
NY, 11,
perfect strike to the catcher.
Montanez, Phi, 11; Starge
played in this country since the
Pqh, 11; Maddox, SF. 11,
But Mays saved his greatest
Tournament of Champions, alBonds,
SF,
11,
Speier,
SF.
11
catch for the 1954 World Series
TRIPLES-Tolan, Cm, 4; 10
most two months ago.
against the Cleveland Indians.
Tied With 3.
HOME
RUNS-Kingman,
SF,
In the first game, with two
12; Colbert. SD, 10.
men on base. Vic Wertz
STOLEN
BASES- Morgan,
Cin, 18. Brock, StL, 16.
slammed a tremendous shot to
PITCHING (4 Decisions) deepest center field, and no
CHICAGO ( A P) - The• ChiJ Ray, Htn, 70, 1.000, 3 76 Sot
center field in the majors was
ton, LA, 70. 1.000. 1 27 Matlack, cago Sun-Times reported in toNY, 60, 1.000, 1.95 Marshall,
deeper than the Polo Grounds
day's editions that recently reMon, 40, 1.000, 1.30.
center field.
STR I K EOUTS-Carlton. Phi. tired Chicago Cubs first baseMays was off at the crack of
93. McDowell, SF, 58
man-outfielder Joe Pepitone
the bat,

tied

racing toward the center field wall some 460 feet

.NOW

A mET- woe
Mays smiled at New York City
Press conference following the
'announcement that he had been
traded from the San Francisco
Giants to the New York Mets,

By MOco Brandon

Texas' Rich Hand allowed
Oakland only three hits in 8 1-3
innings but needed a strong relief job by Horacio Pina to preserve his first victory of the
season. Dave Duncan homered
for the A's-his 10th-and Ted
Ford for the Rangers, who got
the winning run off Ken Holtz-

arches up and outward from a

take-off ramp, rolls a full 360
degrees counterclockwise
while more than 15 feet above
the ground, then noses down
onto a tapered landing ramp
and coasts to a stop.
Named the "Javelin Astro
Spiral Jump," the electrifying
stunt of corkacrewing a basically stock automobile into
space is the first new idea to
be seen in a thrill show in 30
years. It was made possible,
however,by modern computer
technology originally applied
to highway safety problems at
the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, New York.
During the past five years,
CAL has been investigating
for the U.S. Bureau of Public
Roads the causes and effects
of single-car accidents. The
Z•Foject Taiaimed towards the
eventual reduction in damage
to cars and injuries to motorists that often occur when a
vehicle shoots off the road. A
major part of the study has
been centered around the electronic simulation of car crashes by means of this laboratory's sophisticated computer
system.
To set up parameters for
the "Javelin Astro Spiral
Jump," Cornell Laboratory
modified this intricate computer program. It plotted out
the sensitive designs for the
ramps, approach and landing
speeds for the car, and related
all these factors specifically
to the size and weight of the
Javelin. Then, some dummy
trials were set up with a driverless automobile to prove out
the Mmouter's findings.
The first attempt was an
unqualified success, and after
two more unmanned test runs,
the All American Hell Drivers
thrill-allow-a Promotion of 11.
M. Productions headed tr.
,
-

Jae Minivan of Orchard Park,

New York, took over to try
the stunt with a driver at the
wheel Milligan's thrill show
is built around American Motors cars and is licensed be
Cornell Laboratory to perform the "Javelin Astro
"
A six -cylinder
was selected by

SST ,Javelin
Milligan for
the stunt, the smaller engine
being chosen to minimize
front-end weight. Inside. a

Joe Pepitone

matter of tune. The Giants
bought Mays for $14,000 and
sent him to Tidewater, a class
B club.
The following spring, Leo

E
=
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By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON.

Local Baseball Roundup

Willie returns to old fans
Willie Howard Mays has gone I telegram and a plane ticket for
home.
New York.
Not home to San Francisco or
It, would be fitting to write
his birthplace in Mahan* but th&tiMays hit for the cycle_ in
home to New York and theIsins "his first gime as a Giant but in.
that still remember the glory
stead he went 0 for 4.
days of the Giants in the Polo
Durocher comforted the deGrounds and the kid in center
jected 20-year-old Mays by sayfield.
ing, •'Don't worry son. ... Just
Mays, now 41, was traded by
keep swinging because you're
the Giants to the New York 'my center fielder even if you
Mets for minor league pitcher don't get a hit the rest of the
Charlie Williams and an undis- season."
closed amount of cash.
Needless to say, Maya did fiIronically, the pitcher Wil- nally hit. His first one came off
liams is with Tidewater which the immortal Warren Spahn. It
is the same club Mays was as-' was a towering home run that
signed to When he broke into
soared over the left field

E

from home plate At the very
last second, with no way to tell
where the ball was, Mays stuck
out his glove and the ball sailed
over his left shoulder and into
the pocket.
-With the bat, few hitters can
comPate With Mays. During his
career he has hit over .300 ten
times. He has hit 20 or more
home runs 17'titnes; slugged
three or more home runs in a

game twice-and four home runs
in a game once. Ways was the
first major leaguer to hit 50 or
More home runs and steal 20
bases in one season. Mays currently ranks second on the alltime home run list.
He is less than 70 home runs
behind Rabe- Ruth's rerord but

the years have robbed Mays of
some of his power leaving Henry Aaron to continue the assault.

talks on his possible return to
active play.

Me rube --on then- upcomingWest Coast road trip and make
his first start against Pitts:
burgh ton July 2.

wheel were relocated to the
center of the car to give better aim at the ramp and to
provide better balance for the
car during its roll.
In order to leave the launching ramp at the desired 45 degree angle, flip into a roll
rate of more than 200 degrees
per second and land softly
on the receiving ramp, the
car is programmed to be tray
eling exactly 40 mph when the
take-off point is reached.
The "ultimate stunt" was
first performed successfully
in public at the Houston. Texas Astrodome last January

French Open
Quarter-Final
Set For Today
PARIS t AP)- Harold Solomon of Silver Spring, Md., the
surprise of the French Open
Tennis Tournament, meets
Manuel Orantes of Spain in a
quarter-final match on the center court today.
Orantes, seeded No. 4 and
winner of the recent Italian
Championship, is heavily favored. But the hustling Solomon
wasn't expected to get even this
far.
Solomon earned his No. 10
ranking in the United States
through a long serixs of vie-"trines in-satellite-tournaments_
This is his first overseas tour
and his first try for a major
international championship.
In another
quarter-final
iiiatch. Czechoslovakia
Jan
Risks, the 1970 and 1971 winner
of the French tournament
classed as the. world clay court
championship, meets Patrick
Pruisy of France. Nodes is
seeded Ni., 1 and Proisy No, e.

TREND MAGAZINE

with Charles Galiano at the
controls before a record Astrodome crowd of 98,000 for a two
night performance. It has
since been seen in Florida,
Georgia and several other
states. Before summer is over
hundreds of thousands of fairgoers and auto race fans
throughout the country will
have seen the Most spectacular auto act of all time.

Owensboro Falls
To Tiger Netters
Regular season tennis came
to a close for Murray High
Saturday_ as the Tiger boys
avenged their only TOSS '01 the
season by defeating Owensboro
5-2. The win gives the Tigers an
overall mark of 9-1 for the
season.
Del Purcell, Mel Purcell,
Alan Spencer and Brent Austin
all picked up wins in singles
while' the doubles teams
with Owensboro.
The Tigers' high point of the

season came by winning the
Western Kentucky Conference
Tournament. Murray also
Participated in the Chattanooga
Il4aary Tournament.
Regional Trienament action
will begin this weekend • at
Murray. Representing the
Tigers in the singles will be
Alan
Spencer
and
Jphn
Powless. The doubles team will
bc composed of the Purcell
„

Foyt Undergoes
Ankle Operation
liousTON 1 Al') - Formei
Indianpolis 500 champion A.J.
Foyt has undergone surgery to
carrect a broken ankle and will
-he out of racing at least two

In women's quarter-final months.
•.
matches, Olga Morozova of
He broke his ankle 'iitlay
ltussia meets Francoise Durr during a 100-mile race
at Duof ErancC and Evonne Goola given, Ill...
gong of Australia, the defendMrs. Enyt said her husband

will meet today with Cubs general manager John Holland for

The Sun-Times said Pepitone,
who resigned suddenly May 2.
saying he had lost interest in
baseball, intends to accompany

race-ear type roll cage was
built to protect the driver,lap
belts and double shoulder
harness were. installed, the
driver's seat and steering

1411014.i!._
'Ube barrel roll orror.
Auntu Abo‘r while die car is
(5 fo.rt of( Ilse groom!, Intset.
ing 52 fret betneen vecial
'
tadwolf
reciri‘ing ramp..

'7

ing champion. meets. Corine
Molesworth of Britain. Miss
finolaigong is seeded No. I and
Miss Durr No. 5.
Solomon and Stan Smith. of
Sea Pines. S.C., are the only
American men left at the guarter-final .Statje..Shilth win meet
Andres Gillum() of Spain Thursday.
Billie Jean King of Long
Beach, Calif.. is the lone Amer-wouiart. survivor_ . Mrs.
King will face Mrs. Helga Masthoff of West Germany Thursday in the semifinals.

came in for fuel and some of
the fuel spilled on the hot tailpipe.
"Ile jumped (tut immediately
and the car ran over' his left
ankle." she said.
Flat also suffered first and
second degree burns on his face, hands and legs but the
burns weren't considered
Ile was flown to Houston
Monday_ _for . treatment. of the

ankle, and doctors discovered
ligaiiic'nts had been torn, requiring surgery.
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Summer Programs Outlined
By Recreation Department
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
An extensive program of
recreational activities will soon
begin at the Murray City Park.
The programs,sponsored by the
Murray Recreation Department, are designed for the
family or for individuals.
Residents of Coldwater and
Dexter will be participating in
men's softball during the
summer. The president of the
league is Carl Ellis while the
vice-president is Richard
Perry. Jim Green is serving as
the secretary.
Two divisions of the women's
softball league will be playing
at Robinson Elementary
School. The president of the
league is Joe Hale and viCe-'
president is Shirley Wilford.
Linda Lonner is the secretary
- for the league:- A-girt's softball
league will also be playing at
the same sight and the officers
of that league are the same as
•the women's league.
Tennis instruction will be
available for adults and youth.
Adults will meet in the evenings
under the supervision of Gary
Hohrnan and Andy Groves while
youths will meet in the mornings under the leadership of
Sharon Reid and Chris
Weatherspoon.
For those who prefer golf,
Gary Hohman will provide help
in the evenings while Sharon
Reid will be in charge of
twirling. A basketball clinic
under the supervision of
Richard Travis will be held in
the mornings.
Mary Ann Pirtle will be the
instructor for arts and crafts.
This program will also be at the
park. An afternoon clinic will be
held under the direction of
Sharon Reid. Senior Citizens
night will be held at the

Bluegill
Rated Good
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The bluegill catch is rated excellent in many maior impoundments,the Fish and Wildlife Resources Department reported Tuesday The rundown:
Kentucky—Bluegill excellent
on worms and crickets, black
• bass good on surface lures and
artificial nightcrawlers, Below
dam white bass good on do
jibs, clear, stable, 77.
Nolin—Bluegill fair to good
on crickets, black bass fair on
surface lures and artificial
nightcrawlers, clear, stable, 76.
Barkley—Bluegill fair on pop
bugs and crickets off shallow
banks, crappie fair on minnow,
below dam white bass and bluegill fair, clear, stable, 78.
Dewey—Crappie good on minnows around cover, bluegill
good on worrns, clear, murky,
muddy, stable, 76.
Rough River—White bass excellent to good in jumps on
minnows, bluegill fair to good
on worms and crickets below
dam bluegill good, trout,
crappie and whit bass fair.
clear, falling, 6 feet above summer pool and 77.
Buckhorn—Bluegill good on
worms and cr,ickets, crappie
good on minnows, clear, stable
and 68.
Fishtrap—Bliregill good off
shallow banks on worms, black
bass on surface lures and big
minnows, clear, stable and 75.
Green—Black bass fair to
good by casting and trolling
medium deep runners, crappie
on minnows, below dam trout
fair on cheese and corn, clear,
stable, 78.
Grayson-- Bluegill fair on
worms off shallow banks,
crappie on minnows, below
dam trout and crappie fair,
clear, stable, 73.
Cumberland—White bass fair
to good on minnows at night off
deep banks and points, black
bass fair to good on surface
lures, trout in dam area fair on
nightcrawlers at 10 to 15 feet,
from 8 p.m. to midnight, below
darn trout good on worms and
cheese, clear, stable and 75.
Dale Hollow—Black bass fair
on artificial nightcrawlers,
white bass fair at night on minnows off deep banks, clear, falling, 79.
Herrington—Black bass good
on surfice lures and artificial
nightcrawlers, crappie fair on
minnows, clear, stable and 78.
Barren—Black bass good off
deep banks and points on artificial nightcrawlers, crappie on
minnows around cover, clear,
stable and 77.

Los Angeles Takes Over First
With Win Over San Francisco.

Episcopal Church. Family night
will be held at the park under
the supervision of Chris
Weatherspoon.
There will be plenty of
baseball action for the young
men.On Saturday mornings "TBall" will be held at the park
while the Baseball Association
is in charge of five leagues. Bill
Cherry will be in charge of the
Baseball Association this year.
Foilr teams will compete in
the Colt League. The league is
composed of boys 15 and 16
years of age. The Pony League
will be for those who are 13 arid
14 while the Park League is for
those who are eight or nine.
Boys 10-12 are eligible to play in
either the Little League or the
Kentucky League.
Any additional information
regarding enrollment or parFIRST BASS--Eight-year-eid David Ryas displays Ids 4 111. 4 IR. Large Mouth Bass which be
ticipation in these programs caughtatCypress Creek.This was David's first bass fish. He is the sea of Mr.and Mrs. Nick Ryan,of
may be obtained by contacting EIS Broad St., Murray.
the City Park Office at 753-7640.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

Course Into Nightmare
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
SANDWICH, England I AP)
— Veteran Walker Cup golfers,
Joe Carr of Ireland and Ed
Tutwiler of the United States,
meet today in a battle of wits
on one of the most demanding
courses in the world.
The wily old campaigners—

Carr is 50 and Tutwiler 52—
were paired in the third round
or the British Amateur Championship on the Royal St.
George's link.
The exposed 6,633-yard, par
34-36---70 course always is difficult because of its deep and
cunningly placed sand traps,
but this week a high wind,

Reds Hand Astros Fourth
Straight Loss Tuesday
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ .
Associated Press Sports Writer
HOUS1UN ( AP) — The Cincinnati chapter of the Astros
Alumni Association and Johnny
Bench are moving the Cincinnati Reds right into the thick of
the National League west title
picture. e
-,Bench clubbed two home
runs—including an inside-thepark shot—and a single to drive
in four runs as the Reds handed Houston its fourth straight
loss 9-5 Tuesday night.
Bench—none ever called him
speedy—said it was third base
coach Alex Grammas' faith
that permitted the unusual inside-the-park home run to lead
off the second inning.

sometimes approaching gale
force, has turned it into a
nightmare.
"My friends at home never
believed me when I told them
how hard it can blow here,"
said Tutwiler, a car salesman
from Indianapolis.
Both men played in the 1967
Walker Cup match, but they did
not face each other.
On Tuesday, both won second
round matches in convincing
style against young opponents.
Carr handed Mickey Van
Gerbig of Palm Beach, Fla., a
lesson in driving and hitting
and -1xon, 6 and 5.
Tutwiler, without making a
single birdie, moved steadily to
a 5 and 4 victory over Peter
Holt of Britain.
Dick Siderowf of Westport,
Conn., who played on the 1969
U.S. Walker cup team, faced
Gordon Hyde of Britain today.
Siderowf won his first two
matches without having to play
past the 14th hole.

however. "I don't think I got
tired," he said. "We had the
lead and I started rushing and
didn't concentrate." Houston
rallied for three runs and five
hits in the bottom of the ninth.
Did his eight outstanding innings have anything to do with
being a former Astro? "That
had something to do with it,"
he said. "But I think it was
Two other Americans,. Marty
more being 1-6."
Singles by Bench and Dennis West of Chevy Chase, Md., and
Menke, another former Astro, Kemp Richardson of LaGuna
and a sacrifice fly by Joe Nigua I; Calif., reached the third
Hague brought home three runs round.
for Cincinnati in the sixth.
Six Americans had to play
Bench's two-run homer and second round matches today.
Bobby Tolan's two-run triple
accounted for four Redleg runs
in the ninth.
Houston's three runs in the
"As I was going into second ninth came from singles by Bob
base I knew the ball hit the top Watson and John Edwards and
of the fence and bounced a sacrifice fly by Doug Rader.
back," Bench said. "Metzeger
(shortstop R3ger ) was going
out to get it. Alex had enough
faith that I could make it so I
knew it must be far out there."
Astro fielders Jimmy Wynn
and Bob Watson converged at
the wall in left-centerfield on
Bench's fly ball. Wynn went for
it and missed and the ball
bounced far back into the field.
CLEVELAND (AP
The
It was my fault,"• Wynn 'nation's
duffers got ,a break
No. 303 can
said. "I didn't even hustle after from
the. weather—it was terit. It was just a mental lapse.
rible—in their hopes of heating
Roger had to come out and get scores
posted by pro chatonions
it and take a couple of steps to
Jack Nicklaus and Kathy
throw. If I gotten it, he
Whitworth.
wouldn't have scored and
Nicklaus
ilk champion,
maybe Don Wilson could have
and Miss hitworth, the I.PGA
gotten out of the inning."
' titleholder had scores of 72 and
Four former Houston Astros 80, respectively, in establishing
'
who went to Cincinnati in an the targets for amateur play era
"
Itb
off-season trade were in the throughout the country.
lineup for Cincinnati Tuesday
They were hampered by a
night, and they all did their steady, heavy downpour as
NEW YORK ( AP-1 — The strhre, especially starting pitch- they bestad U.S. 01)en hamp
New York Raiders of the World er Jack Billingham who Lee Trevino and women's ()pen
Hockey Association announced allowed only five hits for eight champion Jo Anne Carrier in
today the signing of right wing- innings.
the annual piational Golf Day
er Alton White, one of only two
He was bombed in the ninth activities at the Canterbury
black players in professional
Country Club course Tuesday.
hockey.
Trevino, bundled in sweaters
White, who celebrated his
and rain gear, played the front
27th birthday today, has spent
nine in 39 en route to a fivethe last three years with Proviover-par 76, losing to No klaus
dence of the American Hockey
by
Frosty Acres
strokes.
Miss
four
League and scored 30 goals for
Whitworth beat Miss Carner 80the Reds last season.
KANSAS CITY (API — The 82 in the women's compction.
The only other black in pro
Those winning scores, 72 for
National Collegiate Athletic Ashockey is Willie O'Ree of the
sociation has announced pair- men and 80 for women, will be
San Diego Gulls in the Western ings
for the college division the targets for thousands of
Hockey League. He played 45
baseball championship to be players throughout the country
games for & Boston Bruins of held June 2-5 in
Springfield, Ill. in one of golf's largest annual
the National Hockey League in
charitable programs.
The lineup:
1957-58 and 1960-61.
For a $1 entry fee players
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville., 30-13, vs. San Fernando can attempt to beat those
Valley, 40-18 at 6 p.m. Friday scores in relation to par one
Postponement
over for men, six oker for
June 2.
MONTRF:AL(AP )'4
— A strike
Missouri-St. Louis, /3-7, vs. women at any public or priby city manual workers and a Florida Southern, 28-5, at 8:30 vate course in the country All
amateurs use their established
conflict with a Montreal Expos' pin. Friday June 2.
National League baseball game
Florida Southern is the tour- handicaps in their efforts to
has forced a one-day post- nament's defending champion beat the champs. Those who do
ponement of the Canada-U.S. and is rated No. 1 in the college will receive, a certificate statwomen's track meet scheduled division polls. San Fernando is ing that they beat Jack Nick—
laus or Kathy. Whitworth
here this weekend.
rated No. 2.

National Golf
Day Held; Bad
Golf Weather

Harrelson Having Hard
Time In New Pro Sport
By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — "I'll
Make It; MI make It yet"

"I'm going to be the first
player to make $100,000 a year
in one sport, shift over to another sport and make $100,000 a
year there," he said.
He's just a little over $99,000
short.
Harrelson has been considerably less than spectacular since
he abandoned an eight-year
baseball career as an outfielder-first baseman with Boston and Cleveland to try and
conquer the demanding world
of tournament golf.
He once led the American
League in runs batted in, hit 35
home runs with Boston one season, and, at one time, had a
$100,000 annual salary.
His biggest check in golf has
been just over over $600.
He failed to make it through
the Tournament Players Division school last fall, picking up
in disgust before completing
the testing grind that enables
young players to compete on
the lucrative pro tour.
He's played in two major
tour events this year—and
hasn't completed either failing
to qualify for the final two
rounds in both the Doral-Eastern and the Atlanta Classic.
"I've had a lot of invitations
to play," Harrelson said. -But
since I didn't get through the
school, I don't have a players'
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NCAA Baseball
Pairings Named

"But this was a very impor- San Francisco runner at dui
tant game," Robinson added. plate to preserve the Dodger/
"It got us into first."
5-3 victory.
More properly, Robinson got
In the rest of the National
the Dodgers into first with his League's weather-wrecked
bat and glove. In the top of the schedule, the New York Meta
eighth inning he followed Willie beat Philadelphia 7-0 and CinDavis' leadoff single with a tie- cinnati defeated Houstbn 11-5.
breaking home run.
Rain postponed the San DiegoThen, in the bottom of the in- at-Atlanta and Pittsburgh-atning, with the Giants threat- Montreal games and cold.
ening to score—and stumbling weather knocked out St. Louis'
all over themselves in the futile contest against the Cubs in Chiattempt—he gunned down a cago.
Robinson also drove in a run
with a sacrifice fly as the
Dodgers built a 3-0 lead, only to
see it evaporate by the seventh
inning as Dave Kingman belted
his 12th home run and Bobby
Bonds knocked in two rims with
a single and a fly ball.
Then came the bizarre botcard. If you don't have the
card, you can play in only tom of the eighth.
The Giants managed to get
three events.
through it without a run despite
"I've played in two. The oth- three
singles and a hit bid-er one will probably be Clevesman.
land."
Tito Fuentes and Ed Goodson
The 32-year-old Harrelson, singled and Damasco Blanco,
still whippet-lean as he was just up from the minors, went'
when he was dubbed -The in to run for Goodson.
Kingman, the next batter,
Hawk" as he roamed the major
league outfields, admits he then missed a bunt attempt and
"wasn't ready when I first Fuentes, who'd taken off OP the
pitch, was trapped between sectried to come out.
ond and third. .
Predictably, he's a hard hitHe finally managed, with
ter. He won a-driving contest—
some urging by the Dodgers, to
with a belt of 301 yards—
make it back to second, only to
against the regular pros in Atfind Blanco already there.
lanta. But that has been some
Blanco was called out on the
of his trouble.
play.
"He can hit it, but he doesn't
The Mets' Jon Matlack, who
know where it's going to go," has yet to lose this year,
said Bob Toski, a former tour- chalked up victory No. 6 by
ing pro and now one of the limiting the Phillies to jutt_
game's most respected teach- three harmless singles.
ers.
Rusty Staub got more than
With his necessarily restrict- that all by himself for New
York, driving in four runs with
ed playing schedule, Hartelson
has to content himself with two doubles and two singles as
pTaring in small, non-sanction- the Mets, taking advantage of
ed tournaments—he won the Pittsburgh's enforced idleness,
widened their National League
$600 in one of those—and with
East lead to four games over
working on his game. the Bucs.
"Right now my goal is the
Johnny Bench was Cincinthe Players School in Napa, Ca- nati's big gun against the Aslif, this fall," .he said. That's tros, driving in four runs with a
where you get your card, earn tie-breaking single and two
the right to compete. That's the home runs, the first one an inbiggest tournament in the side-the-park job. It was Housworld for me right now."
ton's fourth straight defeat.
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Swanns Market
3/39'

Second Black
Hockey Player
Signed Today

By BRUCE LOWIITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Dodgers
against the San Francisco Giants? To Frank Robinson, it's
just another ball game. But
he's got other incentives.
"I haven't been around here
long enough to get any specific
feeling over the Dodgers-Giants
rivalry," the Los Angeles right
fielder said Tuesday night.
"These games haven't got the
adrenalin flowing.

A wry smile cracked the
craggy face of Ken Harrelson,
but the eyes held the hungry
glint of a hunting hawk.

Standings Gale Winds Turn British
Z4=•C}C}C:$4=04=i4MCK:iiipipic0C
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Baltimore
20 15 .556 —
Detroit
20 16 .556 —
Cleveland
18 16 .529 1
New York
16 20 .444 4
Boston
15 19 .411
Milwaukee
12 21 .364 6/
1
2
West
Oakland
2.4 12 .667 —
Minnesota
22 12 .647 1
22 15 .595 2/
Chicago
1
2
California
17 23 .425 9
Texas
17 23 .425 9
Kansas City
13 23 .361 11
Tuesday's Results
Boston 6, Baltimore 0
Texas 3, Oakland 2
Milwaukee 3, New York 1
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 2
California 6, Chicago 0
Detroit at Cleveland, rain
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Siebert 3-2) at Balti
more (McNally 5-3), N
Detroit (Coleman
7-2) at
Cleveland (G. Perry 8-3), N
New York (Stottlemyre 4-5)
at Milwaukee (Brett 2.4), N
Kansas City (Rooker 2-1) at
Minnesota (Blyleven 6-3), N
Oakland
(Hunter
at
4-2)
Texas (Bosman 34), N
Chicago (Bradley 5-2) at Cali
fornia (Clark 4-4). N
Thursday's Games
Boston at Baltimore, N
Detroit at Cleveland, N
New York at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Minnesota
Only,.games scheduled
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB.
New York
29 11 .725 —
Pittsburgh
24 1,4 .632 4
Chicago
20 17 .5.41 71,2
Montreal
17 22 .436 112
Philadelphia
16 24 .400 13
St. Louis
15 25 .375 14
West
25 16 610 —
Los Angeles
Houston
24 16 .600 '2
Cincinnati
22 18 .550 21 2
17 22 .436 7
Atlanta
16 25 .390 9
San Diego
San Francisco 15 30 .333 12
Tuesday's Results
New York 7, Philadelphia 0
Cincinnati 9, Houston 5
Los Angeles 5, San Francisco
3
St. Louis at Chicago, cold
San Diego at Atlanta, rain
Pittsburgh at Montreal, rain
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis (Gibson 1.5) at Chicago (Jenkins 5-4)
Los Angeles (Downing 2-2) at
San Francisco (Bryant 2.3)
Pittsburgh (Briles 31) at
Montreal (McAnally 0-5), N
Philadelphia (Champion 3-2)
at New York (Seaver 7-2), N
San Diego (Norman 4-3) at
Atlanta (Reed 2-6 or Niekro 64), N
6-1) at
Cincinnati (Nolan
Houston (Roberts 2.2), N
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
Los Angeles at San Fran
cisco, N
Philadelphia at New York. N
Cincinnati at Houston, N
Only games scheduled

MAY 31, 19,,

Flavor
Kist

English MT
Cut

303 Can

3 for 45'

Green Beans

BUSH'S Bush's
REST

II

Great Northern
Beans

Duncan Hines
Bluberry

303 Can

3/39'

Bush's

Sweet
Potatoes

BUSH'S
BEST
SLiti figs

oatteraws.
—im
Muffin Mix
300 Can
Lemon Custards I for $100
Choc. Swingers
29'
Chili Hot
Keeblers Red Tag
*MEATS*
Beans
Cookies 3 for
3 for 39'
lb.
FROZEN FOOD
Sale
Sliced
l2 oz.
Green Peas
lb.
with onions 29' JIF
Crowder Peas 35' Peanut ^1DT'49 Sliced-All Meat
Butter
Squash
23'
lb.
Martha White
French Cut
Self-rising MEAL In Chunk
Green Beans 28'
10 lbs. 89'
Ford hook
lb.
27'
Limas
Carnation
Chopped
Spreadables
Onions
29'
lb
69' ,

49;

Round Steak

Smoked Jowl

98'
69'
69'
35c

Chicken Livers

69'

Slab Bacon
Bologna
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KRAN

1PP'

0 II SONS

RED 81)
WHITE
—e4gre 'Hardly people
help you 01.11

* Prices in This Ad Good Through June 6 th *
Swift ProTen
1st Cut Chuck

Roast

Swift's ProTen
•

QJ

lb.59(p

Swift ProTen

Arm
Round
Roast 89. Steak

99!

BEEF...REAL TENDERNESS FOR BEEF LOVERS
Field's

Swift's ProTen

Armour

Mild Cure Emge

Bologna WIENERS BACON
Roast 119; Wrib
49;12-oz. 69c,b
Center Cut Chuck

* FROZEN FOODS *
'Red & White
PIE SHELLS
STRAWBERRIES Frosty Acres Sliced
ORANGE JUICE Frosty Acres
FROSTY WHIP TOPPING Frosty Acres
PITTED CHERRIES Stilwell

Nabisco

11b.
12-oz.
10/
1
2 -oz.
1-lb.

Flavor Kist

SNACKS

4 Varieties
Your Choice

* PRODUCE *
2 Pack

394:

FIG
BARS

Vienna Sausage

Marshmallows

16-oz.

48-oz.

Green Giant Cut

CORN

Green Beans

300 can

89'

Qt.

t
89

Red & White Toilet
TISSUE

394:

460,

4 Rolls

4P1

3/99
'

Musslemans

BISCUITS

Apple Sauce

6/59'

JANITOR
IN A DRUM

HI-C
DRINKS

4/sloo

Red & White

8 oz

25t

Green Giant
Nibkt

4'03 can

29$
lb. 59$
10-lb. bag 39$
Doz. 29$

3-1b. bag

COOKING
OIL

12-or

29'

lb.4 •

Red & White

49
'

Armour Smoked

5-oz.

29' CABBAGE New Tennessee
45' YELLOW ONIONS
39' TOMATOES—Home Grown
39' RED POTATOES No. 1
49' EGGS "mile Medium

Campfire Miniature

2 lbs.

Bama Apple
Saran Wrap

4/99'

Del Monte Tomato

14-oz.

JELLY

39'

50 ft.

in

FOOD
STORES

29'

J8-oz.

Red & White Iodized
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Hefty

MIRACLE
Catsup
WHIP

26 ozw

9
/1'
2

LAWN

DAD'S

59'
JOHNSON'S GROCERY
8" SQUARE CAKE DISH

Salt
2
/4
9
'

ROOT BEER
B Golden

/
1
2 Gal.

Johnson's Coupon

D

$129

Coupon Expires
June 6, 1972

You Buy A 10-Ring Can of

King Size

MAX PAX'

4Pr

AJAX

Grour2d Coffeo Fitter Ring

AT

Johnson's Grocery
RING CAN ONLY

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • Coupon Expires 6/6/72

$129

411

SAVE 15c

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN

20-oz.

10 Pack

44 4444(4 JOHNSON'S COUPON

save 25'

ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON
AND PURCHASE OF
'5.99 OR MORE

49'

BAG

-

99s with

Good at Johnson's
Limit: 1 coupon per purchase
Coupon Expires June 6, 1972'

coupon 4,
,

44444444444444444444 4441-#421-44444
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BED COSTS $5 A FOOT

You're lucky to survive
in middle of convention
By TOM HORTON
Copley News Service
SAN FRANCISCO — I have
what is known as convention
luck. It is my luck when traveling to always land in the middle
of a convention. Now if you are
part of a convention, a convention may not be such a bad
thing. You can run through the
halls with people you know. But
if you are not part of a convention, and still find yourself surrounded by one, a convention
can be the most irritating
plague ever invented by man
and his overly organized mind.
I was once in Houston for six
days with 30,000 home builders.
And their wives. I didn't eat for
the first three days. I couldn't
get a tab/e. Houston is big, but
so are most home builders. It
was so hard to get a drink, I almost lost the habit.
San Francisco is turning into
a jinx town for me. Every time
I spend more than lunch or dinner in San Francisco, I land in
the middle of a convention. A
convention big enough to turn a
comfortable town into an undersized waiting room. All
week it's like a woman with a
10-B foot trying to squeeze into
an 8-AA shoe. Push and shove,
push and shove.
The first time I went to San
Francisco on assignment was
the worst time of my life. I was
probably the only•guy in America with an unlimited expense
account who was living in a
ghetto.
When I first got the assignment, I called the Fairmont.
( When I'm on my own, I stay at
the TraveLodge. But I don't
want to embarrass my employers, so when I'm representing
them, I always try to book into
the Fairmont.) The Fairmont
was full. "We've got a convention," the girl said.
It was the same story everywhere, and I mean everywhere.
That particular week, if you
called a hotel or motel in San
Francisco and asked them if
they had the correct time, they
would have automatically said,
"Sorry, there's a convention in
town and we're full."
I had to pull strings to get a
$12 motel at the end of Van
Ness Street. Can you imagine
wasting a week's expense account on a motel at the end of
Van Ness? How about being
turned away from a topless
show because the place is full of
doctors? It was a doctors' convention and every doctor in
America who wasn't playing
golf was in San Francisco that
week.
You couldn't get into a good
restaurant because it was full
of well-heeled doctors. They
took all the cabs, all the roans,
all the cable cars and all the
bestiseats at the topless shows.
( Topless was new then, although 1 never figured out why
doctors were excited about it.
After the first day or two, I
learned to live with the convention doctors swarming all over
San Francisco. I never did
learn to live with the doctors'
kids. Every night, I had to wait
until 11 o'clock to eat because
the -doctors took all the nine
o'clock reservations — then
spent the rest of the night in my
motel room listening to the
doctors' kids playing football
with a trick.
When the kids finally tired
and went to bed, the doctors

VANKER5 CONVENTIONt
d
t-

fz

‘%1r•••••

'16 frvic ro MAKE A or-HpizAuiAc
and their wives would roll in. I
used to wonder how doctors let
down their hair. After that
sleepless week,I knew. They go
to conventions in San Francisco
and terrorize cheap motels at
the end of Van Ness.
Week ago came another San
Francisco assignment. I immediately called the Fairmont,
Booked. "There's a convention
in town," the clerk said. "I
called some other hotels. Same
story. Finally, the clerk at the
Hilton said, "All we have left is
a $31 room in the tower." I
blurted, "I'll take it."
After all, the company
wouldn't stand for my spending
another embarrassing week at
a $12 motel at the end of Van
Ness.
Driving to San Francisco, I
felt lucky to have weekend reservations at a nice new hotel
such as the Hilton. If I had
looked up at that moment, I
would have seen a sky full of
bankers. That same Friday,
14,000 bankers were flying toward San Francisco. Thirteen
thousand must have had rooms
at the Hilton.
I spent half my weekend
waiting for elevators and
listening to guys compare
scenic checks. Did you ever
ride 46 floors on an elevator
with 16 guys swapping funny
stories about the prime interest
rate? Or try to get through a
lobby full of bankers' wives
comparing gowns?
But I adjusted. You learn to
adjust with convention luck. I
told myself, "At least you're
not at some fleabag at the end
of Van Ness." And bankers are
either quieter than doctors, or
the walls at the Hilton are sufficiently thick. The first day
wasn't too bruising.
Then I returned to my room
late at night, exhausted from a
grueling day of work, Convention luck was still with me: $31
for a room and I didn't even
have a bed. I had a sofa which
stuck out its tongueand they
put sheets on it and called it a
bed. I thought I was back in the
Army, and I've never even
been in the Army. I've seen
bigger beds in a nursery.
I figure the bed cost roughly
$5a foot. I complained and they
offered to move me. But who
wants to share a room with a
banker from Waco, Tex.? So I
made it through the night and

ordered a huge breakfast the
next morning.

y, I only started to
onil
huge breakfast. I said,
"I want coffee, juice, eggs...,'
and room service interrupted
to say, It will be at least an
hour and a half before any
breakfast can be delivered." I
started to say something no
banker would ever say. Instead, I said, "How about just
coffee?"
Room service said, "At least
an hour and a half." I slammed
the telephone down, kicked my
pseudo-bed and got dressed.
On the elevator, I gritted my
teeth while bankers who had
Just had breakfast in their
rooms lit up cigars. Then I
struggled through a lobby of
wall-to-wall bankers, so I could
stand behind a line of bankers
waiting for .cats. I finally
walked to a coffee shop where I
waited in line with bankers so I
could get at least one cup of
coffee in me before noon.
That night, at Adolph's, I had
nine o'clock reservations. I got
a table at 10:30. It wasn't
Adolph's fault. "The bankers,"
he apologized."The bankers all
had trouble getting cabs and
everybody arrived Late." The
bankers had my nine o'clock
table tied up.
My luck in San Francisco has
taught me one thing. Most peo-

ple preparing to travel check
plane flights and hotels. My
first call in the future will be to
the Convention and Visitors
Bureau to see if the doctors or
the bankers are in town.

Pressure's off
ALBANY, N.Y. IUPII —
The New York State Attorney
General's Office has obtained
an assurance of discontinuance
from a New York firm to stop
sending out printed forms
which
simulate
court
documents in an attempt to
collect customer's debts.
The firm had sent forma to
its customers which contained
such language as "4.8 hour
notice before action at law"

and "Legal Demand.- and
"Final demand for payment or
return of chattel.- The action
was part of a continuing
cooperative effort by State and
Federal agencies against highhanded
debt collection
practices.
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By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatares Writer
Skin peeling, a method
of trying to erase face
wrinkles with chemicals,
is one of the fastest growing
beauty fads being touted by lay
practitioners But surgeons
called upon to patch up such

work are appalled at some of

cosmetic reasons.
"Anyone needing improvement of skin should visit a dermatologist or plastic surgeon as

•

limes

Surgeon Discusses Skin Peeling
Says the Process Is Delicate

the results of the practice that
include lumps. overgrowth of
skin, and scarring
To add to the danger and
confusion there are mail order
skin kits for sale, and these
contain hazardous chemicals,
points out Dr. Irwin 1. Lubowe
of New York, who has done
successful chemosurgery and
derma-abrasion — another process that removes the outer layer of skin — for medical and

.4411
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TIME OF BEAUTY— Picture made with the aid of multiple strobe flashes
shows
cherry bloSsOms in full blborn Around Washington s TictAl Basin Japanese
Lantern ,s at center.
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great risks are run by putting one's face in the hands of
an inexperienced person,- he
says. "I can only wonder why
government agencies do not
halt the practice."
Face peeling requires chemicals that must be understood
by the person giving the treatment, and before using the surgical technique, a physician
must determine whether a
patient is in good health.
The process of chemosurgery
is a delicate one. Lubowe explains.
"The skin is cleaned and an

antiseptic solution is applied.
After a chemical is put on the
skin with an applicator the skin
becomes white and painful. The
physician must observe the action of the chemical using alcohol to neutralize unwanted effects and to slow the chemical.
"After the chemical has done
its work various procedures are
followed. The skin may be
treated with olive oil or ointment for a few days to relieve

discomfort and help loosen outer layers of skin or adhesive
tape may be applied to the
treated skin and left in place for
several days. When the tape is
removed the dead skin should
peel off easily with the tape."
The skin will be crusted and
antiseptic compresses of boric
acid followed by petroleum jelly are applied. In three or four
weeks, swelling subsides,
crusts fall off and the result
should be smoother skin with
wrinkles. pits and pock marks
diminished. It is often necessary to provide medication by
mouth to promote healing and
reduce pain
Chemosurgery often is performed to clear up medical
scarring rather than in the interest of cosmetics surgery. Lubowe explains It recently
proved to be a terrific morale
booster for a drug addict with
scars. And it can make one look
and feel younger.
"In cases where it is badly
needed, a complete change in
mental outlook occurs and the

over frozen skin three to five
times, to remove superficial
Layers or scarred or wrinkled
skin.
Bleeding occurs and is

bp

s.

stopped by manual pressure
and sterile gauze. The face is
bandaged for two days. A
patient is given a pain killer to
reduce pain and antibiotics to
reduce infection.
Though the face remains red
for two weeks. it gradually
lightens. Fifty to seventy per
cent of scars may heal, but
deep scars require several repeat procedures. Lubowe explains After a derma-abrasion
treatment, one must remain out
of the sun for about four weeks.
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— A new member of the Swiss
Guards raises his hand in oath of allegiance to the Pontiff
during historic ceremony in a Vatican City courtyard.

Today's most beautiful
Table Models now with
wonderfully convenient
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR

patient develops a positive philosophy, and with the use of
some of the newer medications,
the discomforts of peeling have
practically disappeared."
Lubowe usually recommends
its use on patients who are
scarred with lines, warty
growths and hyperpigmentation.
Derma-abrasion, -!another
process that removes outer layers of 'skin to reduce scars.
diminish wrinkles and remove
pigmentation, usually begins
with a 20-minute chilling of the
skin about a half-hour before
treatment After that the skin is
cleaned and antiseptic dye is
applied to outline spots to be
treated Eyelids are covered
and the skin area is frozen with
a chemical that literally freezes and hardens the skin, Lubowe explains An electric rota10.000 revolutions
ry brush
a minute — is glided gently
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far greater tuning ease,
better, more uniform color!
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MATRIX TUBE—
for brighter, :.- ',.arper pictures!
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Hours Are Long for Restaurateur
But She Wouldn't Change her life
NEW YORK 1API — Can
an attractive young woman
tind happiness managing
a staff of 60 people and seeing

MAGNA-POWER
CHASSIS—for improved
performance and greater
reliability!

a night person. "I sleep until 11 .
or 12 in the morning:' she ex-

plains. "Then I conduct a lot of
business over the phone. I like
lunching, seeing other restaurants, other people. And I usual-

that 200 to 300 people are fed
and entertained six nights a
ly get to my restaurant about 9
week?
p m."
Yes — if she's Georgia SamThe restaurateur, who is dibazis, director of Dionysos. a
Greek restaurant she opened vorced and has a 6-year-old
daughter. says her schedule
here with two friends two years
plays havoc with her social life
ago And as though it's not
But she also says she doesn't
enough to run the place, Mrs
mind too much And besides,
Sambazis often contributes to
she points out that her customthe entertainment by singing
ers come from all walks of life
there too
— designers, diplomats, actors,
"I think it was my destiny...
among others, and that she gets
the dark-haired restaurateur
to meet more than a hundred of
says. sipping a Bloody Mary
workthat she ordered "very spicy." them every night she's
ing.
"I always liked entertaining
"It's hard sometimes, beand I had wanted to go into the
cause you have to smile, smile.
restaurant business. I met Taki
smile,- she says. "But I
Stambolis and Paul Sapounakis
wouldn't have it any other
and we said, 'why not open a
way."
restaurant', so we did The
What about when she's not
-three of us have had a very working? Though admittedly
happy 'marriage.'
not "the outdoor type," she's
"None of us knew anything
taking tennis lessons — "a new
about the restaurant business:. way to meet
men,- she laughs.
she continues. "and two years And even when she's
on vacaago was the worst time to open tion, she says she worries about
one, since many were going out work and "calls
the restaurant
of business I always had faith two or three times a day.'.
in myself though. but I didn't
know it was going to be as
international as it is
COOKINGInstead of being hampered in
the restaurant business by
being a woman Miss Sambazis
maintains the opposite is true.
"People try to help you because
you're a vfoman." she says She
admits. lioffirtrvrr-, that it:s
LUNCHEON FOR GUESTS
sometimes hard to deal with Seafood Newburg
Rice
she
the staff "Greek males
Salad Bowl
says, smiling "I don't think Grape Bars
' Beverage
they're used to taking orders.
GRAPE BARS
But you shouldn't have to dePreserves and meringue top
mand respect. Eventually you a cookie base.
should just get it.
1/2 cup butter, softened
Miss Sambazis had a rather 1/2 cup plus 1/3 cup sugar
unorthodox background for be- 2 eggs. separated
coming a restaurateur She 1 cup unsifted flour
grew up in Peekskill. N.Y.. 1 cup Concord grape preserves
went to college at Berkeley, in 1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
California, returned to New 1 cup finely chopped pecans or
York City. where she took actwalnuts
ing lessons. worked for one of
In a medium mixing bowl
networks
the major television
beat together the butter, 1/2
and then at an advertising agen- cup sugar and the egg yolks,
cy for 10 years.
blend in flour Press mixture
'I think if you have a general over the bottom of a 13 by 9 by 2
knowledge ol business you can inch baking pan Bake in a pretransfer it from one area to heated 350-degree oven for 15
another.'• she says "I did have minutes Remove from oven.
spread evenly with preserves
to ask a million questions
Not a staid businesswoman. With clean beater, in a small
Miss Sambazis says she thinks mixing bowl beat egg whites
her wardrobe is important to until foamy, add cinnamon,
her business. "Some people will gradually beat in 1/3 cup sugar.
come in just to see what you're continue to beat, if necessary.
wearing." she maintains, and until whites are stiff and glosunabashedly admits. I like sy, fold in nuts Spread care- clothes . Her wardrobe is tilled fully over preserves Bake in
with labels from Dior. Stavro the 350-degree oven until top20 minpoulos, Trigere. Cardin and ping is golden brown
utes Cool slightly, cut into
Narducci.
Being in the restaurant busi- bars With a small metal spatuness — and hers isopen late — la remove barato a wire rack to
Miss Sambazis is, by necessity, cool completely
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ULTRARECTANGULAR
SCREEN
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Today's most beautiful
table model—with 19"
diagonal measure
pictures! Model 6284,
in Early American
styling, is not just a
square box . . it's as
innovative in design as
it is superior in
engineering.
Mediterranean and
Contemporary styles
available, too.
Your choice . . .

419

Mobile pedestal base
optional at extra cost

This is your year to kick that
bothersome Color TV tuning habit!
TAC is a complete electronic system that automatically keeps flesh tones natural
and pictures sharp. No more jumping up and down to adjust controls. . you'll get
a perfectly-tuned picture—with the right colors—on every channel, every time!
The new ultra -rectangular and ultra-bright Matrix Tube —unlike many others—
has a black, opaque substance surrounding -each color dot—resulting in far
better picture contrasi, sharpness and far more brightness. the new Magna Power Chassis with many solid-state components, assures better performance
and greater reliability. And—convenient Remote Control for UHF/
VHF is optionally available. It lets you turn your set on /off, adjust_
volume. and select stations—all from the comfort of your easy
chair. It even automatically turns off your set after the station
leaves the air I Why settle for less than a magnificent Magnavox?

Magnavox—celebrating leadership and
excellence in electronics since 1911

LEACH'S MUSIC and TV
Chestnut Street in Dixieland Center
"AFTER THE SALE IT'S THE SERVICE THAT COUNTS"
Bob Randolph - Service Mgr.
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OPEN 8:00 &M.
12:00 P. M.
7 Days A Week

BEL-AR SHOPPIS CENTER

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

EGGS 3°

Limit 3 Dozen With '5 00 Additional purchase. excluding tobacco and
dairy products

We Reserve The Right To Limit
Ole Plantation

$100
Biscuits 12 Cans
SALA
Beans
lo'
FREE!
Instant Tea
99'
B-B-Q SANDWICHES
Dog Food 12 $100
B-B-Q CHICKEN PA
$1
00
Rolls
Towels
3

Vegeiable

Mrs. Stlatton's

Pure
CO
CgiS

Bush Great Northern

300 Size
Can

Buy Ot.t , Get On

Nestea

3-v3. c'an

Any of Mrs. Straiton's Sal

3-0z. Jar

Top Kick

wool"ce

16"1
*holt

ASSORTED

15-oz.
Cans

to0

ASSORTED

Gala

Banquet

Pride of Illinois

White & Yellow
Cream Style -

17 nsoz
Ca

Corn
Can Drinks
Bread
Orange Juice

POT 011

I00

Blue Ridge

12-oz. Can

4
3

Hyde Park
Sakad

Ocesskng
0-•

1)
0

Banquet

00

Size

Chicken
Turkey

B-B-Q RIBS

00 B-B-Q PORK CHOP
Rod

29 POTATI
59'

Peach
Cherry

Bordens

22-oz. Jar

10-Lb.
Bag

Family Scott

3

Tissue
Coupon
limit 1 per Family
la

Pax

COFFEE

69'
(,7 Can

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

LIQUID
CLEANER

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family
I pen Pit

CHOC.
CHIPS

49'

29'
18 Hi fiot

LUCKY
WHIP
29c
4 ()/

;

Expires 6-3-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys iood Only At Storey

•

Coupon
Limit I per Family

Bakers

B-.B-Q
SAUCE

49'
t)7 liit

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family
Giant size

CHEER

69C
49 0/hx

Expires 64-72
Good Only At Storeys

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Gt. Size

IVORY
LIQUID

'
39

2.2 .1. But

6/

12
cac;z
- 1.s$1

Apple

Fruit Pies
Cremora

9'

20-0z.$1

Greenleaves Frozen

Beef

Coupon
Limit I per Family

4 Roll
P kgs.

$100

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Day time

TOWELS PAMPERS AWAKE
3/p9
$1.59
2 roll ['kJ.;

30 ('t. Box

3/89'
oi Can

Coupon
1.imit 1 per Family
%estea

INSTANT
TEA

89'

0,m

Limit

Per Family

WISK

69'

07.. Jar
:12 it,'
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6772
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 64.72
Expires
6-6-72
Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys
Good Only At Storer iGood Only At Storeysll Good onis
At Storys

1, 1972
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U.S.D.A. Inspected, Whole

FRYERS 23e

BEL-All SHOPPIMMITER
We Reserve Thi Right To Limit

Frontier

Mrs, Shatton's

Bacon
Chuck Roast
Pork Chops
Swiss Steak
Whole Hams
Roast
1-113..Pkg.

AIADS

Armour Testender

-English Cut

CHICKEN PARTS

lb.

lb.6
'
9

Boneless

)T 'NES

Boneless Rump
or Sirloin Tip

6/1

Quarter Fully Cooked

Sliced Ham
t
RIBS
98
Steak
PORK CHOPS
Pork Cutlets
Ste
ak
YTATOES
Ribs

89'
ib.59'
„,$119
59'

lb.

Fully Cooked

Banquet

lb.

Boneless Sirloin Tip or Top Sirloin

Armour

Campfire

WIENERS

490

Center Cut

BONaree

lb

HAM
i.

890

Armour Testender

Country Fry

Country Style

Country Style

Pork Sausage
t ts Ii
Limit II er Family

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Giant Size

,TANT
'EA

A.

)(

E19'

es 6-6-72
ly At Storey

(Siked29,lb.)

Armour Testender

ANDWICHES 4/$1

upon
per Family

48'
t
89

lb.

Sirloin
>f Mrs. Stratton's Salads

PORK LIVER

32

DOVE
LIQUID

49'
22 oz. Rot.

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Gt. Size

Concentrated
ALL

69'

Coupon
Limit 1 per family
King Si,,'

DOWNY
$139

i.,4,0,_ B.,.

coupon
Coupon
Lim
itp
Family
er
Fam
1
1 per Family
Gt. Sift.

,
COMET

39'
4 Pack

k

MR.
CLEAN

- 59'

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family
Gt. Size

Coupon ,
Limit 1 Per Family
King Size

CASCADE

BOLD

59'

$1"

Expires 4-72Expires 6442
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Good 4 )ni At Story's tkeroudjOnlY At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good only At storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storey

Coupon
Limit 1 per Famil)
t:ala

TOWELS

3/89'
Sowle Roll,

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

King Sim

Nlasuell House -

RINSO

99'

Coupon
1.imit 1 per Family.
Potato Chips

COFFEE PRINGLES

$1"

2/99'

10 (q. Jar
Twin Pack
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6472
Expires 6-6-72
Expires 6-6-72
Good Only At Store s Good Only At Storey Good Only At Storeys ,Good oot At store
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Cana
lab
drifts

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY

TOSES

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
The American farmer's most
feared natural enemy is weather. And one of the most villainous partners of this unholy
weather alliance is hail.
It zeros in on crop lands in
many parts of the nation each
year to reap a harvest of darnagt ranging above $300 million.
A hailstorm lasting only a few
minutes can lay waste to thousands of acres of farmland anytime up to the moment of harvest.
Now, however, Colorado
State University's Department
of Atmospheric Science is seeking ways to lessen the severity
of hail damage tecropeAtsscientists have borrowed the
"Gray Ghost," a surplus Air
Force F-101B fighter plane.
The battle plan is to load a single missile pod on the fighter's
underbelly. It will contain 50
tiny plastic rockets loaded with
silver iodide.
The enemy,of course, is a potential hailstorm. The rockets
will be fired into storm clouds
to trigger their precipitation
before the droplets.can form
hailstones large enough to destroy crops and other property.
First tests of the CU project
were conducted in 1970 at the
Pacific Missile Range, Point
Mugu, Calif., with a Lockheed
T-33 jet trainer as the launch
vehicle. Now the school has acquired the Gray Ghost from
Wright-Patterson Air -Force
Base, Ohio.
"Hail is a major problem in
many areas of the world," says
Dr. Peter C. Sinclair, associate
professor of atmospheric science at CSU. "In the Soviet
Union,a similar weather modification program is being conducted. Instead of using aircraft, they have developed a
90mm projectile that is fired
from artillery pieces on the
ground. They claim some degree of success with their program."
Sinclair believes the CU approach is less costly and more
efficient, believer. A'single airCraft, he points out,can protect
thousands of square milesfrom
potential hailstorms before
they reach areas where darnage would be heavy.
The antihail rockets, because
they are plastic, can be used
even over populated areas
without the hazard of falling
debris. They are being flighttested and evaluated over the
Pacific Missile Range, in cooperation with PMR officials.

What do you do with your old,
worn-out automobile tires? If
you lack an answer,so do thousands of tire dealers who take
in beat-up rubber when they
sell new ones.
Old tires which have ruo the
last mile are being discarded at
the rate of 200 million a year.
Environmentalists claim they
are a constant roadblock in the
way of projects to clean up the
landscape. They just won't go
away unless somebody agrees
In cart them off. And where do
" you dart them?
The Goody -61,LTire & Rubber
Co.'s plant at dual, Mich.,
has acquired a monster with a
voracious appetite foK rubber.
It will devour tires Wee times
a day, up to 3,000 every 24
hours.
A smokeless, odorless boiler,
the first of its kind in the United
States, the monster is expected
to consume up to a million tires
a year. The heat created by the
tire burning will be used in turn
for energy to produce new
tires, says Russell DeYoung,
company board chairman.
Smoke and odor molecules
are consumed as gases from
the rubber-burning process
circulate in a vortex through
the monster's combustion
chamber. The result: no fumes
escape into the atmosphere,
DeYoung says.
"We need more steam for our
manufacturing
operations,"
says Phillip W. Gore, Jackson
plant manager. The tire-fired
boiler will help to meet our production needs and help to solve
the disposal problem as well."
The 9550,000 project is to be
completed late this summer.
The process has been proved
out in England, where several
tire-fed furnaces are operating
successfully.
To begin with, supplies of disu;rded tires will come from
iouthern Michigan to feed the
monster and produce heat energy up to 2,400 degrees Fahrenheit.
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CHILD'S ALUMINUM

STYRO
ICE CHEST

CHARCOAL
GRILL
with Rotisserie
Hood - Stainless Steel Spit.
U.L.
Approved

Stainless Steel Grid - Tripod Legs Fingertip Grid Control

Regular '12.99
Buy Now

CHAISE
LOUNGE

and Save!

LAWN LION

VINYL GARDEN HOSE

POWER MOWER

50 ft, guaranteed
8 years, brass couplings.

•33i H.P. BriggsStratton Engine

Reg. SJ,77
•-?2"‘ Cut

TOMATO
PLANTS

ASSTD.

BEDDING PLANTS

2 $1
for

ARTICAIlli FAN
•20" 2-Speed

•Adjustable

Regular '67.77

Regular
2 for 254

Wheel Height

BAR STOOL
•Easy Start

•Swivel Style
•Vinyl Upholstered
Seat and Back

•Manually Reversible
•115 Volts
60 Cycle

Regular
12.97

DRINKWARE SETS

STATION WAGON PAD
44"x70"x11
/
2"
Soft foamy

$797

durable plastic
cover

BATH
TOWELS
•Quilted Taffeta
• -4,400,..•Lovely Solids
or Florals
• • I/

•• ittc.,7

,

it

f

Reg.
'7.97

•Twin or
af)
Full Size

BED PILLOW
Foam Filled
Non-Allergenic

Regular '1.17

THROW
PILLOW
Assorted
Styles
Prints and Solids

Regular '1.94

•Asst.
Colors
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OTTAWA — A new drive in
Quebec labor ranks to develop
a radical political movement in
the unions could mean trouble
for Canada and the United
States.
Leaders of Quebec labor are
determined to create a political
force of their unions in order to
break down the "Establishment."
Their first step in this direction took place early this spring
with a province-wide walkout
of workers that crippled Quebec. Now they have promised
another strike that would last
longer and cause even more
chaos.
The leaders, including such
firebrands as Marcel Chartrand, are quite prepared to
defy court orders and even special legislation ordering them
back to their jots. Workers involved would include provincial employes, hospital staffs
and teachers as well as ordinary rank and file of labor.
It required an all-night sithag of the Quebec Legislature
and specific legislation to end
the last province-wide Strike.
Even so, Chartrand and some
other leaders urged defiance of
court injunctions and leipslahon.
Chartrand, Louis Laberge
and other top labor bosses in
Quebec say bluntly their aim is
to turn the unions into a radical
political movement, probably
with a Marxist philosophy.
They have nothing but contempt for young Robert
Bourassa, the Quebec premier
who already has enough trouble trying to solve unemployment and economic problems
and to fkht off the separatist
Parti Quebecois.
In the short term, labor unrest in Quebec will hurt both
the United States and Canada,
which have heavy investment
in the province.
In the long term, it would
seem successful labor political
activity could only lead to independence for Quebec — the
same goal sought by the Parti
Quebecois but by more orthodox democratic means.
The whole Quebec political
picture is playing an'
robe in the current federal electien campaign itiCanada with
Prime Minister Pierre Trudean, himself a French-Canadian and leader of the Liberal
Party, being visualized as the
only one who can preserve the
unity of Canada.
One encouraging sign in Quebec has been the annoyance,
even anger,of ordinary citizens
with the initial strike of the
province's unions. If this attitude is maintained in future
planned strikes, the political
prospects of the union chiefs
would not seem too bright.
And many Quebecers ask
themselves where they would
go even if independence of Canada were achieved. Existence
as a small republic would seem
to have little future in a time of
common markets, custom
unions and great international
trading blocs.
The only logical place for
Quebec if it leaves Canadian
confederation Would be union
with the United States.
Whether Washington would
welcome such a drastic step is
open to question. It would be
done only at great offense to the
remaining nine provinces of
Canada. And Quebecers, who
have been able to preserve
their language and culture
thanks to many concessions by
English Canada, could hardly
expect the same treatment under the assimilation practices
followed in the United States.
Certainly the several million
French-Canadians who have
moved on their own into the
northeastern United State have
become full-fledged Englishspeaking Americans.
In the long term, there is another factor which may solve
the Quebec problem, despite
the independence aims of Quebec labor leaders and the Parti
Quebecois
This is the faster growth of
the English-speaking population of Canada, which one day
may simply overwhelm their
French-speaking compatriots.
Canada now has a population
of 21.5 million, of which about
six million are of French extraction. But increasingly wider English-Canadian and
American economic and cultural pressures, more and
more French-Canadians are
becoming anglicized. It is interesting, too, that the overwhelming majority of immigrants to Canada want their
children educated in the
glish language.
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Pot Pies 5/$111
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Morton - Chicken, Beef & Turkey

GELATIN DESSERT
3/
3-oz' Box

FILTER RINGS

25t

COFFEE
Special Offer
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14 oi

Calif. Sunkist

v

MAX PAX

I

Morton

Yellow Tender Sweet

Assorted Flavors

Frosty Acres

2/49t
Cream Pies 29t

Carrots
5
Corn
Lemons
New
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4.8-oz.

ill(°
SNACKS
•Chipsteis
•Korters
•Corn Digger

Your
Choice

39t 0,0fts

FLOUR
)
-lb. Bag
(with coupon belo:

39'

COFFEE
Db. can

69

Orange
Juice

1Sanborn,

BATHROOM
ChVim TISSUE 39t
0

U.S. Choice Beef

41
4
1 I

32-oz. jar

SPAGHETTI &
MEAT BALLS

BLEACH

49'

15-oz. can

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
TONY
DO FOOD
4-oz. can

'r Gallon

Chicken &
Beef Flavored

EGGS
3 Doz. $ 1 00

eat

0t

KREY
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Grade A Large

49'

b

PUREX

69"abe

4-Roll Pkg.

a.
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(with coupon below)

42:22)
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115 BAGS69t
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1
1
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50001111111•

LIGHT CRUST
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GRAsPm7E7ELLY

11111
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1
39*
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ROYAL

8 °z

PART OF EVERY MEAL

Fresh Crisp Texas
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r
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I
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t
0.

$1

/
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151

JERGEN'S
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r
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"Z
\
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huck Roast
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Round Bone
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ROAST
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87;

First Cuts

BLUE
N E-r
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POT
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SHORT
RIBS

87;
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49;

U.S. Choice Beef

Round Steak ib 97c
Flavorite Brand

S
SLICED BACON
1-1b. Pkg.

491

PORK STEAK or
First Cut
PORK CHOPS 59:

Morrell All-Meat

Beef

WIENERS

BRISKET

I2-oz, pkg.

49

Fine for Stew!

MARGARINE

killrOann.

Boneless

lb.

;

lb.

39;

Yellow Quarters

lb.

''•::.„:41.4.,* .,

"%'::"":'

l'a1
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Jumbo Roll
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,--'
,--'
,--r'
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:://4
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Parker's Mkt Coupon
LIGHT CRUST

10
TOTEM

LIGHT CRUST

TRASH BAGS
Can

c )
e'
,'

,

coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 6/7/72

For 30 gal

Valantriagiig''

111111**67:01*ii.111111,1111te
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100sc,
F
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W

'''''''

i
6 a
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Fl
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FLOUR

Plain 11
Self-Rising
5-lb. bag
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Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 6/7/72
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Black Lung Disease Spreading In Coal Mine Communities

Re-Discover Kentucky

that looked like big black cotcontinue to be processed by the said in an interview. "It is pos- to disappear overnight, and for to sleep sitting up and still only
By RICHARD CARELLI
averages two hours of sleep ton balls.'
Social Security Administration sible to eradicate this disease some it is too late.
Associated Press Writer
Ernie. Morris, a 64-year-old
Sen. Jennings Randolph, D- each night.
They are everywhere in Ap- but be paid for by the company right now in this-country as the
of Scarbro in Fayette
resident
A 37-year veteran of the
in the festivities.
By Helen Price Stacy
palachia: from tiny, tired coal or companies for which the af- Australians have ... providing W. Va., reports that black lung
understands RichardCounty,.
discovered
mines,
Richardson
Ky.—When
Among
those
mentioned
who
LIBERTY,
WEST
gh the pressure victims inhabit every state of
camps to teeming, thriving flicted miner worked.
there'S to enouon
Morris began
problems.
son's
on
Torn T. Hall says in a song that have been invited and who cities.
The amendment, however,
the union, with 3,000 benefit in 1962 "my lungs went bad
bear
difficulties in
breathing
having
someone made an altar out of a might show up are Johnny
federal liability until
Their symptoms are always •
That can only come," he recipients living in New Jersey.
1938.
he
hospitalization,
Cash,
Reba
brief
see
a
C.
Hancock,
After
almost
you
can
stump,
But one of every five men
the same — the wheezing voice, 1974.
said. -if the union gets off its
"I can't eat but one meal a
wooded hillside in Eastern Jeannie C. Riley, Tex Ritter, the gasping breath, the continRasmussen, however, does backside and sees to it that the suffering from the disease lives returned home but not to work.
Morris said in his breathday,"
"I couldn't get no breath," he
Kentucky. Seated near a stump Mother Maybelle Carter and the ual spitting.
not cast the coal industry in the industry adheres to the 1969 in West Virginia.
voice. "I can't rerasping
less,
able
been
ain't
never
be
a
Carter
Family,
and
"I
years
could
others
'said.
by
the
hollowed
They include men like HoesThey are the victims of black heavy's role.
it feels like to go
what
member
For
mountain boy who looks off to closely connected with Nash- lung.
"It all reverts back to the unBut Rasmussen and other of- ion Richardson from Quinwood to do a thing since then.
pain."
without
day
through
a
the far horizon and, without ville's country music sounds.
A Public Health Service sur- ion(United Mine Workers)," he ficials don't expect black lung in Greenbrier County, who has five years, I spit up coal dust
Also expected to accompany vey several years ago numsaying a word out loud, prays
that someday he will amount to the country music star to Olive bered 100,000 sufferers of pneuHill is Tennessee Gov. Winfield moconiosis, a disease of the
something.
If the boy was Tom T. Hall of Dunn.
lung caused by inhalation of
Those who have followed the dust particles. The EncycloCarter County, his pleas were
heard. It might be that a part of career of Tom T. Hall know he paedia Brittanica calls it an ochis offering was a genuine love has used his hill culture to cupational chest disease. Those
of the hills and their people, advantage. He was one of ten who live with it have named it
whether in Kentucky or Ten- children of a minister, and black lung.
nessee. Hall grew up in and despite the lack of money in the
"The 100,000 figure probably
Dear,9tive Hill and has since household, he never lost tight of is outmoded," Dr. Donald Rasbecome one of the most popular the lofty goals that were his.
mussen of Beckley said. "I
He wrote one of his songs have seen estimates that state
and sought-after songwriters,
when
he
singers and musicians in the about a man he knew
50 to 60 per cent of the 350,000
was growing up. The man drank miners applying for pnetunocoU.S.A.
Toni Hall is coming back to a lot, dreamed a lot and played nosis benefits should qualify."
his hills to be a part of Olive a guitar. Hall wondered why the
Rasmussen, a 43-year-old exHill's gigantic 'Torn T' Day on man never took his guitar to pert on respiratory diseases,
Nashville.
July 4.
heads up an Appalachian ReMaybe that was the image gional Hospital clinic designed
Not only is Hall coming to his
hoinetown as a special guest of that kept needling Hall, who to diagnose lung ailments.
honor for the Independence Day even as a boy wanted to be a
In his 10 years of aiding sufcelebration, but according to guitar player. But he further fering miners, he has seen all
relations wanted to put his talent to sides of the black lung question
Hall's
public
representative, lots of notables bigger uses—to go places and — treatment, compensation,
will be in Carter County to join do things. And so he drew time prevention and the political
and again on his experiences as rhetoric.
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The song that catapulted him thma" evolved as a by-product
to star status was "Harper of the industrial revolution.
Valley PTA," and if the song
England became acutely
was not about any particular aware of a soaring death rate
PTA he knew, it could have among its coal miners in the
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cover up, and Miss Jeannid C. mitment to dealing with the
present classes on drugs,
Riley recorded the song.
man-made disease came in 1969
studied as a symptom of
He was a disc jockey in West when the landmark federal
problems within the individual
Virginia and also in Kentucky Coal Mine Health and Safety
and within society. General
for a time at Morehead) and Act was established, providing,
sessions will include demonmade personal appearances according to Rasmussen,
strations, talks, by drug ex- with
Thousands of balls to be
other musicians.
"some very adequate measures
perts,films on drugs, and small
dropped
He wrote a song, "D-J for a for dealing with the dust conby plane
group discussions with drug Day," and -began
the climb tents of mines."
additcts, says, Dr. Joy M.
Saturday, June 3.
upward. He served in the Army
Sine-Off
Benefits for those thousands
Kirchner, professor of health
and from that experience of miners who
Catch one ts many!
education at Western and coSinus Medicine
eontinues to create songs about ended their careers underdirector of the workshop. Dr. a
Every baN is a winner.
switchblade knife or about 36 ground because of the ailment
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YOU AND
THE DRAFT

BY
LONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
cliche "there are exceptions to
all rules" has application to the
military draft.
Least publicized of the exceptions are th individuals who
prefer to serve their country in
the Armed Forces riher than
enjoy a deferment or exemption
to which they are legally entitled.
Let's hope we are not treading
on thin ice when we share with
you the case history of Ezra, a
registrant of a local board in the
Appalachia region of Kentucky.
A few months ago this young
man had these draft options-exemption, deferment, or
serving in the Armed 'Forces.
Believe it or not, he chose the
last.
Ezra registered for the draft
in 1968. At the time of
registration he was a recent
high school graduate. His first
job after graduation was as a
counterman in a restaurant.
After working at this position
for a short time, he went to work
as a laundry route man.
Based on documentation in
the file, Ezra was not eligible
for any other classification but
1-A. Subsequently he was ordered to report for physical
examination on Monday, Oct.
20, 1969. On the Sunday
preceding that date he was
ordained as a minister. At this
point it is well to remember that
Ezra had not provided the draft
board with any proof of
education beyond the 12th
grade.
Selective Service Regulations
provide that if a young man is a
"duly ordained minister of
religion" he is entitled to
consideration" for Class 4-D,
which is a draft exemption.
That Oct. 20, the Armed
Forces Examining and Entrance Station found Ezra ac-

ceptable for military service.
However, upon receipt in
November of a copy of the
certification of ordination, the
local board reclassified the
young man 4-D.
Ezra submitted documentation to the iibard indicating
that he devoted 80 hours a week
to religious work. In 1971 he
enrolled in a degree-granting
ministerial school. Under
current draft regulations, a
young man who is satisfactorily
pursuing a full-time course of
intruction in a recognized
theological or divinity school is
eligible for consideration for
Class 2-D (deferment).
Ezra was born .on Feb. 14,
1950. From the first lottery he
received the number 994. The
lottery does not have application when a young man is
in a deferred or exempt status;
in other words, he must be
classified 1-A and be in the
prime selection group.
In January, 1972, Ezra advised the local board that he no
longer wished to be considered
for a 2-D or 4-D classification
even though the president of the
college and his fellow students
had urged him to continue in a
deferred status. He stated that
he had an obligation to serve his
country and he wanted to go and
that he would be a better
preacher for having served.
With a lottery number 004
and with the resumption of
draft calls, Ezra was ordered to
report for induction in April,
1972, He was found acceptable,
sworn into the Army and
assigned to the Reception
Center at Fort Knox for
military training and assignment.
We quite frankly believe Ezra
has proven to be the exception
to the rule in that he waived two
options that would have legally
kept him out of the service.

Writer Admits He
Thinks like a Child
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich.
(API — Children's book
author Meindert DeJong,
who once thought he never
would write for children, concedes he now will never write
for adults.
"Every time I contemplate
ati adult novel, a children's
book gets in the way," he said
At the same time, he admits
he lacks all the qualifications of
being a juvenile writer.
"I never knew many children, never had any children
and never read any children's
books," he says.
Meindert, who came to the
United States from The Netherlands when he was seven, spoke
at Aquinas College recently He
received a bachelor's degree in

English many years ago from
Calvin College in Grand Rapids.
He has won many awards for
his juvenile book writing, including the Hans Christian Andersen Medal Award, several
Newbery medals and recently
the Regina Medal of the Catholic Library Association for general excellence in writing. He
now lives in Chapel Hill, N.C.
He says he got into writing
quite by accident, when he told
a story in a library about a gray
goose and a chicken and was
encouraged to write it by the
librarian
In answer to the occasional
criticism that he writes only for
the special child. DeJong answers. "Every child is special "

One couple's plan
for wedded bliss

NEW YORK TUPII — ference. The atmosphere is
Though it's hard to believe, calm or somewhat cool.
those newlywed love birds
'Aloneness'
ought to prepare for discord in
Another tip for keeping
marriage.
Togetherness, if it means marriages from stunting the
continual invasions of privacy growth of individual partners:
— physical, spiritual., in- aloneness, though together
tellectual — can rip a marriage under the same roof.
When O'Neill, for example.
apart if it isn t managed
has the need of a lot of quiet
properly, you see.
Dr. (eorge O'Neill and his time, he puts on a dingy golf
wife of 26 years, Nena O'Neill, hat. When his wife sees that,
gare the two eggheads who say she knows she must not speak
so in "Open Marriage" IM. to him or distract him in any
Evans and Co.), a book that way.
And Mrs. O'Neill? She
contains a blueprint for saving
the institution of marriage in wears a particular bandana on
her head. When hubby sees
the United States.
Said institution is floun- that, he knows to keep quiet
dering like a boat on a stormy and also distant.
This is part of their "open
sea. One out of three marriages
end
in
divorce, Some marriage" idea. O'Neill is
authorities estimate 75 per professor of anthropology at
cent of all marriages are ailirtg. the City College of New York.
The O'Neills. a husband- His wife is a Ph.D. candidate.
Their open marriage plan
wife anthropology team, do
more thah describe the includes new approaches to
components of a marriage things that strain what they
call. a "closed marriage.- In
success forniula.
They also give some great open marriage, for example,
tips for the civilized way to liking is the key to loving; unstage a marital spat — via tape dependent living takes the
place of dependent living;
recorders. • '
No. You don't throw the trust comes out better than the
recorder instead of flinging fidelity required by standard
dishes or skillets. What you do, marital promises.
They also tell about how to
when you're angry and want to
make a point: take a tape enjoy sex without jealousy.
The O'Neills discard the
recorder into a room. Alone.
Pour out your thoughts, giving idea that partners must, as a
result of their marriage
your side of the argument.
Then leave it for your mate contract, fulfill each other's
to listen to. Mate, as step two needs. "No one person." they
in this civilized process, speaks say, "can possibly be all
a rebuttal into the recorder things to another."
In their marriage, they said,
microphone — alone. And
leave* the reply. This can go they' practice what they preach.
They have two grown sons
on — with each side adding
the stuff of which arguments who describe themserves . as
are made, but with a dif- "sons of open marriage!"

U.S. firms
push image
in Mexico

WEDNESDAY—MAY 31, 191I

Traveling with the Kids:

It Doesn't Have To Be a Nightmare

By JAMES BUDD
Copley News Service
MEXICO CITY - American
companies with investments in
Mexico are starting to wage a
concentrated campaign to
show what they are contributing to the country.
-Foreign corporations have
always been a favorite target
for anyone who felt like throwing stones," notes Al R.
Wichtrich, executive vice
president of the American
Chamber of Commerce here.
"In the past we've responded
by trying to keep a low profile,"
Wichtrich said. "Now we're beginning to change tactics. The
time has come for us to tell our
story, to show that foreign inBy JOY STILLEY
vestment benefits everybody."
AP Newsteatures Writer_ _
Among the leading spokesmen for the American business
NEW YORK
AP) —
community here is Frank B.
taking
think
Ever
about
Loretta, head of the DuPont
the kids to Europe with
Co.'s operations in Mexico.
"It's about time we pointed you? The very idea probably
out that our companies have strikes fear in your heart. But it
brought in valuable technology shouldn't, says travel expert
that Mexico needs," Loretta Leila Hadley, who insists that
declared recently. "We ha. e it's easier and can be less exbuilt factories, created jobs pensive to travel in Europe with
them beand paid taxes. And we have children than to leave
hind:—
sat back and let ourselves bo
And she should know. She not
,j inching bags for everyone
only embarked on a two-year
who wanted to blame this coun- trip around the world alone
try's troubles on international
with her oldest son when he was
business."
4. but has traveled with her four
The stakes are high here. Total U.S. direct private investment was estimated at nearly
$1.7 billion the end of 1969.
About two-thirds of that was in
manufacturing.
Romnlo O'Farrill, editor of
the respected newspaper Novedades, is one of the first to admit that attacking foreign cornparties has become a national
pastime in Mexico.
"It is to be expected from the
leftists," he said. "They blame
all the country's troubles on
what they call Yankee economtc imperialism and claim that
the government has sold out to
Wall Street."
But, O'Farrill adds, rightwing conservatives are almost
equally strong in their attacks.
Among the harshest critics of
Foreign investment is the Mexican National Chamber of Manufacturers.
"They claim they are in danger of being swallowed up by
foreign investors," O'Farrill
said. "What they really object
to is that foreign companies
turn out better-quality products, treat their employes well
and always pay their taxes."
Attacking foreign firms has
long been a favorite sport of
ambitious politicians. Blasting '
the gringos and praising local
businessmen is certain to win
••••#/
applause,
Foreign executives, in turn,
traditionally have felt they had
Z4ip
N
.
no alternative but to turn the
ice
other cheek when slapped. To
respond, they believe, would
simply touch off a debate in
which emotion, not logic, would tO/
be decisive.

children in 37 countries since
then. _
"Americans think it's such a
strain to look after children on
trips, and it is in this country.'
concedes Miss Hadley. But
abroad the child-care facilities
are so extensive that you can
have it both ways — share experiences with the kids or have
the option of beins on your own,
knowing they are well cared
for.
"By taking them along you
save yourself a lot of worry and
don't feel that you're being a
neglectful parent. Also the child
is more secure when there's not
an ocean between you." she

adds. "Besides, its expensive that of the parents, who know
putting them in summer camp the historical background, and
or leaving them at home with a that of the kids, who see things
housekeeper.''
with a fresh and curious eye."
There are many more
Miss Hadley thinks Americans are not aware of the exten- choices about where to stay in
sive services, entertainment Europe than in America, Miss
and attractions available for Hadley notes, from a farmyoungsters in Europe To meet house at $3 a night. or a little
this need she has written a country inn at M. on up to the
book, "Fielding's Guide to more luxurious hotels. She says
reasonably-priced eating places
Traveling with Children in Euare generally available also.
rope.
"The whole point is to have a and it is easy to picnic abroad.
Among the child-care facilpositive attitude. Kids know
when their parents are happy ities that give parents shortand relaxed and that makes time or long-time freedom for
them happy and relaxed,' says their own pursuits she suggests
Miss Hadley, who took her first these. Hotels with playrooms,
trip at the age of six months to resident nannies and diaperScotland, and continued to visit drying facilities; day kinderher mother's family there ev- gartens; ski schools, camps; a
few department stores with
ery year.
playrooms and child care; chilIt was after her divorce that dren's tours of major cities;
she went with her son, now 27, supervised children's playaround the world by freighter grounds, "and there are inand three-masted schooner "I expensive and very reliable,
wanted to be somewhere where very competent baby sitters eveverything was fresh and new." erywhere — 100 baby-sitting
she recalls. After she re- agencies in the Netherlands
married, her husband's job as a alone," she says..
geologist took the family all
Miss Hadley thinks preparaover the world and she has lived
in Africa, in the Caribbean. in tion is an important part of the
Central America and the Far trip and that it is vital to everyone's enjoyment to "bone upEast, as well as Europe.
"Sharing with the children on the countries to be visited.
brings a totally new dimension "Have the kids send for inforto the travel experience," she mation from tourist bureaus.
points out. "It's more fun. collect pictures; then you know
people are nicer when you have what to look for and when you
them along and you see things finally see it say 'here it is at
through different viewpoints — last.'

"Each age has a different
pleasure," she goes on. "You
don't realize what the child gets
out of it until years later. A lot
is recorded in their minds that
you don't hear about at the time
but the feedback goes on for a
lifetime. And children acquire
an ear for the language.
Parents needn't worry about
getting medical aid Hotels can
recommend English-speaking
doctors and for real emergencies help can be obtained from
the American embassy or consulate, she explains.
Next scheduled trip for Miss
Hadley. divorced for the second
time, is to Portugal. Italy Spain
and Greece this summer. She'll
take her 12-year-old daughter
along and meet her 16-year-old
son and 18-year-old daughter in
Europe. "I'd get lonely ill traveled alone." she says.

HEAVY STUFF
The weight of the earth, in
terms of its own gravitational
pull upon its substance, is estimated to be six sextillion, 588
quintillion short tons.

MARINER MUSINGS
In 1973 a Mariner spacecraft
will swing by Venus to Mercury, and in 1974 and 1975 Helios, a cooperative project with
West Germany will fly threequarters of the way to the sun.
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You'll be amazed how
easy it is to get extra
money with a little help
from your friends at the
Ledger
8,
Times
Classified Advertising
Department, the Want
Ads.

sf

4
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Loretta is challenging this
concept.
"We have a story to tell that
should be told," he said.
To the surprise of many people, Loretta has found numerous allies among influential
Mexicans. Among them has
been Agustin I egorreta, general director of the Banco Nacional de Mexico, one of the
largest private financial institutions in the country.
Even
President
Luis
Echeverria, considered by
many Mexicans to be both nationalistic and socialistic, has
given a warm welcome to such
visiting tycoons from the
United States as David Rockefeller and Henry Ford.
As a politician, Echeverria
constantly stresses that foreign
investors must contribute to
the development of the country.
When they do, he is quick to go
on to say, they play an important part in the progress of
Mexico.
Wichtrich notes one of the
biggest problems is that American businessmen themselves
are largely unaware of the
over-all contributions they
have made as a group to Mexico.
"The American Chamber of
Commerce currently is conducting a survey to find out how
much money U.S. companies
spend here, how many jobs
they have provided and how
much they pay in taxes," he
said.
"We've been hiding our light
under a bushel," he added.
"Now we are going out to blow
our own horn a bit. It's music to
my ears."

Ntein
:
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Follow this easy Two Step
Program to put a smile on your
face and money in your pocket.

1. Go through your home and make a list of all the worthwhile things your
family no longer uses, things like...
Appliances
Furniture
Drapes
Bikes
Garden equipment
Sporting Goods
Stereo equipment
Power tools
Musical instruments

Typewriter
Office equipment
Crib
Bunk Bed
Photography equipment
Machinery
Antiques
and much,
much more

2. Then dial 753-1916 for a friendly Ledger & Times Ad-Visor who will help
you
word your ad for quick results.
That's all there is to it. In no time at all, people will be phoning, offering CASH
for your no longer needed items.
Call now, let us put a smile on your face and money in your pocket.

Ledger & Times Want Ads
DIAL for
DOLLARS

753-1916

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon -Fri. — 8 a.m. to Noon Sat.
.;
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SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
HELP WAhrTED

Stolen gods
are no no

SINGAPORE IUPII Five gods were stolen from a
local Chinese temple. but a
curse awaits the thieves, according to the priest of the
temple.
Priest Tay Mgee, B. of
Tien Sin Cher Temple, said:
-The dieties - all gods of
mercy - I am sure, will not
show the thieves any mercy. A
curse will befall them for
committing such a sin.The priest %alued all the
500-year-old gods at 92.500.
Three of them measured three
feet each. The other two were
four feet each„They all weigh
400 tiounds each and were
brought here from China 500
years ago.
-These people usually stole
the dieties not for personal
keeping burfor selling them. I
am sure the gods would curse
them,- the priest said.
Tay. Mgee appealed to the
thieves to return the dieties
and promised to pray for
forgieness from the gods"
for the thie%es.
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sI.TART
.J4HT MANUFACTURING
lutt.yaNWEir T STOP
WITH

EARN A MINIMUM OF $12.50 PER HOUR

WITH NO RISK - 100% BUY BACK

THIS IS JUST PART OF THE STORY
You must be able to follow a prom program and be
capable of a moderate investment, fully refundable. For
the rest of the story oCALL MR.WHITE COLLECT AT AC 214-2764714 or write
URO-FLEX
3010 BENTON RD. GARLAND, TEXAS 75040

t

LADY NEEDED for telephone
answering service in your home,
write, state I age, telephone
number and other qualifications
to Electro Hygiene Co., 1423 E.
Division, Evansville,Ind-„
47714.
JIC
WANTED BABY-SITTER
weekends for two year old boy.
My home or yours. Phone 7536809 after 5:30p.m.
32C
PAN-AM TO EUROPE
On May 20, 1939, Pan American Airways inaugurated regularly scheduled flights between
the United States and Europe.

Nevs Guinea headhunters
keep the skulls of relatives as
well as foes, but family skulls
are treated respectfully and
strung into place.while enemy
skulls are used for ornaments.

LEP THAT THEN I
YOU
AT FIRST, I
T40064(T MA43E IT WOULD BE
WANTED TO ESE
NNE A 5ISTER
AN NU?040? KIND OF NICE
60 WHAT NAPPER5? I -GET
ANOTHER BROTHER A RERIN!

8

SAC COMMANDER
On May 20, 1957, President
Eisenhower nominated Lt.
Gen. Thomas S. Power to head
the Strategic Air Command.
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FURNITURE REFINISHING,
all work guaranteed. Free pick
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
June IC
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
Prompt expert service. 15 years
experience. Ben W. Dyer,
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 2478072.
June21C
WILL DO brick laying,small jobs
only. Phone 753-.5619.
M31P
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BEATLE BAILEY
ZERO, e0 6EE
51.44AT OTTO
VVAINT5

FOE

ESTATE

FOR

SALE

KENIANA SHOT:IFS-90' x 190'
Level, wooded lot-Central waterLake access-$1595-$16 down & per
JIC
month. Phoue 436-5320.
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CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 SptsChallenge
7:00 Ed's-Father
7:30 Smith-Fam.
8:00 Comedy
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9:30 Anderson
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10:30 Dick-tavett
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CH. 4
WSM

6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam-12
730 MYSt:"Mevi
9:00 Special
10:00 News 10:30 Tonight
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Only '1,800
Phone 753-6213 After 4:00 p.m.

WANT TO BUY air conditioner,
161
27' 2", double bed, dresser
with mirror. Phone 753-8444. J2C

CH, 5
WLAC
6:30 Survival
7,00 Burnett
8:00 Med.-Cent.
9,00 mannia
10:00 News
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11:30 Movie
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7:00 Ed's-Father
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:00 Gallery
1:00 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:30 Tonight
11: 30 Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS

6.30 Rollin'
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Medical-Cent
9 00 Mannix
10:00 News
10,30 Movie

Al

CH. 29
WDXR
7:00 Lloyd-Bridges
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 CreatureFeature
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10:30 After

midnight
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WANT TO BUY

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
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WANT TO BUY 5 to 10 H.P.
riding mower.Phone 3548469.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesda Evening *
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THREE BEDROOM brick, fully
carpeted, airconditioned, large a,
lot. In a very nice neighborhood.
Phone 753-9634.
M31C

* Powder Blue with Black Interior

•-•

TOO T--- DAD - -BOB --NOON --DEED--PUP-OTTO ---MOM

PRACTIC
upright fr
Phone 753-

* 9 Months Old

gy
wwwww•
tw The/Ake pod

NANCY

New S
JvIrrthe
work of

* 9,000 Miles

The American Red Cross.
‘c-ri

Jumbo
Beach
Regula
Knit Je
No fro
Electri
Toaste
6-Ban
3-Ban
16,6C
Sunlo
2 Ma

REDUCED IN PRICE. Six miles
North of Murray on Highway 641,
two-bedroom frame, 2-aeres of
land with deep well oif city water
and natural gas. Covered with
beautiful trees. Price $9,700. Call
753-4751 or 753-3447 or 753J2C
2878.

FOR SALE
1971

Moi

BUYING
home, Let Tripp
Williams and John Hodge assist
you. Guy Spann Realty Branch
Office,711 Main,7539478.
June29C

& Small jobs
* All Plod Guaranteed
* Free Estimate

HOME REPAIRS. Dripping
WANTED LADY to live in with faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged
elderly woman. Phone Put-year, sink or drain? Phone John the
Terinesee 1-901-642-0539.
J2C Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625
WANTED PLANT Superin- nights.
May31C
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE.
tendent. - Responsible
for
machinery maintenance and :1 10111YIRE -Mr. Fix-It-Maa--als° bank gravel, fill dirt and Two bedroom-frame cottage on
Borne
production. Local firm. PerRe,
.la.etricial car_ roiSSoll, -Phone Hardin, 354-8569, South 1.0th Street. Remodeled and
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 carpeted. Aluminum siding. Only
n ianent position. Reply to Box 32- pentry, roof' ,
ting, door
WC. $7,700. Call 753-4751 or 753-3447 or
E Murray, Kentucky, listing screens and plumbing. Call John P.M'
J2C
753-2878.
background, experience, and the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-53978:00
AUTOS FOR SALE
&liar!, desired.
J2C a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 1968 SS
CAMARO, meg wheels, CLEAN, NEAT, 3-bedroom
May31C
perfect condition. Grey with frame with basement. Includes
WANTED DAY time baby sitter
black interior. Phone 753-4447 -several- Shade trees and some
for 16 month old child. Phone 753For complete ENGINE
after
5:00 p.m.
J2C apple trees. Located on Highway
1604.
REPAIR of lawn mowers
M31C
641 North, one mile from Murry.
and tillers, Old Time
1969 PONTIAC CATALINA
A good buy at 811,500. Call 753Blacksmith Shop Complete
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or
convertible, 36,000 miles, air 4751 or 753-3447 or 753-2878. J2C
Semi I Experience helpful but not
SHARPENING SERVICE,
conditioned, power brakes and
WELDING AND REPAIR
necessary. Can earn extremely
steering. Silver with black top.
SERVICE,
also
New
and
high pay after short training. For
$1900 cash or take over payments BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot in
Used Equipment.
local and over-the-road hauling.
of 885.00 per month. Phone 753- Sherwood Forest, 105'x160'.
For application call 606-299-6912
J2C
4985 after 9:00 p.m.
J2P Phone 753-8058.
KNIGHT'S SHOP
from 9A.M.-7P.M. or write
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
Nation Wide Semi Division, 171
1965 CHRYSLER 3000, con- TWO BEDROOM stucco house,
STOP GROCERY ON
New Circle Road, N.E.,
vertible, red. 1964 Dodge four $7,500.00. See at 1102 Mulberry.
HWY. 94
Lexington, Kentucky 40506. J1C
J2C
door Dart .wagon, 6 cylinder, Phone 753-7765.
AND FIRST ROAD ON
automatic. $250.00. Phone - 436LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
.5570 or 436-5806.
J2C ABOUT ONE acre land, small
SERVICES OFFERED
PHONE 753-4035
house, plenty.shade, natural gas,
WII.I. DO painting, interior and PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. 1969 GRAND PRIX, power well with pump, new septic tank,
exterior. Experienced. Phone Prompt expert service. 15 years steering, power brakes, air never been used. Phone AWe
492-8714 after 5:00 p.m.
J6C experience. Rebuilt pianos for conditioned, AM-FM radio, Cunningham if interested after
J2P
sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray, factory tape, 35,000 actual miles. 3:30 p.m. 753-8469.
WILL MOW yards in Murray Kentucky, phone 753Local car. Phone 753-7736.
J3C
area. ALso do trimming. Phone 8911.
FIVE ACRES with nice two
June21C
Jiine7C
753-8550.
1940 FORD pickup. Excellent bedroom home about three miles
FOR ALL your home additions, condition, or will trade. Phone South of Murray, ,s mile off
J3C Highway 641. Carport with
-alterations, remodeling, etc., . 753-7736.
storage, den with fireplace,
Free Fstunates. Phone 753TFC EXTRA SHARP Dunebuggy. screened in porch. Good well.
6123.
Mag wheels. Phone 753-6664. J2P $13,500.00.
WILL LIVE in home and care for
Galloway Insurance & Realty.
elderly. Phone 435.6651.
JIC 1970 OPEL GT. Good condition. Phone 753-5842.
M31C
Phone 753-4724.
M31C
CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 75335 ACRE FARM only 12 miles
8090.
Junel7NC 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, automatic. from lake, 15 acres of cropland,
Phone 753-6889.
M31C creek well, new pond, house,
AUTOS FOR SALE
reasonably priced.
Opens 7 a.m.
Two lake front lots in
•-•-• 4. 45-41 • 1154.• •4.*--• ••-•••-• ••-• • 15.4. •
12th & Poplar Street'
Panorama Shores, only 83,995
each.
Pine Bluff - two lake view lots
with a cottage. The two lots and a
house for only 87,500.
Panorama Shores - two lots in a
good location with a vacation
house.
We also have several choice 35
to 300 acre farms at reasonable
prices.
Claude L. Miller Real Estate,
418 Main Street.
Phone 7533059 or 753-5064. John C.
Neubauer, Associate Broker, 7537531.
M31C

Help
ti-ieGood
Neighbor.

WOOF!
\ WOOF!

I THOUGHT OF
SOME WORDS THAT
SPELL THE SAME
THING BACKWARD
AND FORWARD

REAL

SERVICES OFFERED

INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain
ting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
TFC
Todd,753-8495.

l

'I 173

•••••••••••f•••••

STARKS
HARDWARE

5 31

Woof!

C

Call
753-1916•
•

i 753Ca1191
•
•
•••••••
Crossword Puzzle

5:45 Journal
6:00 News
AM
6:30 N'Ville
10:30 Bewitched
9:30Coritentration
Korn.
7:SS Kitc,
1:00 Password
10:00 Sale-of
1:30 Split-SetOnd
II:00 Kangaroo
Century
9:00 Tell-Truth
12:00 My Child.
10:30 Squares
9:30 My-3-Sons
12:30 maim-veal
11:1Xueopardy
10:00
s Fam.
lyweds
1:00
of Life
Love o
L
WirtWhat- 10:
130 oa ing 10, "'"
11:55 Ne s
. "4
2:06
11:00 Near? Is
12:00 Noon Snow 11:30 Search
2:30 One Life
1:00 Our Lives
Con.
Singing C
1200
:
3:00 Love Am,
1:30 Doctors
12:30 World Turns
3:30 Matinee
2:00 Another
1:00
Love Is
Lewis World
5:00 H.*.
1:30 Guiding Light
5:30 News
2:30 Bright
Secret
Storm
2:00
6:30 Safari
Promise
7:00 Smith-Jones
3,00 Bogs Bunny 2:30 Edge of Night
movie
Truth-Cons.
Longstreet
3:00
1:00
3:1%
1:30 Gilligan
9:00 0.-Marshall
5:25 Weather
4:00 Movie
10:00 News
5:30 News
5:25 News
Cavett
,
10:30
cc° News
6:00 News
6:30 Dragnet
1,00 Flip-Wilson 630 Tell-Truth
'
7:00 Digest-72
8.00 Ironside
7:30 My-3-Sons
'9:00 Spectat
800 Movie .
10:00 News
10:30 News
10: 30 Tonight
11:00 mason
12 - 00 Movie

rum

•

16sHop THE WANT ADS wAy

5

PAGE

7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concent.

630 Bozo
II,00 Romper•Rm.
1:30 Ichapparral
10:00 Sate cen, 10:00 Mov. Game
10:30 Squares
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
P:00 Bewitched
11:30 Who-What
11:30 Barbara
It :SS News
11:45 Sewing
12:00 Child-Me
11:55 C. Duvall
Too
12:00 My Children
12:30 News
12:30 Make-Deal
1 ,00 Newl yweds
12:45 Pastor
1,30 Dating
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
Nose
2:00 Gen.
2.00 Another
230 One-Life
World
3:00 Password
2,30 Peyton pI
3:30 Love Am.
3:00 Somerset
4:00 Jeannie
3:30 Calendar
4:30 Green Acres
3:3S Popeye
5:00 News
4:00 Gill:gan
6:30 Wild Kingdom
4:30 Dan Boom
7:00 Smith-Jones
5:30 Ness
3:00 LOngStreell
9:00 0.-Marshall
6:30 Wagoner
7:00 Flip-Wilson 1000 Chaparral
P:00 News
8:00 ironsode
9:00 Dean-Martirrt.
"C4ven
10,00 News
)0.30 Tonight

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
800 Kangaroo
9,00 Lucy
9. 30 My 3 Sons
Affair
10:00 Fam
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
it : 25 News
11:30 Search
Pic
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12,30 World Turns
1.00 Love
Many
1.30 Guiding Light
2. 00 Secret Storm
Night
2:30 Edge
3 . 00 Gomet
Pyle
3 • 30 Jeff's' Collie
4 00 Big Valley
5:00 Hazel
5_30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
7:00 My-World
7:30 My-3.Sons
8:00 Movie
10:30 News
11:00 Movie

11:00 Don-Young
11:1% Headlines
11:30 Answer
11:45 Sewing
11:55 Toni-Holt
1240 Gourmet
12:-.30 3-Match
1:00 Movie-Game
130 Movie
3:30 Fury
4:00 BOro
5:00 Superman
5:30 Movie
7:00 Outdoors
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 Creature.
Feature
10,00 News '
10:30 Bedroom Theatre
1 0 : 30 After•
Midnight

ST
20
CO
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Call
753-1916

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK WONDERS

FOR SALE

190'
ater& per

ranch
une29C
x flutes
.ay 641,
res of
y water
ed with
00. Call
J2C
SALE.
ttage on
eled and
'ng. Only
7 or

FOR SALE

2 for $9
$9.97
2 for $6.97
$7.99
$3.88
$19.88
$19.88
$44.88
$44.88
$278.88
$14.88
$14.88
$28.76
25 percent off

bedroom
Includes

Phone 753-2748.

J2C

Highway
Murray.
Call 75378.

J2C

NOW IN stock, pianos. Three
Leach's Music & TV, Dixieland
Shopping Center.

J2C

lot in

18' JET BOAT turbo craft with
215 H.P. Gray Marine engine, full

J2C

instrument panel including radio,

house,

air conditioned. $2,500.00. Will
take good single lever control 60

Mulberry.

H.P. motor or pickup truck in

J2C
nd, small
tural gas,

trade. Phone 436-5548.
ANTIQUE DRESSER. Phone
J2C

7534967.

• ptic tank,
ne Allie
ested after
J2P

IRISH SETTER puppies, $25.00
and $30.00. Six weeks old. German Short haired Pointer male,
$50.00. 10 months old. Phone 753-

nice

two

J2C

7585.

three miles
2

mile off

with

port

bureau

bedstead and orthopedic mattress and box springs. Color of
sweet brown, $175.00. May be

& Realty.
M31C

seen at 1404 Poplar or phone 753J2P
=38.

ly 1,2 miles

STRAWBERRIES

of cropland,

MORE and

nd, house,
lots

in

only $3,995

Pick your own. 25 cents quart.

two lots and a

Phone 435-4782.

vacation

eral choice 35
at reasonable

4.

John

C.

te Broker, 753M31C

•M

brick, fully

J2C

1971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65', all
electric, 2 Bedroom,2 Bath,Shag

START

ne 354-

J2C

BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
condition.
Two

superb

pianos.

HARLEY

('se Sears

Al) Prices Catalog Sale Prices

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bark

GRAFIK
Advertising

753-5043.

co.

Murray, Ky.

Story Ave. at 12th
(Behind J&S OD)
753-8692

in good
1971-16' TRAVEL TRAILER, condition. Priced at $11.00. Phone
sleeps four. Phone 753-2378. M31C 753-3285.
JIC
6 x9' NYLON

M31C

RUG

r

if sold at once. 3 sMALLWORLD ELECTRONICS I
miles South of Murray 00 HighI
387 N. 4th'753-6091,
way 641. Phone 753-7663.
M31C
RADIO, TELEVISION,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
SALES &SERVICE
ONE USED Stove, $35. One used
Repair on small Appliance:I
refrigerator, $35. One room air

conditioner,$45. Call 753-6508.J2C
STRAWBERRIES, TENNESSEE Beauty, pick your own,at
20 cents a quart. Bring your own
containers, 1.2 miles South of

SOFT BALL

Sedalia on Paris Road. From
Murray proceed through Lynn

JERSEYS

Grove to Tri City, turn right on
Ky. 97, look for sign on right.

FOR SALE

Wayne Oliver, phone 328-

IT'S TERRIFIC the way we're
selling Blue Lustre to clean rugs
and upholstery. Rent shampooer
$1.

Big

K.

Belaire

Shopping

Center.

J3C

BELTONE

FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make

lettered & Numbered to your

hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M31C

order.
TFC

641 PET SHOP, Trniles North of
Murray, Irish Setter puppies,
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy
Poodles, fish and supplies,
.hampsters and birds. Special on
Neons, 3-$1.00. Phone 753-1862 or
June8C

NEW CRAIG tape-player with
M31C

Lock Shop,753-5980.

M31C

acre Jot.'

L

Phone 753-2310

The Most Complete
SILK
SCREENING

NO regret,

&

FLOCKING

This Side of Cincinnati
GRAFIK SPECIALTIES
Story Ave. at 12th St.
(Behind AS Oil)
753402

A PRE-AUCTION INSPECTION IS INVITED.

J2C

furnished or unfurnished.
$150,00.

J2C

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT.. .

PAUL R. McDANIEL & HAROLD McDANIEL, Owners
Rt. 2 Rutherford, Tenn., Pho. 665-7595 or...

THREE BEDROQM brick, living
room, den, kitchen and dining
room. Phone 753-7144. Partly

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

the best yet; Blue
Lustre
cleans
carpets
beautifully.
Rent
electric
shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Store, Central Shopping C,enter.

REDUCE

J3C

SAFE

A

& fast

and

SOLID MAPLE four poster bed, with shower-bath, on the MurrayNOTICE
Mayfield Road. Phone 753can be made into canopy. Solid
4552.
1TP
YOUR
auction sale needs
FOR
maple five drawer chest to
contact Otto Chester's Auction
match. Used four months. Phone
Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It
J2C
753-7897 anytime. Must go.
ROOM FOR men, available pays to sell the Chester

dition. See it -operate. Phone 75315'2" GLASTRON with 80 H.P. two summers. Phone 753J1P
8479 evenings.
9827.
M31C
Mercury, split windshield with
bow cushions. Full boat cover.
FOR RENT
Double warning horns, railing all 14' RUNABOUT boat.with windaround, life jackets, etc. Can be shield, Marh .30 Mercury motor
seen 1607 Catalina or phone 753- and trailer. Also riding lawn APARTMENTS AND trailers for
mower.Cheap. Phone 753rent. Also trailers for sale. Hale
8964 after 4:00p.m.
one

DON'T MISS THIS-SA-LE !

APARTMENT,$65.00 per monthY
water paid. Near College. Phone

ment, private, air conditioned,

3593.

Center

FM radio Phone 753-6889

400 Gallon Zero Tank.

•

DAVIDSON

Reasonable

753-9457.

TERMS ANNOUNCED THE DAY OF SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE'

J2C

ON

6,,
20 0 lbs. Of AMPI Base 2060 lbs.

11-1E64----1714EM THEIR FEET ARE GOING ,
TO HURT JUST AS MUCH RETREATIN'
AS -THEY WOULD ADVANC IN!"

1411IC

Sears

8265.

SrmIltal.,

5-31

SIGNS

J2C

Electric Outboard Mercury
motor, $200.00. Opel Kadette

0 1972 b7

THEY ARE ARTIFICIALLY SIRED AND BRED
BACK
ARTIFICALLY. THERE IS II YEARS OF CONTINDUS
ABS BREEDING REHM THIS HERO. SEVERAL OF
THESE
COWS ARE NY DON AUGOR PRIDE, 0011
AUGOR PROWS, IVANHOE PRINCE AND PABST
CHIEF. TME BREEDING
DATES WILL SE FURNISHED ON EACH ANIMAL.
SEVERAL OF THE COWS ARE DUE IN AUGUSTA
SEPTEMBER.
THEY ARE TYPY HOLSTEINS AND ARE A GOOD
PRODUCING NERD. INDIVIDUAL HEALTH
CERTIFICATES ON
EACH ANIMAL. '

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer

Sprint, 250 CC, $200.00, 40 H.P.

GROCERY

SEARS. NOEOLICE AND

51 Choice Holsteins
•
firtz
2 lJneortsaetiy onCows
15 of these are milking in
25 of these are milking in' their second lactation
12 of these are Springing or have calved within the
last 7 weeks.,7'
-,,,,,•
-,' BREEDING
TINS NERD OF COWS HAS SEEN RAISED
011,1111IS FARM.

BEAUTIFUL
PURE
bred REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, 12
Siamese kittens. Reasonable to 18 months olt.'Phone 436trailer and all accessories
price. Phone Cathy Christopher, 5618.
JIC
$395.00, 30" electric stove like
1504 Johnson Blvd.,753new $35.00, Small electric welder
5355.
M31C WOOD PLANER. Will plane
used twice $45.00. 20" window fan
boards up to 4" thick by 12" wide.
new $10.00. Call 436-5570.
J2C
19,000 BTU AIR Conditioner, used Almost new and in perfect con-

Easy Payment Plan

Southside Shopping

1967

53 Choice Dairy Cows ---Sell Jo Dispersion

COUCH AND chair, $40.00. PhoneZDUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
FRESH KENTUCKY Lake
near University. Plenty of closet
753-2987.
PHONE 587-3801
catfish, 65 cents per pound.
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
space, two bedrooms. Un- OFF. FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.
Phone 753-3230.
J2C
furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753NIGHT: MARVIN E. ALEXANDER
L.c.
WENDELL ALEXANDER
NEW PLYMOUTH garden 3312.
. TFC
pnorEsstoNAL
587-4568
SALES
MANAGEMENT
BRING
RESULT&
Stratton
Briggs
and
tillers,
5
H.P.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65',
364-2655
two bedrooms, furnished, extra engine with forward and reverse TWO
BEDROOM
house,
nice. Phone 753-7100, or after 5:00 $139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 88, available from June 6 to August
NOTICE
FOR RENT
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
J2C Benton, Kentucky, phone 527- 15th. Air conditioned, large yard.
p.m. call 753-9467.
3, 10:00 a.m., 'a mile West of
TFC Located 1637 Catalina Drive. TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
As of this date, May 27, 1972, 1 Lynn Grove on Highway 94. This
BOSTON TERRIERS, $35.00'
$135.00 per month. Phone collect, trailer, 1 mile from Murray. am not responsible for any debts will be a big all day sale. Will only
each. Five weeks old, male and TWO BIRD Dog Setter puppies,9 Urbana,Illios 217-367-9623.
J6C Water furnished. $85.00 per other than my own.
list a few items.
female. Phone 753-7756. .- J2P weeks old. One male, one female.
month. Phone Cadiz 522Robbie Hutson,Route 7, Murray, There will be a nice bedroom
Phone 489-2434 after 4:00 p.m.
M31C
M31P suite, recliner and occasional
Kentucky..
HOUSE
TRAILER,
two 6332.
SCHNAUZER M31P
MINIATURE
bedrooms, air conditioned, nice.
chairs, end and coffee tables,
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
puppies, lovable, non shed. Dogs
Near University. Phone 753-3895
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape lamp tables and lamps, fancy
Dodson
University,
1602
close
to
jw
AUTOMATIC
KENMORE
Melody-Ayre
boarded.
or 753-34132.
groomed,
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills. spool leg table with claw feet on
TFC
Ave. Phone 753-6564.
Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee, washer, end tables and
Say-Rite Drugs.
J1P glass balls, nice drop leaf table
J2Clable.Phone 751.4527.
TWO BEDROOM house, living
phone 901-247-3345.
with four chairs, also chrome
bedroom
NICE one
room, dining room, kitchen, full EXTRA
MAN WANTS companion. A. 0. dinette set, some nice linens,
apartment, air confurnished
size basement. Phone 753Cox, Route 3,Cadit, Kenquilts.
Frigidaire
fancy
ditioned, il block from campus.
23" WESTINGHOUSE Color 7V, 2818.
J2C
J1P refrigerator-like new, TV set and
tucky.
7534478
or
Available now. Phone
$60.00. Good second set. 60 Shot)
radio, several fans and heaters,
TFC
JIC HORSE TRAILERS for rent and 753'9135
Oaks,after 5:00 p.m.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- electrical appliances.
Several
OF ALL KINDS!
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. tables of glass and china, some
SAVAG*,12 gauge shotgun with Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- real good pieces, lots of jars, jugs
Treat rugs right and
Renewed or built
new carrying case and shell belt, 9131.
1TC
mington,Kentucky.
TFC and churns,also cast iron kettles,
be
a
delight
the01
after
5:00
$100.00. 60 Shady Oaks
lots of hand and garden tools,
with
cleaned
if
J2C TWO BEDROOM mobile home,2
p.m.
YOUNG PEOPLE of Memorial including' a boat motor. All the
from
!1.1.*STIt
BLUE:
miles south of Murray on 641.
Baptist Church present Kansas usual grab boxes found around an
1971 CB 3.50 HONDA, 2600 miles. Phone 753-4645.
Rent electrh•
City singers in concert Wed- auction sale.
J2c
scratch.
Excellent condition. $625 00
shampooer El
nesday, 7:30 p.m., performing
Sandwiches and drinks will be
Phone 436-2245 before 2:00
Christian
musical "Love". available. Bring an easy chair
11011F.
M(RH.VV
TWO
lurnished
apartROOM
J3P
p.m.
Everyone welcome.
M31C
I ID

Post

Office, Paris, Tennessee.

PUBLIC AUCTION
SEWNG DUE TO HEALTH

immediately.
private

Air

apartment.

Zimmerman

Apartments, South 16th Street.
Phone 753-6609.
J6C

with

GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th.
M3IP

NEW TWO bedroom or three
bedroom duplex apartment with
central heat and air, all carpet,
range, disposal, washer-dryer
hook up, dishwasher, large lot
with garden spot. Two bedroom,
$125.00. Three bedroom, $150.00.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.1 II .13C

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

TFC

way."

TWO CAR clean up shop with air YARD SALE: glassware, kitchen
compressor, electric door, hot ware, English Ironstone, pic
water heater and gas heat. $80.00 tures, table and chairs, milk
per month. Phone 753-3018.
J2C glass, Clairol hair setter kit and
Much much more. 755 Riley
TWO BEDROOM trailer on South Court, off of Ellis Drive Wed16th Street. Couples only. $85.00 nesday and Thursday, 10:00 a.m.per month. Phone 753-9293.
J2C 6:00 p.m. Everything mast

all

day. For

in-

Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn.
It Pays To Sell The'

Grove.

Chester Way."

J2C

LOST & FOUND

June28P

,delay lets bugAtave their

stay

formation phone Otto Chester's

LOST HERACI.ITUS, large,
gentle, yellow, male cat, missing
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest since May 12. Please call
Control, phone 753-3914. 100 South Paducah 444-7397 collect.
13th Street. j'Every day you Reward.
J2C

conditioned, Way."

entrance. Furnished

14' RUNABOUT, 40 H.P. motor,

• Basketweave
• Board

J2C

Rent-to-

5806.

• Chain Link

:00 Don Young
:15 Headlines
:30 Answer
:45 Sewing
55 Toni-Holt
40 Gourmet
:10 3-Match
Movie-Game
-00
.30 Movie
30 Fury
00 Bozo
00 Superman
30 Movie
00 Outdoors
30 Theatre-29
.30 Creature Feature
10:00 News •
10:30 Bedroom Theatre
10:30 After Msdnught

4:00 p.m.

transmission $35.00. Call 436-

At Your
Local Catalog
Sales Office

5 to 10 H.P.

(44. 29
WDXR
Lloyd.Bridges
Theatre-29
0 Creatureattire
00 News
30 Bedroomeatre
30 Afterdnight

Hopkinsville,'Junction Kentucky
117 and 164. Open Sunday until

Company, across from

FENCING
on
SALE

M31C

me 753-8444.

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in

AUCTION SALE

SALE

SALE WILL SE HELD GM THE FARM LOCATED 2
,2 MILES SOUTHWEST OF RUTHERFORD, TURN WEST OFF NWT 459/
BETWEEN DYER AND RUTNERFORD JUST NORTH OF CO-OP. TURN RIGHT
ONTO tat GRAVEL. PROCEED 1 MILE
YO SALE. FOLLOW SALE ARROWS.

ADVISERS

ARMSTRONG TIRES, super
TIRED ACHING feet? Try Foot HPG wide tread 2 ply nylon 2 ply
Levelers. Phone 7534942. June7C fiberglass tubeless dual white
wall F78x14-$18.00+$2.52 F.E.
LARGE CEDAR chest, Seth tax. H78x14-$19.00+$2.93 F.E.
Thomas electric clock, four
tax. Fully guaranteed against
drawer chest of drawers, coffee
defects and road hazards. Roby
table and lamp. Phone 753Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
J2C Kentucky.
4639.
June6C

purchase plan. Loner& Piano

Your Own Good
Neighbor
Policy With
SEARS

neighborhood.

air conditioner,

4

Practice

ditioried, large lir

ble bed, dresser

103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

carpet, Extra Nice, Must see to
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
J2C
appreciate. 753-6452.
Baldwin organs and pianos.

r Real Estate,
Phone 753-

Ledger & Times

Kentucky. No increase in
old 641. Phone N.P. Paschall 753prices. Country Boy Stores,
J2C
5166.
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
COLLIE PUPPIES, $15.00 each.

a

•

on

ake view lots

- two lots in a

Call at

BLAKE-

Tennessee Beauty.

Two miles North of Murray

nt

25' each

mirror,

with

well.

fireplace,
Good

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

BEDROOM SUITE, consisting of
chest,

4

ALUMINUM
PLATES

used and four new. Priced to sell.

105'x160.

D

2640.

Call
753-1 9 1 6

RUTHERFORD, TENNESSEE

U.S. MIUTARY

12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
conditioner, good,condition, one
owner. Reduced. Phone 7534148.
J2C

SAIL BOAT, 12' Mossberg
Mallard. Reinforced fiberglass
J3P hull. 76 sq. ft. nylon sail. Cost
$525.00 new. Sell for $260.00.
Phone 436-2410 or 436-5519. J5NC

AUCTION

31, 1972

TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 10:30 AM., 1972 :1LIVLIVIE-NT

ARvN

ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
per case (100 books). Sold in case
lots only. Ledger & Timeb Office
Supply,103 Dlorth 4th Street.
TFNC

G.E. THREE TRACK motorcycle
upright freezer. Holds 550 lbs. trailer. Phone Chester Stone, 489-

nd some

BATTALION HIV

15' RUNABOUT with top and
canopy, 40 H.P. Johnson motor.
In good condition. $1100.00. Phone
JIC
753-4759.

J2C
NEW

DAIRY CAlTLE
& AMPI BASE

KOOL SPECIAL!! New 65'-112
bath home with free central air,
$5250.00. Paris Mobile Homes,
1305 East Wood, Paris, Tennessee.
M31C

buy 2
Join the.taleses-We believe that service to
humanity is the best
work of life.

PRACTICALLY

AUCTION SALE

front Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
J5C

This Month's Specials:
Jumbo Beach Towels 42 x 72
Beach Jackets to Match
Regular Beach Towels
Knit Jeans 100 percent polyester
No Iron Shifts
Electric Hibachi
Toaster Oven
6-Band Portable Radio
3-Band Digital Clock Radio
16.6 Cu. Ft. Frostless Refrigerator
Sunlounger
2 Matching Chairs
Both of Above
New Steel Belted Tires When you

Another View

SPINET PIANO, used, $399.95.
Lonardo Piano Company, across

Catalog Agency
1203 Chestnut Street

Tripp
assist

FOR SALE

Montgomery Ward

JIC

WEDNESDAY-MAY

KENTUCKY

AUCTION
PUGH'S GROCERY
BUILDING
ALMO HEIGHTS, KY.
JUNE 2 - 7:30 P.M.

LOST LARGE male Boxer, fawn
color. Lost South of Murray.
Reward. Phone 753-1668.
TFC

Bring items for consignment

LOST ONE, pair of tan knit men's
slacks, between Boone's Cleaners
and South 4th Street on Thursday.
May 25. Phone 753-2639.
,j2c
Reward.

REALTY & AUCTION CO.
1111 Sycamore

Call 753-8382
JOHN RANDOLPH

LOST BLACK and gray tiger cat
WANTED TO RENT
with white markings, has brown
BEDROOM
ONE
furnished
nose. May or may not be wearing
apartinept, couples only, no pets. YARD SALE, 722 Sycamore, brown collar. If seen or having WANT TO RENT pasture land
gas heat. $80.00 per month. Also Thursday and Friday from 10:00 any information phone 753and stables for horses. Phone 753nice all electric mobile home, no a.m. till 6:00 pro.
ITC 5238. •
J21) 7991 after 4:30 p.m.
TFNC
pets. Couples only, $75.00 per
FOR LEASE
month. Available June 1st. Phone ALLSTATE INSURANCt
FOR LEASE
753-120:3.
J6C Company. See John Simpkins at
Murray Sears Store on WedLARGE FURNISHED air con- nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247M31C
ditioned one bedroom apartment. 7281.
All utilities paid. $75.00 per
month. Available June I. Phone
If You
J21
753-3143.
go.

MODERN TRAILER, near COLLEGE STUDENTS or
Cypress Cove. By week, month, married couple-furnished duplex.
or season. Phone Mr. Gregory, one block from college, and two
436-2145 after 6:00 p.m. bat bedroom furnished house.
.13C summer rates, $75.00 per month
available.
plus utilities. Phone John Pasco,
TFNC
Jr., 753-2649 or 753-7278.
bath.
and
rooms
FIVE
HOUSE,
Available June 1. Call 753- ' FURNISHED ONF: bedroom
.11C apartment, air conditioned,
2515.
" - located next to White Hall. adFURNISHED EFFICit.m. joining MSU campus. Part of
apartment, air conditioned, utilities furnished. $85.00 per
private entrance. Available June month Couples only. No pets. Call
1. Phone 753-2893 after 5:30
753-3805.
TEC
p.m.
TFC
TRAILERS; we have some "foi
NEW TWO bidroom duplex sale also. See Brandon Dill,aftei
apartment, Central heat and air, 4:00 p.m. and all weekend at
wall to wall carpet, $125.00 per Dill's Trailer Court at Murray
Month. Phone 763-7724. June 2C [)rive In Theater Entrance. TF( It

4

•

JIC

Miss Your Paper
Phone.-

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. U you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Located 121 Bypass
For Information

Phone 753-2432

WEDNESDAY—MAN' 31, 1972
PAGE SIXTEEN

Kentucky Roundup
_FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP—Gov. Wendell Ford's office has said
Ford and four other governors dealth mainly with welfare
programs during a recent conference.
Press secretary Tommy Preston said the meeting Monday
night at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., was not a "stop
McGovern" discussion as such, though he acknowledged that
there was criticism from the southern governors of Sen. George
McGovern's welfare proposals.

Sec
Ti

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Financing .. .
(Continued from Page 1)

Death Of Christie
Reported Here

Five Accidents Reported
By Murray City Police

Murray High...
(Continued from Page 1)

Distinction, Bill Adams, Steven
ministration, was the fifth County, told the administrators
N'erd has been received of the
Wilford Bickel, Katie
Beatty,
speaker to appear on Tuesday's that the "bugging" of school death of Richard M. Christie,
Diana Boone, Luanne
Blalock,
front
of
the three-day buildings in his district had Sr. of North Brunswick, N.J.,
program
Five accidents were in- damaged to the right
Monty Cathey, Bonnie
Brown,
conference.
helped greatly reduce the ow passed away Tuesday
vestigated over the three-day fender. No injuries were Cohoon, Anne Ryan Cooper,
In the afternoon session, Veto system's $68,000 loss last year morning at a hospital there.
weekend by the Murray City reported.
Clark,
Sarah Cooper, Jan
Bruccieri, associate superin- from vandalism and building
The fifth collision of the Brown Crouch, Ed Fenton,
The deceased was the father
Police.
tendent of Jefferson County breakins.
iif Richard M. Christie, Jr., who
At 2:55 p.m. Friday af- weekend occurred Saturday Leah Fulton, Mike Hendon,
schools, discussed labor-saving
"Bugging" is the installation received his Bachelor's degree ternoon, a two-car collision evening at 8:59 p.m. on South
David Hughes, David Keller,
techniques of data processing of an electronic listening device in speech and agriculture at °cored on 4th Street, on the 12th Street.
IRVINE, Ky. AP)—The Treasury Department in Cincinnati
Nancy Kursave, Vicki Lowery,
with computers and their ap- which sounds an alarm in a Murray State University this east side of the court square.
Cars involved were a 1966
hopes to save Glen Tipton some money by sifting the ashes from
Dan Luther, Cindy McDaniel,
plication to public school ad- central
by
driven
office month.
security
Cars involved were a 1959 two-door hardtop,
his garbage.
Allen McKee', Karen McGary,
ministration.
whenever a building or room is
Survivors include his wife, four-door sedan, driven by Steven Lane Herndon, 1604
Tipton, a grocery sotre proprietor, said he had between $10,000
Bruce Miller, Sharon Moore,
the
urged
Brucchieri
West
two-door,
1964
entered
one
Patricia,
unlawfully.
a
and
Magnolia,
daughter,
one
Cyrene W. Hall, and a -1968 fourand $11,000 in cash and checks in a bag which was accidentally
Cindy Parker, Paula Parker,
Kentucky administrators to
Thirty-six of Jefferson granddaughter, Becky, and his door sedan, driven by Ola driven by Randy Eugene
carried out, tossed onto a trash pile and burned.
Peterson, Lyn Reagan,
Scott
"put your heads together" and County's 96 schools are son.
Grogan, Charleston, Mt
McKinney Outland.
He notified treasury agents, who took the ashes for
Gail Russell, Bruce Scott, Allen
for
opportunities
the
investigate
traveling
were
the
equipped
with
device,
vehicles
services
he
checks
written
burial
had
Both
Funeral and
examination, and has asked customers who
Police reports said the Hall north on 12th when the collision Spencer, Mary Ann Taylor,
greater utilization of the said, at a cost of approximately will be held Friday morning.
recently "to come in and do it again."
Ellen Teitloff, Mary Tutt and
angle
East,
vehicle
headed
was
computer center in Paducah as $1,800 each. "This time next The Selover Funeral Home of
occurred. Damage to the
Betty Jo Ward.
Outland
the
and
4th,
on
parked
step.
money-saving
and
time
a
we'll
them
all
in
have
year,
in
is
workers
N.J.,
2,600
Brunswick,
Herdon
North.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP i—A strike which idled
Scholarship winners to date
4th
on
north
car
traveling
was
of
graduate
a
Brucchieri,
both
bugged," he said.
Police reports said
charge of the arrangements.
Building 6 at General Electric Co.'s Appliance Park since May 19
include:
occurred.
collision
the
when
Murray State where he starred
vehicles were traveling north on
has ended, with the terms of the agreement unannounced.
Jan Clark, Harding College.
No damages were reported to 12th when the collision ocin football, has been with the
An experimental program
The agreement between the company and Local 761 of the InRussell, University of
Gail
Outland
the
but
car,
24
Hall
for
the
schools
County
Jefferson
involving the 'bugging" of six
curred. Damage to the Herndon
ternational Union of Electrical Workers came Tuesday after
Future
vehicle was damaged on the car was to the right front. Mississippi;
of which as high schools and five elemenfive
past
the
years,
mediator.
federal
a
Kirkham,
Joe
with
negotiations
three days of
right rear quarter-panel, ac- Damage to the Grogan vehicle Homemakers of America,
director of the system's 17- tary schools netted 40 arrests,
cording to the police reports. No was to the rear end, according Karen Alexander; Murray
employee computer center.
he said, before the decision was
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. ( AP)—The Knox County Grand Jury
State University Alumni.
and made to equip all the schools
injuries were reported.
maintenance
on
Speaking
violating
of
charge
a
on
Dixon
C.
John
tcr police reports.
Atty.
County
has indicted
Steven Beatty; Board of
two-car
a
Friday,
p.m.
8:56
At
Lloyd
procedures,
security
a
was
the
with
device.
accident
Olive
83,
the
Injured in
Clyde Walker,
state conflict of interest laws.
Regents,Katie.Blalock, Luanne
by
..investigated
was
collision
associate
an
also
as.
Redmond.
One school, he pointed out. cOmmunity, died at 5:45 p.m.
passenger in the Herndon
The indictment charges Dixon, in his fourth four-year term
the police at the intersection of vehicle, Nancy Herndon, 803 Brown,_Sran—Cooper, David
Jefferson
in
superintendent
to
court
fiscal
within
County
times
75
into
borken
Municipal
Knox
was
the
Benton
to
at
property
Monday
sold
attorney,
county
Spencer;
Alan
Keller,
a year before the device was Hospital Long Term Care Unit, South 16th and Sycamore.
Meadow Lane, Miss Herndon
be used as the site of a county rest home, in violation of a KenBickel;
Wilford
Chemistry,
1969
a
were
involved
Cars
and
officials
installed in it. Since, not a single
sustained a cut on the forehead.
Mr. Walker, a retired farmer,
tucky law that prohibits contracts between county
Boone and
breakin has occurred.
Thirty citations were also Physics, Diana
was a member of Olive United two-door sedan, driven by Judy
their county governments.
Marie Mastera, 306 North 4th, Issued over the long weekend. Bruce Scott4 Agriculture,
Administrative attitude and
Methodist Church.
Dan Hutson;
enthusiasm also is a big factor
-WHITLEY-CITYACy4AP)—The wife of Charlie Lynch,52, was
Survivors. include three and a 1968 two-door sedan, One citation was issued for Monty Ca_they and
in low-cost vandalism, he said, daughters, Mrs. Mary Norwood driven by Janette Burkeen, illegal possession of alcohol, 14 Biology,... Ann Ryan Cooper;
being questioned after the father of three children was found shot
Ed Fenton
pointing out that one high school of Hardin Rt, 1, Mrs. Mildred Route 1, Dexter.
for no inspection sticker, eight Computer Science,
to death in his home.Sheriff Herman Hamilin said.
and Bruce Miller; Art, Karen
year
one
last
County
in
Jefferson
license,
Mrs.
and
operator's
4
Rt.
sustained
an
Benton
no
Mastera
for
The sheriff said Lynch was hit once in the heart and owe in the
Judy
of
Lamb
82,
Gray,
Mrs. Nettie Colley
of damage Brooks Turner of Dallas, injury to the right leg, ac- for improper registration, three McClure; Library Science
lung in Tuesday's shooting. He said no charges had been filed
Melber, wife of Cloyse W. Gray, had only $19 worth
Music, John
in others Texas; one son, John Edd cording to police reports.
while
vandalism,
from
wife.
against Lynch's
for public drunk, two for Karen McGary;
died at 7:15 p.m. Monday at
Gardner, John McKee, Becky
"infrom
mainly
losses,
the
one
and
brother,
sign,
the
a
reports
said
stop
Mayfield;
Police
disregarding
of
Walker
Extendicare of Paducah.
range as Reed Walker of Benton Rt. 4; - Mastera vehicle was traveling for speeding, according to Hogancamp, Ellen Teitloff,
LEDBETTER, Ky. ( AP 1—A McCracken County youth has
She was a member of school" vandalism,
Betty Jo Ward; Drama and
County,
Livingston
in
Ledbetter
near
lake
$4,000.
as
high
farm
a
in
drowned
five grandchildren and 16 great- north on 16th and the Burkeen police records.
Folsomdale Church of Christ.
Music, Wanda McNabb; Civitan
mainon
Sheriff Ralph Smith said.
Regarding
building
south
was
vehicle
traveling
grandchildren.
In addition to her husband,
Club, Mary Tutt; Rotary Club,
He said Greg Malray, 14, of the Paducah area, drowned while Mrs. Gray is survived by a tenance, Redmond said that 60
Funeral services are being 16th when the collision ocLions Club,
Mike Hendon;
swimming with three companions Tuesday. The body was daughter., Mrs. Virginia Otey of percent of the custodians in held today at two p.m. at the curred. Damage to the Mastera
Allen McKeel; Athletic, Brown
recovered several hours later.
Funeral
are
Jefferson
County
schools
while
the
to
Cann
front,
was
right
car
and
Filbeck
Melber;'two sons, Eugene Gray
Crouch and David Hughes.
vehicle was
of Ft. Huron Mich., and James women. "Most of them have Chapel, Benton, with Rev. the Burkeen
Ushers for the event were
MORGANTOWN, Ky. ( AP i—Butler County Judge Archie
Gray of Kirksey: two sisters, high school educations," he Thomas Bullock officiating. damaged to the right front, also.
Harrel Bramley, Dale ChadPhelps has died at the age of 67 of an,appareneheart attack at his Mrs. Katie Hall of Farmington said, "and they are easier to Burial will be in -Olive
Jerry's Restaurant parking
wick, Jeff Dowdy, Keith
home.
lot was the scene of the third
Daniel W. Converse, father of
and Mrs. Annie Alexander of train in addition to being more Cemetery.
Bob
Phelps was a former county school teacher and transportation
accident Friday night.
dependable and conscientious."
Converse of Murray, Farrell, Bill Farris,
James
Dr.
grand11
Tenn.;
Nashville,
Pinkston, Johnny Scott and Van
supervisor for the Butler County school system and was elected
H
James
Tuesday,
Also
were
Cars
1968
a
involved
in
home
his
at
19,
died May
13 greatchildren and
judge in 1969.
i Peanuts) Johnson, assistant Breakfast Planned At The
two-door hardtop, driven by Akron, Ohio. He was 85 years of Stubblefield.
grandchildren.
Parents of the seniors enLarry Guido Zacheretti, Route age and his death followed an
Funeral rites will be con- superintendent of the Owen- Oaks Club Each Saturday
the
the graduates with a
told
tertained
Schools,
City
and
two-door
5,
sboro
hardtop,
1965
a
extended illness.
ducted today at three p.m. by
Funeral services were held in reception at the high school
Breakfast will be served at driven by Jerry Wyane Dodd,
Alonzo Williams at Roy M. administrators that fringe
following commencement
Lowe Funeral Home at Lowes. benefits can help a school the Oaks Country Club starting 913 N. 18th, and owned by Albert Akron, Ohio, May 22.
Converse retired ten years ceremonies.
the Woodlawn system attract and hold good Saturday, June 3, from 7:30 to M. Dodd.
in
be
will
Burial
TEL AVIV ( AP(—Three young Japanese terrorists hired by a
Both vehicles were traveling ago from Akron, Canton, and
8:30 a.m, and will be served
Memorial Gardens in Mc- teachers.
Palestine guerrilla movement staged a massacre with subOf the fringe benefits each Saturday through Sep- east on the parking lot when the Youngstown Railroad after
County.
Cracken
machine guns and grenades in the passenger terminal at Israel's
Owensboro tember 30.
the
accident occurred, according to serving forty' years as a
Pallbearers will be Gecirge provided
international airport Tuesday night, killing 25 persons and
professional engineer. He also
Wilson, Roger teachers, Johnson specifically
The charge wil be one dollar police reports.
Larry
Wilson,
wounding more than 70.
live per person. All members are
The Zacheretti vehicle was was credited with the design of
Hart, Charlie Beckham, Clay cited the system's group
(Continued from Page 1)
Travelers, relatives, bystanders and employes at the crowded
dmaged to the right rear Adron's Goodyear
insurance program, which urged to attend.
Heights'
Green.
Terry
and
Dupree
airport were hit in the wild fusillade of gunfire and explosions
of
covers all of its 680 full-time
Hostesses for this Saturday quarter-panle and bumper and residential section while Mrs. Bobby Lee Puckett
loosed by three gunmen who disembarked from a Paris-Rome-Tel
employees at a cost of $48 per will be Mrs. Mickey Boggess, the Dodd vehicle was damaged working as an engineer for Hardin, are residing at Hardin.
Aviv flight, pulled weapons from their baggage and started
year per employee to the tax- Mrs. Ray Junior Story, Mrs. to the left front fender.
Reports are that Rushing is
Goodyear.
shooting.
payers.
able to be up some of the time
At 7:04 p.m. Saturday night, a
from Page 1
Mrs.
(Continued
and
Tommy
Mohon,
his
of
Survivors
include
wife,
After firing indiscriminately into the crowd, one of the
Johnson also advocated the Wallace Ford.
1972 two-door hardtop, driven Akron, his son, Dr. Converse of and goes to the Houstonterrorists shot up two parked planes, then blew himself up with a
many ways not as dissimilar as formation of a credit union as a
by Taylor Woodrow Smith, 1625 Murray, one daughter, one McDevitt Clinic every other day
hand grenade. A second was killed by bullets fired by his
you think. Historically, I detect service to school personnel,
College Farm Road, and a 1968 stepson, several grandchildren, to have some of his burns
comrades, and the third was captured alive after trying unthe same typically American particularly young teachers.
two-door hardtop, driven by including Kathy and Karl dressed by Dr. Hal Houston.
successfully to blow up a plane, police said.
traits if there are "typically Citing the credit union operated
Rushing is a graduate of
Larry Guido Zacheretti, Route Converse of Murray, and
American traits") in you as by the Owensboro system, he
(Continued tram Page 1)
5, collided on Highway 121 Sout, several great grandchildren. Calloway County High School
have existed in our people since pointed
the head of the International Union according to police reports.
how
out
and is the son of Franklin
SAO PAULO, Brazil ( AP(—Brazilian authorities turned over
the first settlement of this organization's assets had grown
Rushing of Murray Route Two
Both vehicles were traveling
and Applied Biophy$250,000 and three parachutes demanded by a hijacker, got the
Pure
of
continent. Your must basic from $1,000 to more than $60,000
and Mrs. Jacqueline Rushing of
north when the collision ocother 85 passengers and crew members off the Brazilian airliner
sics.
quality is a Puritanism which since its establishment three
203 Irvan Street, Murray.
and then recaptured the plane Tuesday night.
A 3-year-old girl was among curred, according to police
judges actions, particularly years ago.
reports. The Smith vehicle was
As troops flooded the plane with tear gas, the hijacker killed
Proceeds from the benefit will
dead.
the
those of your country, in the
Administered altogether by
damaged on the rear end, and
himself with a bullet through his head.
to help pay the large hospital
go
inescaped
who
in
those
Among
righteously
same
the teachers, its loans made
the
Zacheretti
vehicle
was
incurred during his
bill
tolerant manner that your during this initial three-year jury were Carol Golden of New
SAIGON ( AP(—U.S. Navy fighter-bombers, using electronic
hospitalization. He will have to
vacation,
a
for
arriving
York,
judged
forebearers
cultural
period total more than $102,000
"smart" bombs with TV nose cameras for pinpoint accuracy,
Funeral services for Amos report back to the Vanderbilt
and her brother Tom, who lives
witches at Salem, Mass, in 1693. he said.
launched an aerial campaign to isolate Vinh, the big coastal city
Workman
of Almo Route One, Hospital for further treatment.
You seek devils to blame for
fringe in Israel with their mother. A
discussing
Also
Elm Grove community, will be
midway between Hanoi and the demilitarized zone, military
in benefits was Ernest C. Grayson, bullet gouged the mother's
involvement
American
spokesmen said today.
held Thursday at two p.m. at
Vietnam; and yet you find the assistant superintendent and knee, but she was not hurt sethe chapel of the Max Churchill Open Duplicate Bridge
Viny is a major trans-shipment point for supplies moving south.
enemy Viet Cone positively director of the Division of Ac- riously.
Pilots reported destorying railroad tracks and bridges and
Funeral Home with Rev.
angelic.
"Are you kidding?" said Miss
counting and Finance in the
damaging a highway bridge leading to the city.
Charlie Simmons and Rev. Glen Club Meet Here Tonight
Golden when asked if she would
Jefferson County schools.
The battle fronts in South Vietnam were reported generally
Cope officiating.
of Ralph
The Murray Open Duplicate
A graduate of the University stay for the month she had
Mrs. Ocella Davidson of
quiet, with the exception of Kontum, in the central highlands, "The crusading tone
Active pallbearers will be
was
as
Puritanical
as
is
Nader
of
Bridge Club meets each
out
of Louisville and a former planned. "I'm getting
where U.S. B52 bombers continued to blast North Vietnamese
Gideon, Mo., mother of Mrs. Charles Burkeen, Young
the dedication of those leaders president of the Association of here as soon as I can."
Wednesday at seven p.m. at
positions on all sides of the city.
David Henry of Almo Rout One, Lovett, J.B. Burkeen, Joe Rob
of business and industry he has School Business Officials in the
Hall. During the month
Gleason
The 10-minute attack turned died this morning at four Houston, Jimmy Kelley, Jimmy
emphasis will
set out to get. Surely most U.S. and Canada, Grayson
customs hall and waiting o'clock at the Murray-Calloway Elkins, Jackie Burkeen, and of June, special
the
duplicate
things in this world are not as listed and discussed briefly nine
beginner
the
given
be
blood,
of
County
Hospital.
shambles
Gar
room into a
Wicker.
Honorary
completely all black" or "all major benefits provided emplayer.
She was 79 years of age and pallbearers will be Jim
human flesh, broken glass and
white" as you would portray ployees of the Jefferson County
Free lessons will be given
her death followed an extended Burkeen, Hayden Jackson, Ovie
parts of suitcases and bodies.
inand
issues
Most
them.
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
each
11,
slaughterwas
system.
August
She
born
illness.
a
Lee, Halton Garner, Hafford
."It looked like
dividuals are composites of
by regular club play.
followed
On an average salary.of $6,800 house," said one witness.
1892, in Holcomb, Mo., and her Carroll, HI,. Tidwell, Ed Jones,
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. AP)—Cmdr. Andrew F. Jensen, the "black" and "white," "gray" if
Everyone is urged to attend.
he
pointed
out,
the
Harrison
system,
late
the
parents
were
and
Willie
Emerson.
first Navy chaplain ever to face a court-martial, has been
The Marxist Popular Front
you will. If you have learned provides $2,231.60, or 32.8
spokesman said. Persons
Waldrop and I,ula Essary
Interment will be in the Elm
reassigned to Princeton University.
this you have indeed discovered percent of that figure, in annual for the liberation of Pales- Waldrop.
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Earnings Given
For Recipients
From the Paducah
Social Security Office
"How much can a person earn
each year and still receive his
or her social security benefits?"
This is a question often asked of
Social Security employees.
A Rpresentative of the
Paducah Social Security Office
explained that under the
present
social
security
retirement test a person who
does not earn over $1680 in a
calendar year can receive all of
his social security checks for
thatyear. If a beneficiary earns
between $1680 and $2880 -in a
yea, $1 will be withheld from
his chetic.storevery Vale earns over $1580. When annual earnings go over $2880, benefits are
reduced $1 for each of earnings
$2880.
"But, there are a couple of
t exceptions to this
rule," the spokesman added,"A
beneficiary can receive his
check for any month in which he
does not earn over $140 or
perform substantial work in
self-employment. Also, after
age 72 a person may earn any
amount and still receive all of
his social .security benefits."
To prevent any possible loss
of benefits, every persons
should claim his social security
benefits at least three months
before they plan to retire, and
not later thhan three months
before age 65 in any case. Even
if retirement is not planned
until after age 65, each person
should get in touch with Social
Security about the Medicare
program three or four months
before their 65th birthday.
Social Security urges anyone
with questions about the
retirement test or any phase of
the Social Security and
Medicare programs to call the
office. The telephone number of
your local office is 443-7506.
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Churches going to the people
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - The church
building boom is at an end but
that does not necessarily spell
the end of the dynamic growth
of organized religion.
For centuries Christians mainly Protestants - have
,thought of the church building
as the stereotype with the
steeple on the corner or village
square, consisting mainly of a
sanctuary used for a few hours
on Sunday, adjoining Sunday
school classrooms, a kitchen
and a dialing room.
There was the minister's
study, of course. And probably
there were a few other rooms in
the larger church buildings for
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD-Jerry Slane (center), a graduating senior at Murray High School, ac- meetings of women's organizacepts a $375 scholarship award to cover tuition costs at Murray State University next year. Making tions, men's clubs and young
the presentation is Ted Maggard, manager of Long John Silvers, a co-sponsor of the scholarship with people's groups.
A certain number of church
Jerry's Restaurant. Also shown is Dr. Harry M.Sparks, president of Murray State. Stone is the see
buildings
conceived along these
of Mrs. James Scott of 307 irvan in Murray.
traditional lines are still being
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
constructed,but bra variety of

Selling a home may cost hidden extras
By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
need for a cushion against the
"extra" costs of home buying
is pretty well known. Most
families now figure it will cost
more than they expect. The
family selling a home,
however, may not be as well
prepared.
The expense of selling a
house may run anywhere from
9 to 21 per cent of appraised
valuation; this on top of
whatever cost may be involved
for cleaning, painting or
repairs that may be necessary
to put a house into market
condition.
"Awareness of how these
costs accumulate can help
prevent a rude shock when a
sale is closed," advises Daniel
C. Hanrahan, of Elizabeth,
N.J. "Expense fluctuations
result from money market
conditions, real estate commission rates, how long a
property remains unsold and
other variables," he said.
Hanrahan founded and
heads POTERE. PVC. The
firm -its name is an acronym
for "purchase of transferred
employee real estate" purchases the owner's equity
in his home, enabling him to
buy a nee., one before selling
the old. It then markets the
property through local real
estate brokers.
Enumerating possible
selling costs, Hanrahan
pointed out that commissions
paid to real estate brokers (6
or . per cent depending on
locality) represent only a
portion of the costs of selling a
home. Manny mortgages call
for an early pay-off penalty.
This charge, a percentage of
the unpaid balance, can be as
high as Iper cent of appraised
valuation. Legal, survey,
recording and similar fees total
from 1 to 1 ler_ cent of sale
price, he said

There is no ounce of cure for
emphysema. But living without
cigarettes can be a pound of
prevention.
Almost
one
million
Americans now have this
chronic disease that cripples
the lungs. More than 90 percent
of the people with emphysema
have smoked more than 20
cigarettes a day. For years and
years.
Shortness of breath and a
cough that hangs on can be two
symptoms of the disease.
Respiratory function tests can
indicate that the patient's
breathing
capacity
is
diminished even before symptoms become pronounced. If the
disease is diagnosed
early
enough, the patient and his
physician can often work to
NEW YORK MINI - The
slow down be even prevent the bride bound td look radiantly
advance of the disease. The beautiful on the wedding day
damage cannot be reversed. follows a
well-planned
timetable. That avoids lastBut it might be halted.
At later stages, blood tests minute short circuits.to the
show the presence of the nervous system.
Authorities suggest the
disease, toe. In advanced
following countdown plan:
emphysema, for example, the
-Three months before the
body manufactures 'an inpon
creased number of red cells to 'Inelie
dtrang, whether formal
atr or
compensate for the fact that informal; consult
with
arrange
to
each cell is carrying less clergyman
oxygen. X-ray films of the chest necessary details. Make up
guest list, consult with the
may given information on the
bridegroom's family. Make
increased sixe of the lungs and
arrangements for reception,
the amount of air that is trapped
catering and music.
there. Breathing tests show how
your bridal party; order bridal
much air the patient can exhale
gown and select what
after inhaling as deeply as he
bridesmaids will wear; select
silver pattern as well as china
can.
and crystal and register your
The patient's doctor can
with your jeweler.
prescribe ways to help the chOices
Decide on decor and fur' patient practice breathing with
nishings for new home or
or without special equipment. apartment.
To help him lose weight since
-Two months to W-Day.
Order
invitations,
overweight strains the heart
announcements and personal
and increases fatigue. To help
statipnery; buy now what you
him avoid respirator infections
Will need and use for your
that will aggravate his already
trousseau. Set date for wedovertaxed lungs. Living with
ding rehearsal and arrange for
emphysema is a struggle for
rehearsal supper.
every breath.
-One month to go. AdTo find out more about emdress and mail invitations. Buy
gifts for attendants and
physenia-and about ways to
bridegroom, and make plans
quit smoking-Write your
for luncheon for your atKentucky Tuberculosis and
tendants. Try to have your
Respiratory Disease
-friends give showers now.
--Assartattnrt,--P.--0.:-Rox--6401r, . nen tint*
your -shopping for
,Louisville, Kentucky, 40208. It's
lingerie, linens and household
a matter of.-fe and breath.
fishioa. ()Deck up on

Depending on conditions in
the money market, a seller can
be charged a mortgage
placement fee, to enable his
buyer to arrange new
financing. Usually referred to
as "discount points" assessed as•percentage of the
loan being sought - this fee
can equal as much as 5 per
cent of the selling price,
Hanrahan said.
"These expenses, which are
included in the closing'
statement for transfer of a
piece of real estate, total from
7 to 15 per cent of a home's
selling price," Hanrahan said.
"But what many sellers fail to
take into account are the justas-real selling expenses incurred prior to a dosing."
He estimated these expenses
on a typical transferee's home
- a $30,0u0 house with a
mortgage balance of $20,000.
The same would hold true for
a family buying a new home
locally into which it moved
before selling the old home.
"Assuming the residence is
vacant, monthly expenses until
a sale i• closed will include:
mortgage interest, $100; real
estate tax, $60; utilities, $10,
and maintenance, $10. These
total $180,or 6/ 1 Odle of 1 per
cent of the $30,000 valuation.
"In addition. the $10,000
equity tied up in the home
while it is on the market must
be taken into account.
Whether an owner borrows a
like amount to purchase a new
home or simply is denied the
use of his capital until a sale is
concluded, he should consider
interest on the $10,000 as a
cost of sale. At 6 per cent, this
amounts to $50 a month.
"Money spent traveling to
the vacant residence for
maintenance or to negotiate a
sale, plus supervisory time,
also should be charged against
the sale. Arbitrarily, this can
be set at $50 a month for the
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outfits for bridal party and
have fittings on your wedding
Arrange
gown.
for
photographer to be present for
final fitting.
Buy your bridegroom's
wedding lint and he should
get yours. Sao with him te
apply for • marriage license,
and have necessary pre-marital
examinations.
medical
Remind bridegroom to order
boutonnieres and flowers for
wedding party and for the two
mothers. Consult with caterer
about reception menu and
cake. Take up the matter of
decorations with the florist.
Arrange for accommodations
for out of town guests.
-One week before W-day.
Send wedding announcement
to the local paper, including
your formal portrait that was
taken at your final bridal gown
fitting. (Check with the paper
to see if the picture and announc'ememt are needed
sooner.) Check on arrival of
gowns, trousseau items. Make
•beauty shop appointment for
wedding
hairdo.
Have
bridesmaids' luncheon. Put
spur gifts on display. Pack
uncrunchables when you have
free time and spend leisure
time with your family.
-The day before: tell
someone your honeymoon
itinerary, and arrange for
someone to check your new
home while you are gone; go
to hairdresser's early, and then
to sveddiiig rehearsal and
dinner. Check your luggage
Go to bed early.

transferee.
'These two $50 items,
added to other non-closieg
statement expenses,
Hanrahan said,"increase
what can be described as
'carrying charges' to 1 per cent
of the selling price, for every
month the property is held on
the market."
In attempting to predict
actual cdets, Hanrahan said a
seller should assume that from
two to six months will elapse
between listing and title
transfer to a 144.uyer. "A
prudent cost projection should
anticipate six months," he
said. 'Any shorter period will
be to the seller's benefit
at
the rate of 1 per cent of the
selling price per month."
Summarizing selling coats,
Hanrahan said real estate sales

commission will range from a
low of 6 per cent to a high of?
per
mortgage placement
cent; from nothing to 5
fee (points)
per cent; mortgage prepayment penalty from nothing
ti:Zier
r
cent; legal, survey,
ties, etc., from 1 to 2
per cent; carrying charges
from 2 to 6 per cent,for a total
of 9 to 21 per cent.
Generally, he said, costs will
rail somewhere in between,
with any expenses for putting
the house into condition to sell
added to this.
"It costs money to cash in
an investment in a residence,"
Hanrahan said. "Sellers who
realistically estimate expected
expenses will avoid the shock
smaller-than-expected
of
proceeds from the sale of a
house.

ministry.
Because of the widespread
publicity given to the fact that
religious bodies are spending
less on buildings and are putting up far fewer than they did
in the religious boom times of
the 1950s and 1960s, Copley
News Service asked officials of
a number of denominations just
what was going on in the area
of construction. Did the fact
that investments in church
structures had declined mean
that the mission of the church
was floundering?
Most of the responses added
up to the fact that while
churches were less involved in
eanetruction,. they.,etaainly
had not stopped their outreach
or their acquisition of property
to put to use in congregational
life.
L. Gordon Bucy, speaking for
the American Baptist Convention, observed that church con_structicua in his denomination
had decreased significantly,
perhaps by as much as 50 per
cent less than the records of the
early 1960s.
"Some attribute this trend to
the decay of the institutional
church," he observed, "while
others attribute it to its maturity."
He noted that many trends in
societyluive had an impact on
the question of church construction. For one thing, the
mobility of tte4population has
made- it impractical for religious bodies to build churches
for new congregations.
Added to this, Bucy said,
there is far more emphasis on
variety in church programming and less on institutional
loyalty.
Then, too, people are becoming more interested in taskoriented activities than in oldfashioned worship and many of
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the things they do take them
into the community to perform
good works.
Bucy said that there seems to
be greater emphasis on the
quality of the space to be used
rather than on its religious significance. This means that the
room used for a sanctuary at 11
a.m. may become a fellowship
hall at 12, a church school on
Monday and a dining area on
Tuesday.
We have passed through
that phase of church architecture which encouraged all
churches to find a new, large
building site which parallels in
principle an earlier day when
monasteries were in vogue," he
added."We-are pastthe day in
which churches can make
building decisions apart from
other building activities going
on in their community."

Clean Car
T-PORT--W-ASHINGTONi-Vicki,
(AP)- Sheriff Arthur Helm's
department recovered its sparkling clean squad car Monday
after it had gone a way toward
helping a youth with a problem
of boredom.
Helm said the 16-year-old
ward of Ozaukee County's welfare department had received
permission Sunday to wash patrol cars in the county garage
as a means of keeping busy.
The car and the youth soon
disappeared. The car was found'
abandoned and undamaged
Monday. The boy was still
missing.
CARIBBEAN COMMAND
On May 1, 1939, the United
States placed its Caribbean Islands under single military
command with headquarters in
Puerto Rico.
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reasons, economic as well as
sociological, churches are
taking on a number of new
forms.
For example, the house
church has become popular
with many, especially youth.
There is no church building as
such to accommodate the activities of these congregations.
They meet regularly in homes,
in the tradition established by
the early Christians, who were
forced "underground," and
they find they can achieve a
congregational life without
gathering under the roof of an
edifice bearing the architectural label of "church."
There is at least one flourish-ffig-congretition that meets
regularly in a converted barn.
Another has taken over an old
monastery. Space in office
buildings, in shopping centers,
in storefronts, in high-rise
apartment houses and even in
trailer units has provided the
most encouraging atmosphere
for some congregations.
In other words, people formerly went to the church to
worship once a week, but today
the church is going to the
people and involving more of
them in activities that run
through the week.
"As many are beginning to
see it, more attention is being
given to the mission of the
church as the congregation of
believers sees it, and second
comes the building in which
that congregation may worship," said a spokesman for the
General Board of the Church of
the Brethren.
To put it another way,"mission must dictate the decisions
on building," according to the
Rev. Dr. Cedric Tilberg, secretary for program and leadership of the Lutheran Church in
America's board of social
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Weather Permitting

at 11:00 a.m. and at 3:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, JUNE 3rd

DON'T MISS THIS
FANTASTIC EVENT!!
11 a.m.
GRAND PRIZE
Ideal for office and campers
2.2 cu. ft REFRIGERATOR

Valuiod at *99.95

FREE!

3 p.m.
GRAND PRIZE
Stereo Component Set
Model No. PAX100

*99.00 Value
FREE!

CATCH-A-BALL
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Tv Gal Friday is
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No Tree Shortage In South

ATLANTA, Ga—Worried that needs of 18 people. Old, dying
"Despite record demands for
we're running out of trees? and dead trees,however, ac- timber from the
South's
Relax; there are more trees tually consume oxygen in the forests, we're not running
naments.
By VERNON SCOTT
out of
growing
in the South today than decaying process and therefore trees, not at all," chief forester
Jackie dreads the day she
UPI Hollywood
will have to begin her search anytime in the last 35 years. compete with other living things Donald .'anith says. "Because
Correepondent
HOLLYWOOD IUPD — for a smaller, less elegant And the forests contain for the limited amount of our forests can be renewed, it's
Jackie Joseph, the sometimes home.
healthier, more productive oxygen in the atmosphere.
a matter of harvesting trees
"I'm putting it off as long as trees than ever.
competent secretary on "The
Wildlife Habitat
intelligently,
providing for
Dons Day Show." is the very possible," she said, "until we
"Trees are one of nature's
Forests also provide food, prompt reforestation, and
competent wife of actor Ken sell this wonderful place of few renewable resources,"
cover and natural habitat for continuing to protect forests
Berry off-screen.
explains Donald W.Smith, chief wildlife. Here, the present-day from insect damage,
She is also the mother of
forester, Southern Forest In- woodlands situation is ex- and the threat of disease,
John Kenneth, 8, and Jennifer
wildfires,
stitute, Atlanta, Ga. "That cellent. For example, the US. which destroy not only
Kate, 7.
trees but
means if man manages the Forest Service Southern
Jackie and her brood live in
plant life and animal life, too."
what she describes as the
foretts intelligently, he can Foresh Experiment Station,
Improved forest management
family dream house which will
enjoy many of their benefits New Orleans, La., reports the by government,
industry
soon be on the sales block,
today while still insuring there number of deer has increased many private landownersand
in
breaking all their hearts just a
will always be enough trees for almost 800 percent since the recent years has
made the
little bit.
tomorrow."
mid-1940's. In 1945, Forest South's woodlands healthier
Their home is English
That's exactly what's hap- Service wildlife experts say,the and more bountiful for all man's
country style surrounded by
Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky pened in the South in recent South's forests contained about needs than ever. In doing
rolling lawns and large shade
a I
so, the
trees. Its greatest fault is the businessmen and corporations years. And today, nearly 200 303 thousand deer. Today, the forests have also contributed
proximity of the Hollywood will soon begin mailing their million acres of forests are deer population is estimated at immeasurably to the quality of
Freeway which boils right Federal tax returns to the new growing in the 13 Southern nearly two-and-a-half million. our environment.
alongside the property.
Internal Revenue Service states, more trees than anytime Other factors are also involved
But -Jackie ex-plains why -Center; Memphis; -'Tennessee- -since the-weid-4988/ar ----- - -but this---...rtramatic _deer "Remember this," chief
forester -Smith - muses,-"the
they are selling the house of 38110, instead of the Cincinnati
It wasn't always that way. population increase closely
their dreams:
Service Center where they Before the establishment of parallels the spread of modern forests and the trees are man's reprodiactims sad accessories. These stables were formerly need, in gen et allas,if iiiirdbire--"We bought it the day the formerly
first line-of-defense in the battle
filed, Robert J. Dath, modern fire protection, many
management practices on for pure water and clean, fresh deaste their wares before people In gaitersl teamed to read and write. The young Insides holds
'for sale' sign went up. We
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Director
millions
for
Kentucky,
of
acres of Southern Southern forest land.
cigar boa while pelts are displayed aboutthe seek sad at of*elm trader.
really couldn't afford it. But
air."
forests were destroyed each
Ken decided we would live announced today.
The changeover of business year by deadly wildfires.
there as long as 'Mayberry'
was on the air.
and special taxes will complete Timber losses to- bug in"Well it lasted three years the transfer to Memphis of all festations, fungus, blight and
and we look on it as a nice long Federal tax returns from other
natural
enemies
vacation."
Kentucky.
destroyed additional thousands
The front of the Berry
Dath said, "The Memphis of acres each year. And the old
manse is a picture postcard
Center
began out-out and get-Out logging
with leaded glass windows, Service
white brick and shingle roof. operations last January, practices of many early lumber
The house has three bedrooms. processing individual Federal operators left countless acres of
Coast Guard Approved
a den and a giant used-brick income tax returns filed by Southern forest land a stark
fireplace. The floors are Kentucky, Tennessee and landscape of naked red clay,
pegged and polished to a high Virginia residents. The Service rotting slash and decaying
lustre. A sparkling swimming Center has resulted in more stumps.
pool occupies the rear yard.
Smokey Does Well
Jackie and Ken cruise efficient operations and
arftiqueNetores in search of quicker, more responsive
Today, the situation is vastly
"finds". It's a habit they service to taxpayers in those different. Smokey, the Bear,
acquired over their dozen states."
has done his job well. Wildfires,
years of marriage.
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above all else and knows of taxes on highway motor and other natural forest
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prepare quick snacks should and annual Federal income facilities, practices intensive
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all.
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processing by man. There are 756-million
there to look after them when
workload which increased acres of forested land in the
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Everyone in the family rides nationally from 94 million in the U.S. Studies show each year,
a bicycle except Jackie. She's early 1960's to 113 million in this forest land grows more
never mastered the relatively 1971. IRS projections indicate new wood than it yields to
simple balancing act of 131 million returns will be filed harvest. Growth actually exremaining upright on two in 1980—a national 17 per cent ceeds the national harvest
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As for her actor husband,
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Jackie says. "He is a silent
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motorcycle alone for the entire
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day."
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totals 257,721 still ending up with 14 trees.
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Zetsco =404 "Bee Bee"
Reel.

4". .

4.27

hi 2111

For Young Fishermen

/1

ystal, sweep
r. Choice of
tan, or
, red.

Zelsco Travel See,
I
I

12.94

5.95
•

STYLED FOR SUMMER—

These plastic u
„suggested for warm weather
l,tlit:,
living, were displayed at the International Plastics Fair in Luedenschied. West Germany.
The square unite, obtainable in various colora, can be converted into,winter season housing.

fl 1

A

i1.:.4i,

I

Zeno Heavy Duty 802 Reel
with line. ,
•
10.66

red

477
• A natural First for
young anglers
• Scaled for small hands
• Eosy costing Zebco reel
• 2 piece, 50' fiber gloss rod
• Practice plug
• Complete with line

Shopping

OTASCO

7!A233

• Easy to cost
• Rugged, unrustoble covers
• Powerful star drag
• Strong metal gears
• Interchangeable spool
filled with 50-yds of
Zebco premium line

.ELC.
S rod

,lock

319

Lea SALE

LAST 3
DAYS

753-8391

S?
E s,5!erms

•lust-proof, statnless steel coven
•Waki tong. spong loaded drag
•Selectrve anti ;event
• Warning click tor bait fishing
•Filled with 100 ids of
litod I Siren !me

OSCILLATItit
FAN963

zEm ROD
and REEL
ZEBCO 202 REEL
•

<Able

• S.lent
• Sp,,,q
•

All

,
.r,
0
, Irnq

or ern,rr,

ZEBCO 4020 ROD

For
"Easy Terms

ilemp Mistier-

Adjustable Base Fan

• 5 , light ochpn, two piece,
high density 1,be, gloss

center

n -Sa t
Closed Sundays

9-8 MO

REEL

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR
BANKAMERICARD

Zebco 33 Reel with 2-pc 6-Ft Rod,
•o
• Pro spoof and rail •

Easy Terms
i9 97
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK
A

Catholic school's'fight affects all

By KENNETH J. RABREN
Copley News Service

k

illIP.'
1 SF(

JERRY A. WORK

Guess what soldiers like to quarters for newly enlisted men
eat?
with dependents is $105 a
According to a survey taken month, tax-free. This allowance
at Fort Lewis,. Washington, by is increased as you are
Army's
the
Natick promoted to higher grades.
Laboratories, the favorite inStripes for JROTC
clude milk_products, ice cream,
Graduates of., the _Junior
breads, rolls and -breakInst ROTC program
and Natio-nalmeats. Other popular standbys Defense Cadet
Corps can join
proved to be meats, eggs, buns' the
Army as corporals or
and doughnuts along with fruit specialist 4's. They'll earn
and vegetable juices, car- considerably
more money than
bonated and hot beverages. Not the average
recruit, too—$346 a
so popular were soups, dessert month. Those young. men
who
sauces, casseroles, stews, complete only two or three
fritters, stuffings and cookies. years of the four year
course
The study was part of a can qualify for entry as
continuing Army effort to serve Privates E-2's
or Privates
soldiers the food they really First Class. PFC's- now earn
want to eat.
$333 a month.- For further inHigh Flying Helicoptee-fdrmation, please contact me at
The Army has claimed the 247-4525, or visit me at
the
world's helicopter sustained Recruiting Station at the-,
altitude record for its CH 540 Mayfield Shopping Plaza.
flying crane. The Army'chopper
Wives Repair Cars
reached a record 36,711 foot
A group of wives of officers
altitude, besting the old record and enlisted men at Fort
of 36,037 feet set in 1958 by a Wolters, Texas, have unfrench alouette.
dertaken a novel educational
Just a reminder that young program. They
are taking a
men can get involved in Army course, sponsored
by the Army
helicopters as either pilots or
Special Services division, on
mechanics. A call to me at 247- automobile
repair.
4525. will bring you the
They're not only learning
necessary information.
minor
how to perform
Rail Car Homes
emergency repairs when the
surplus
railroad cars are car suddenly quits but also
Six
such
being converted into bachelor
major projects as how to conliving quarters for senior Fort
struct a temporary fan belt
Manrnouth noncommissioned
from a nylon stocking, adjust
officers. Five of the shiny silver
the car's headlights, change
cars will be converted into two
Mock absorbers, and grind the
bachelor apartments each, valves in the engine.
while the sixth will serve as a
Young Men Of Kentucky
recreation room.
That the cry of the 101st
The railroad car idea
Airborne Division, which is
originated last siunmer when
located at Fort Campbell, Ky.
two soldiers attending the
The 101st Airborne (Screaming
Signal School at the fort bought
Eagles) are looking for good
their own surplus pullmanmen from Kentucky to serve
observation car, and converted
with and wear the patch of the
it into luxurious living quarters.
famous 101st Airborne Division,
Who knows,they may soon be
respected throughout the world.
humming a new song, "I've
To find out more about the
been living on the railroad..."at
101st Airborne Division, contact
Fort Manmouth?.
Sergeant Jerry Work, at the
Facts About The Army
Mayfield Shopping Center, or
Did you know?
call 2474525 (Collect) for an
—That the Women's Army
appointment.
Corps museum is located at the
WAC Center at Fort McClellan,
Alabama, and is open to the
public. Fort McClellan is
located
near
Anniston,
Alabama.
—That most military posts
welcome visitors. If you will be
in the vicinity of a military
post, drop by for a visit.,The
Meditation is a matter of life
military police will fill you in on and breath. Maybe, even, a
the interesting things to see.
matter of breathing easier and
Question:
living better.
Do married men who enlist in
New experiments at the
the Army receive any'
Harvard Medical Unit at the
allowance for housing?
Boston,City Hospital--i eiiorted
Yes. The basic allowance for in Jul] in a recent issue of
Scientific American—explored
the physiological reactions of
practitioners of yoga. The
results were amazing.
Subjects were taught by the
Medical Unit a technique called
transcendental meditation,
which requires inner conBowling Green, Ky.—Two centration on a "suitable',
new faculty members have sound or thought. During 30
recently been . appointed minutes of this kind of intense
assistant professors in Western concentration, the body undergoes drastic changes.
Kentucky
University's
Department of Elementary Breathing patterns are altered:
oxygen consumption falls off
, Education.
Dr. Mary Holcomb Karr of sharply; so does the amount of
Murray joined the Western carbon dioxide being exhaled.
faculty last month, and Dr. The heart rate slows. Blood
Robert A. Otto of Warren,, pressure drops. Skin resistance
Mich., will join the faculty this to an electric current increases
sharply. The pattern of brain
fall.
A former guidance counselor waves change markedly.
But with all this downbeat of
in Farmington, Mo., Dr. Karr
holds both the B.S. and M.A. the metabolism,a curious thing
degrees in education from happens. The, delivery of
Murray State University. This oxygen and the blood flow to the
year she received the Ed.D. muscles of the body are speeded
degree from the University of up. The subjects felt deeply
Southern Mississippi at Hat- relaxed and intensely alive.
The experimenters believe that
tiesburg.
Dr. Karr was the recipient of the autonomic nervous system,
a fellowship at the University supposedly not under voluntary
control, must be involved.
of Southern Mississippi in the
Children's Laboratory of
Conscious
in
changes
Learning.
breathing and concentration
Dr. Otto, a native of clearly affect the entire body,
Milwaukee, Wisc., has served say the Harvard researchers.
on the teaching staffs at the They believe yoga techniques
University of Wisconsin at may be one way to increase
Whitewater, the University of well-being. And they have
Iowa, and Michigan State opened the way for more
University. He received the fascinating research on the
--EkEd and MS degrees from the
Universit of Wisconsin at
Your Kentucky Tuberculosis
Whitewater and the Ph.D and Respiratory Disease
degree from the University of Association does not specialize
Iowa. He is a member of Phi in yoga, but we do have inDelta Kappa.
formation on the importance of
Married to the former Donna
breathing. Write us at P.O.
Paulson, the Ottos have a one- Box 8405, Louisville, Kentucky .i
year-old son, Kurt Robert.
40208.

Experiments
Show Value Of
Meditation

New Faculty
MembersNamed
At Western

f—

Catholic schools' fight for
survival will have a major effect on the education of all children, but few public school parents fully realize it.
Large-scale closing of parochial schools assuredly would
require more taxes. Because of
their structure, nonpublic
schools have a greater ability
to improve organization, curricula, methodology and instruction than do public schools
mired in the 20- to 50-year lag
between inspiration and implementatiori..
Nonpublic schoolsvide what little competition exists in education. Few schools
are as accountable as nonpublic ones. Public school officials
engaged in endless debate over
accountability need only look at
a system that has been accountable and decentralized for
years to learn what it means. In

urban areas, many inner-city
Catholic and other nonpublic
schools provide a better educe- bon than their public colleagues and they also help to
keep whites in cities.
Most people, Catholics included, see dollar signs when
they think of the parochial
school problem. One of the
studies for the President's
Commission on School Finance
exp
,"Popular opinion notwithstanding, the dilemma of
Catholic schools does not derive simply from a shortage of
dollars and cents. ... Though
serious and extensive, the financial difficulties ... are more
properly identified as symptoms than as causes of the
crisis."
Many Catholic schoolmen
and theologians believe the
crisis is within the church, not
the schoolroom. For the first
time, Catholics are able to
choose a parochial or public
education without stigma.

Rev. John F. Meyers, executiNre secretary of the Department of Chief Administrators
of Catholic Education, says,
-my own hypothesis is that
people never wanted the
schools. The bishops and pastors mandated them and convinced people that they needed
them and wanted them. And
should pursuasion fail, the legislated attendance under pain
of eternal damnation. Bishops,
pastors, it seems, are tired of
persuading people. And legislation is a thing of the past. The
task then falls to us. We must
make the schools so effective
that parents will want them."
Rev. C. Albert Koob, president of the National Catholic
Education Association, says,
"To assuine that every Catholic child wants a Catholic education is sheer nonsense."
From his explanation, Catholic
and public education face similar problems.
There is conflict because of

parents' conception of their
schooling compared to what
they view as current classroom
permissiveness. What to teach
and how is as much as question
for Catholic religion teachers
and administrators accustomed to more authoritarian,
doctrinaire times are intertwined with deciding how much
freedom to give teen-agers.
"Parents never had a choice
to make as to what Catholic
education is all about. This
questioning is a purification
process and Catholic education
will improve as a result," says
Father Koob.
The survival of the
schools," explains Father
Meyers, "hinges on... the perceived quality of the schools.
And the perceived quality of
the schools depends upon the
principals and teachers. ..."
Giant steps forward could be
taken, he believes, if parents
and schoolmen selected values
they thought important and
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teachers emphasized the ones
Women Join
most important to all.
They also must determine
HERSHEY,Pa.(AP) The
the types of behavior that are Pennsylvania State Pollee
manifest to the virtues empha- Academy will end 67 years as
sized, he adds.
an all-male institution in July
"...It's obvious that you need when 14 women join the class
assistance from the parents of 135 cadets graduating
from
and students. You can't go it the
school after six months
alone or you're sure to stumble.
training.
This has been another source of
-They lugged and fired servmany of our difficulties. The
school, the principal, the reli- ice revolvers, threw each other
gion teacher — someone — around in self-defense class and
made a selection of new values took criminal law courses like
to emphasize without consult- the rest of us," a. male cadet
ing the parents.... If the school said.
is not emphasizing the values
Of the 15 women originally
that the parents want emphasized, they will not and should selected, one has dropped out.
not send their children to it." They were chosen from more
That is what the crisis of con- than 150 applicants on the basis
fidence in public and nonpublic of age, height, physical fitness,
education is about: parents be- and education.
ing forced to send children —
LOUIS XVIII
either by law or economic
On May 3, 1814, Louis XVIII
sanction — to institutions that
-are not teaching the values of France was restored to the
parents want taught. Instead of throne.
changing, schoolmen patronizFIRST POSTAGE STAMP
ingly say that parents do not
The first postage stamp isknow, are not capable of or
competent to know what is best sued, the "Penny Black" of
for their children, but school- Britain, was issued on May 6,
1840.
men do.
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If you have not registered, be sure to do
so this week! If you have
visited our store during the week
and got your card punched, you do
not have to be present to win.
If you haven't got your card punched,
Week you get a year's supply of bread!

est

Treasur

'100" Is Put In The Treasure Chest Each

Last Wee
Mrs. E

SUGAR Joy MIR EXIC
5'9
39
LIQUID DETERGENT

DOMINO

t

LIQUID BLEACH

MAXWELL H

Giant 32-oz. Size

Gal. Size

Pound Can

with coupon

with coupon

with coupo

viith coupon

Coca-Cola
Pepsi Cola
Dr. Pepper

BABY FOOD VELVEETA BREAD
2 $119
18
Strained 10434J1-oz.
Only

28 oz No Return Bottle

Armour
12-oz.
can

Treet

9

Top Kick

Purina

25-lb. Bag $379 Center Sliced

Dog Food 4119'

PEACHES
37:$1
PORK & BEANS
PUNCH
TISSUE
TOMATOES
CHILI

Miss Liberty
Limit: 4
16 -oz. Loaf

-Lb.
Box

Kraft

Chow

!RESH GROUND
4 Lbs. or More

Campfire Skinl

Ham

lb.

99

Franks

TIDE
79'

Sacramento

Lin

Detergent
48-oz. Size
Whole Sweet
Pride

Party Pak

Na

Pickles Qt jar 49C
3 Butterim2:1739C
3.0h 49C Plates:: c
:
59
b
oth!
Oleo
ossl
5
Ysez
3
3 Beef Stew:2 69c

of Illinois

HAWAIIAN

(limit: 3)

SCOTT

State Fair

KELLY'S with BEANS

300 Cans

1

Carts $

Pa

cvnbination! Now
Unbeatable
Prices.Srie spin
*hat an
lInbeataiie
liberti
kmerica's M
Cecil's
Starsis . • .
Geen
.
'.nbeatables (out p
tnendh
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liberti the
Get it Au at

Na 21/7

15%-oz $
Cara

1
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4/
•

ef

KETSUPkOTEX BISCUITS
HEINZ

32-oz. Size

NAPKINS

(Limit: 1)

ICE MILK

TURNER'S

43

Half Ga'

LIBERTY COUPON

SUGAR

Pkg. of 12

8-oz.
cans

BUTTERMILK
u

Domino

BALLARD SWEET
MILK &

FEMININE

5-1b. bag

BEANS

39

LIBERTY COUPON
Liquid Detergent
32 oz. bot

19' JOY

COUPON WORTH 55'
Aoth this coupon and '150 add pur
excluding tob & dairy prod
VOID AFTER JUNE 6, 1972

GREAT NORTHERN
DRIED 2 lb Bag

A

COUPON WORTH 50'
tt,,s coupon and '150 add pur
eic tob & dairy prod
VOID AFTER JUNE 6, 1972

TUNA

642-oz. can

LIBERTY COUPON
Liquid Bleach

37'

39, B-B-Q SAUCE 91
3 '1
(Limit: 6)

BREAST OF CHICKEN
Chunk Style

pl. lite

PUREX--toupowitgaggvms_
with

KRAFT

5n

this coupon And '5 00 add pur
eac tob
dairy prod
VOID AFTER JUNE 6, 1972

74

Maxwell House

LIBERTY COUPON

lb. can
COUPON WORTH lr
WITH-NIS COUPON
No Other Purchase Necessary'
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some fast asleep while holding
onto a branch.
"However, they don't have
fleas or any other vermin. The
drink." The friendly koala i he eucalyptus has a built-in insect
is not really a bear, but a repellant and fleas can't live on
marsupial — born in pouches) their body."
gets all his moisture from the
The Robertsons make the
eucalyptus leaves which, well trip to Lone Pine
as
chewed, pass into a specialized possible for visitors genuine as
and permit
stomach into which are almost anyone to
hold a koala;
secreted digestive enzymes have his picture
taken
from a gland two inches in di- friendly little fellow with the
ameter. Most digestion takes in a seemingly lovingholding on
place in an unusually large Usually he will letembrace.
caecum which may be eight "look but not touch" people
the one
feet in length. It is there that albino koala here,
a very rare
the eucalyptus leaves are con- specie — only one
verted into all the required nu- been known to exist other has
— running
trients for all living processes. free in bushland
west
Baby koalas, and lots of them "Note how well he of here.
are born here, are born only Robertson said. "Theholds on,"
koala has
after about a month's develop- three fingers and
two thumbs
client and are only half an inch -end this helps him
get a better
long when born. They are progrin."
tected for a further five months
The living experience here
in the mother's pouch, then
weaned and at about 10'h also includes a roam through a
months can live exclusively on several-acre area where kangaroos, an emu and other anithe eucalyptus.
"You see them scratching," mals mix freely — begging bits
Robertson said, in a tour of one of corn from visitors and willof the wide open roofed homes ingly posing for pictures. It is a
of the tiny (12-16 pound) gray delight for kids — and for many
animals clinging to "trees" — who are much beyond the kid
stage.
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Cuddly koalas delight tourists
BRISBANE — Australia's
tourist attractions are many
and varied but nowhere is there
a match for the experience of a
few hours among the koala
bears and other wildlife of the
Imie Pine Koala Sanctuary
near here.
Only seven miles from downtown Brisbane by road and 14
flutes by a relaxing ferry ride
along the twisting Brisbane
River, Lone Pine is an oasis in
the wilds for man and beast. It
is the home of 100 of the rare
koalas, the largest colony on
display anywhere in the world.
It is also the home of kangaroos roaming freely in a sizable
portion of the 49-acre sanctuary; and the home of the
equally free wallaroo, wallaby,
emu and many other varieties
of animals and birds — mostly
Australian species but including some from overseas.

tralian government has
clamped the lid on export of
any more koalas. To some here
this is an unrealistic policy —
but it does make a few hours at
Lone Pine an even more interesting experience.
The visit starts with a greeting by a baby koala named
"Jockey," riding on the back of
a German shepherd dog named
•'Strongheart." Jockey and
Strongheart are the official
greeters at the sanctuary, a
privately operated facility and
the labor of love of the Robertson family since they came
here from England in 1954. The
Robertson; bought the property at, that time from an Australian family that had opened
it back in 1927.
"The state Queensland ) had
an opportunity to buy it but refused," Paul Robertson, director of the sanctuary, said in an
interview.
"Sure, we'd like state assistance here, but state control —
never. This is one place where
we don't need the bureaucracY."

While the zoos of St. Louis,
Washington, San Diego and
other places in America have
vied for a giant panda from
Communist China. the Aus-

to do
Last Week's Winner:
eek
do
in.
nched,
ead!

Mrs. Estelle Hewer
Route 7
Murray, Ky.

Paul Robertson, his brother
Patrick and his father, Arthur
Robertson, share management
responsibilities here — and
seem to share a genuine love of
the koalas and other animals in
their custody. They point out
that through successful breeding here, they are able to release about 20 koalas into state
and national forests each year,
in an effort to reestablish the
koala in its natural environment. They note, too, that although there are about 500
types of eucalyptus trees,
sanctuary staffmen must drive
into the countryside every day
to get just the right type of
fresh eucalyptus trenches for
the koalas' food. "Sometimes,"
Paul Robertson said, "we have
driven over 250 miles in one day
— during a dry season — to get
the right leaves." The koalas
are fed twice daily.
Eucalyptus is the only food
the koalas eat. They drink no
water except in an extremely
dry time — koala is an aboriginal word meaning -does not

You Always Save
More At Your
Liberty Food Store!!
Plus, you get Sliti
Green Stamps
with every purchase!

"Yes,people have told us it is
very relaxing here, and we like
that," Robertson said, "especially if you take the leisurely
boat ride on the river from the
city. We think more people
should have the opportunity to
visit with this unique animal,
the koala."
On this subject, Robertson
thinks more koalas should be
released to zoos in the United
States and other foreign countries. "We would like to see
some of these go overseas," he
said."The government's policy
of total ban on release (neither
can the koala be hunted here
nor used as a pet) is somewhat
unrealistic. A koala gets killed
on the highway -- and this does
happen —and nobody gets a bit
excited; it doesn't even have to
be reported. So, why all the fuss
about not letting one get out of
the country?"
The ban does exist, however,
and except in the few zoos elsewhere that got a koala before
the door was closed, Lone Pine
Sanctuary is one of the few
places where the furry friend
can be seen in large numbers.
It is an ideal place for their
"captivity':

1BERrY

*1 a

WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS DOUBLE ALL DAY TUES. & WED.
* W. Gladly Redeem U.S. Gov't Food Stomps *
Southside

shopping Center

We Reserve the Right
to Limit Quantities

Myrray, Ky.

COFFEE ROAST FRYERS
69e
9t
MAXWELL HOUSE

U.S. INSPECTED

U.S. Choice CHUCK

Pound Can

First Cut

Whole

with coupon

lb.

with '5.00 add. pur.

U.S. Choice Center Cut

Boneless Rump

Hamburger Chuck Roast.69'Roast
59' Roast l, 79' Roast
FRESH

GROUND

4 Lbs. or More

$
99 Franks

Campfire Skinless
12 oz pkg

49

Roast

S

lb

Trade Winds Breaded

aw

MUTTON HAMS
6
P.
,
5
49
391
Tender Smoked

Not Fat
& Wasty

Hind Qtr. HE

Shank Po55

Butt

Fore Qtr.

lb.

lb.

lb.

PICNICS T:NR
ti3
DE8 urla0Kg ED

Bacon
49C
49C POT PIES
Jowls
Hoop Mee 89c DINNERS
Dixie Sliced

lb

Sliced Smoked

lb.

MORTON
MEAT

4

lb.

5

8oz

39

Pies

MORTON'S
Exc Ham, Shrimp, Beef

Chickasaw

Miss Liberty

Sliced, Rindless

1111

KRAFT

16 or
size

SUNKIST THIN SKIN

6/39

LIBERTY COUPON

lb. can
RIM 18'

SOAP

!cessaryi

COUPON WORTH 12'
on purchase of 2 bars
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LARD

LargP Head

REELFOOT

69'

CABBAGE

LIBERTY COUPON

Bath Sue

69'

ICEBERG
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ooulip ASST. FLAVORS

12'

S&H Green
stamps

100
100
.th_thu coupon and 5.00 or more_purchase.
frm Mir
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amp-

lb

Sr ICE LEMONS LETTUCE
35;
12 oz can

gr

FOR 1972 — including a detailed Day
by clay forecast. complete guide to
to,. and marriage, and a corn
prettertsive character analysis — is
now available. for Your Pereon•I
forecast. sena S1.00 plus 25 cents in
coin for postage and handling to Mis
newlekaper, care of Horoscope Book
Department, Box 173, Old Chelsea
Station. New York, N Y 10011. Print
your NAME, ADDRESS won ZIP. and
OATE OF BIRTH

BACON BACON
b.69
,b59c

ORANGE

/IV*

U.S. Choice Beef

Sliced, Kindless

ADAMS FROZEN

FOR THURSDAY,JUNE 1, 1/72
Look in the section in which (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
your birthday comes and find
Make sure you have checked
what your outlook is, according
all facts and factors before
to the stars.
making agreements or taking
ARIES
on extra obligations. But do not
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
quibble foolishly and lose out.
Your planets, going into in- SAGITTARIUS
creasingly more favorable ( Nov. 23 to Dec.
21)
aspect, suggest that you note
Be sensibly cautious in
all details and strategy well. making investments
(of time
Keep eyes front, energies well OR money) —
but not jittery.
directed.
Emphasize the Sagittarian's
TAURUS
traditional good judgment and
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
foresight.
A good day for stabilizing, CAPRICORN
settling pending matters (Dec. 22 to
Jan. 20)
generally; also for making
Handling even the smallest
innovations which can insure assignment
s well can bring fine
further improvement in your returns now
— and the promise
status.
of even better opportunities to
GEMINI
profit later. So . Your best!
(May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
Some renewed interest in past (Jan. 21
to Feb. 19) '1"'""'
endeavors indicated, with
Be circumspect in writings,
greater probability of success
careful
now. Personal relationships handling in signing papers,
the affairs of others.
highly favored.
Accuracy essential now.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23) ISO
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Give careful consideration to (
Lack of proper planning could
all suggestions — what to acget you off to a bad start. Day
cept, reject or, perhaps,
calls for
modify. You may have to in- curacy meticulous care, acand
troduce an idea of your own in endeavor. only the BEST of
order to achieve your ob- granted. Take nothing for
jectives.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
highly individualistic and so
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 112tiCZ
versatile that you could succeed
This will be a day in which to in
almost any field of your
emphasize your distinctiveness
choice — with the proper
and finesse; for doing things in
training,
an unusual way. Fine influences especially of course; could
excel in writing,
stimulate your outgoing per- music
or any occupation which
sonality.
involves travel. Your yen for
VIRGO
travel, in fact, could lead you
)Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP
into the field of exploration,
Avoid present tendencies with great suceess. You are
toward brusqueness, even highly imaginative, original in
sarcasm, in conVersation with your thinking and enjoy
others. Personal relationships assocation with alert, prounder some affliction: Do NOT gressive people. No matter
make things worse.
what career you finally settle
upon, your originality will
LIBRA
evidence itself. On the personal
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Gains indicated in endeavor side, you are gregarious, warmwhere the personal touch hearted and generous almost to
counts. Concentrate on quality a fault. Try to conquer teninstead of quantity, and do dencies toward extreme
capitalize on your artistic moodiness, however. Birthdate
of: Brigham Young, founder of
abilities.
the Mormons.
SCORPIO
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
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Teaching health in Kentucky's classrooms will get a
new twist when production of a
nationwide television series,
"Inside—Out", is completed.
The 30-lesson innovative
series is designed to help eight
to ten-year-olds cope with
social, emotional and physical
problems they will face as they
grow to adulthood.
"Inside—Out" will explore
such topics as love, death,
prejudice, divorce, feeling
different,joking, being lost, joy,
expressing feelings.
It focuses more on the mental
aspects of health rather than
the physical approaches to the
topic as in past teaching
practices.
Production of the 15-minute
color programs is already
underway in five cities in the
United States and Canada.
"Inside—Out" is a venture by
a consortium of 35 broadcasting
agencies in
the U.S. and
Canada who will contribute
$450,000 toward the $600,000
series budget.
Kentucky
Educational
Television will produce a 30minute in-service program for
teachers and will w write the
teacher guides.
Managing producers for the
in-service program are Mrs.
Virginia Fox, KET Director of
Education, and Ronald B.
Stewart, „ KET
Deputy
Executive Director.
. Mrs. Myra Burrus and Mrs.
lochieChristopher of the KET
education department will wide
the guides as well as the s&ipt
for the in-service film.
The Kentucky State Department of
Education
is
cooperating with KET in the
production.
The four agencies chosen to
produce the student programs
are the Northern Virginia
Educational Television
Association, Annandale; WVIZ,
Cleveland; KET—TV,St. Loufs,
and the Ontario Educational
Communication Authority.
National
Instructional
Television will manage and
supervise the effort.
--The-ftrat- -15-programa -are _
scheduled to be released in
January, 1973, and the other 15
in September, 1973.

Western U.
Bowling Green, Ky.—A
summer workshop for high
school journalists will be held at
Western Kentucky University
Sunday, June 18 through
Thursday, June 29. Sponsored
by the Department Of Mass
Communications and the Office
of University Publications at
Western, classes will be
available for student editors-in
chief, news and feature editors,
news and feature writers,
sports editors and sports
writers, copy editors, business
and advertising managers, and
photographers.
Outstanding publications
advisers from Kentucky and
surrounding states will serve as
workshop instructors, guiding
students in the basics of good
journalism and editing awardwinning publications.
Professional newspapermen,
collegiate
editors,
and
university writers will also
conduct formal and informal .
critique sessions.
Regents Scholarships in the
amount of $150 will be presented
to two outstanding workshop
students expressing an interest
in journalism and planning to
pursue a mass communications
major or minor at Westenr.
Four alternates also will be
named.
During the two week campus
stay, workshoppers will edit a'
summer 24ition of the "College
Heights Herald," Western's
student newspaper. Student
journalists will utilize facilities
located in the Dero Downing
University Center.
Formal classes will be held on
the ground floor of the Downing
University Center. The $85
workshop fee include:, meals,
housing and printed instructional
materials.
Workshop enrollees will be fed
three meals daily in the
Downing University Center grill
and_cafeteria,houwtin an at,.
residence hall and
have access to campus
recreational facilities.
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Figures Show Soybeans May Exceed Corn Profits
After coming up with a short
corn crop in 1970 because of
blight, farmers increased their
acreage 11 percent last year.
This, coupled with a record
yield of 84.3 bushels per acre,
replenished feed grain stocks
and pushed carryover stocks to
well above desired levels.
The most recent planting
survey, taken March 1 of this
year, showed U.S. farmers
intended to plant 68.5 million
acres of corn this spring, about
seven percent above the 64
million acre level desired by the
of
Department
U.S.
Agriculture. Even a 64 million
acre crop would probably
produce as large a carryover as

Thus it appears that plans of
U.S.farmers as of March 1, 1972
would lead to a further increase
of corn supplies, while soybean
supplies would not reach the
desired level.
The March I intentions of
Kentucky farmers were for 1.2
million acres of corn, down 12
percent from last Year; and 960
thousand acres of soybeans, up
25 percent from last year.
Kentucky farmers appear to be
moving in the right direction,
according to Bordeaux and
Bradford. But they say that
even this large increase in
soybean plantings may not be
sufficient to maximize returns.
For farmers considering a
shift of unplanted corn acres
UK
into soybeans, the
economists
provide
the
following example. Assume that
corn yields 90 bushels per acre
am ells for $1.20 per bushel,
while soybeans yield 30 bushels
per acre and sell for $3.20 per
buwhel. Further, assume that
eFeri"---has-- a - higher - tataL,
operating cost per acre-$48
compared to $34 for soybeans.
At these prices and yields corn
will have a gross return per
acre of $108 compared to $96 for planting season, a farmer might
soybeans. But beans will show a do well to concentrate more
higher net return per acre-$62 heavily on soybeans even if this
compared to $60. The net return
means buying corn for
is the return to the investment livestock needs with the
in land, labor and capital after proceeds from the sale of
the operating expenses are soybeans, conclude the UK
UK economists.
the
deducted. And
economists point out that
soybeans usually have lower
labor and capital investment
requirements, increasing their
advantage according to the
Bobby Hall, Jimmy ajiaad, Rhybon Crump and John Hall, patrolmen at Land Between the
figures used.
Lakes, receive their settond and third place trophies at the Invitational Combat and Pistol Match
Given current pected
sponsored by the Land Between the Lakes patrol for lass enforcement agencies. Over 30 people
yields, existing
planting,
participated in the match which was held last week.
supplies and lateness of the

Kentucky farmers may want
to consider shifting some of
their late corn acreage into
soybeans. according to a report
by two economists at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Frank Bordeaux, Jr. and
Garnett L. Bradford of the
Department of Agricultural
heavy
say
Economics
carryover supplies of last
year's record corn crop and
high planting intentions this
year mean a heavy supply of
corn is likely the fall. On the
other hand, the production of
soybeans is expected to fall
short of use for the third
straight year.

PAGE SE'S

any in recent years, say the UK
economists. Production above
this level will lead to a
depressed market for corn, they
point out.
On the other hand, soybean
planting intentions as of March
1 were 45.5 million acres-five
percent above the 1971 plantings
but three percent below the
desired 47 million acres.
Estimates are that carryover
next September 1 would be
about 70 million bushels, well
below the 100 million bushel
level of last year. And soybean
sales have been expanding
rapidly through both domestic
and export markets, note the
UK experts.

FRANKFORT, K y .- compare notes and pay oral
Motorists traveling Highway tribute to the century-old
US-68 along the outskirts of traditions of the South.
Many descendants of those
Fairview in Western Kentucky
are usually surprised to see a Southerners of a hundred years
towering obelisk reaching out of ago still meet as the units that
the rolling Kentucky farmland. fought the Union Army. They
At first glance, the tall spire carry the antique muskets, pull
appears to be the famous the cannorvid wear the
Washington monument, hun- uniform in much the same
dreds of miles fron its rightful manner as the men led by
Robert E. Lee.
place in the nation's capital.
Fairview is an ideal place to
However, there's been no
transplanting. The 351-foot-high celebrate the tradition of the
structure, fourth tallest in the Confederacy. It is only a short
United States, honors Jefferson distance from Bowling Green,
Davis, first, last, and only the city that served briefly as
capital of
president of the Confererate the Confederate
States of America, who was Kentucky. And roughly a
of
east
miles
born in Christian ( later Todd) hundred
County, Ky., on a frontier farm Hodgenville, where Abraham
Lincoln was born and where the
in 1808.
The
Davis
monument, log cabin that was his first home
erected by the people of the still tands.
South through the United
Like Lincoln, Davis moved
Daughters of the Confederacy, from his birthplace at an early
was dedicated June 7, 1924.
age, his family taking residence
It is more to many Souther- in Mississippi. But he returned
ners than just another historical to Kentucky as a young man to
marker. It is. a monument of be educated at St. Thomas
remembrance.
- -Coltge- near Springfield and
Annually, thousands pause to then at historic old Tranvisit the grounds where the sylvania College in Lexington.
President of the Confederacy It was from there he was apwas born. Every June, hun- pointed to the U. S. Military
dreds of Civil War buffs gather Academy at West Point.
at the foot of the great structure
Davis was a field officer in
for an old-fashioned "dinner on some Indian battles and entered
the grounds and speakin'."
the political world soon after.
Experts on the War Between He went to Washington, first as
the States, the Confederacy and a representative and then as a
Jefferson Davis come to senator, became secretary of

state and again a U.S. senator.
When the great controversy
between North and South
became crucial he was elected
President of the Confederacy by
acclamation. Captured in
Georgia at the close of the war,
he was held prisoner for two
years. He died in New Orleans
in 1899.
Fairviews's monument offers
elevator rides to the top of the
tower for expansive views over
the Kentucky countryside
where Davis spent his early
childhood.
A picnic and playground area
is located at the foot of the
monument. In the 20 acres of
Jefferson Davis Monument
State Shrine there is also a
reproduction of the log home of
Davis.
Samuel
Capt.
Revolutionary War officer and
father of Jefferson Davis.
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LONDON BRIDGE
POPULAR
Lake Havasu City, the city
created in Arizona around the
reconstructed London Bridge,
attracted 43,294 visitors i- n February.

PIONEER 10
Pioneer 10 is the first NASA
spacecraft to draw its electrical power directly from nuclear generators, four radioscope
generators developed by the
Atomic Energy Commission.
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Experiments To Curb Oil Spill Damage
Oil spills are spoiling our
oceans. Killing fish, sea birds,
-water mammals, and marine
plants. If the proposed Alaskan
pipeline is built, the Coast
Guard estimates that almost
400 barrels of oil a day might be
spilled by tankers. That could
add up to 150,000 barrels a year.

The Pacific coast will be black
and blue.
The Navy is working on a
bizarre counteroffensive. They
are experimenting with several
kinds of marine bacteria that
actually eat oil. So far, they've
found 62 different species. For
the most part, the bacteria are
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effective against marine diesel
oil, but crude oil is apparently
difficult for most types to
digest.
The experimenters have done
their most successful work with
a type called pseudomonas. Ten
thousand
of
these
microorganisms are put into a
small-sized flask filled with
water and mineral salts. When
a few drops of oil are added to
the salt water, the bacteria can
break down about 75 percent of
the oil into smaller, harmless
compounds. All within 48 hours.
In that time, the bacteria
population explodes to an incredible 20 million.
The researchers are not sure
the bacteria alone will be
enough to clean up big spills
such as the Santa Barbara one
in 1969. But they hope to stockpile freeze-dried bacteria,
clearly catalogues according to
their
specific
oil-eating
preferences, that could be
dumped quickly on oil spills.
The microorganisms would
multiply kke mad and gulp
down
their
oleaginous
SurfoundingS:--Bacteria can't do the whole
job. But somehow humans have
to prevent pollution of the
ocean. The fragile plankton
floating in the sea produces
nearly 70 percent of the free
oxygen in our atmosphere.
Without oxygen there can be
plenty of bacteria but no human
life.
To find out more about how
pollution affects the air we
breathe, contact your Kentucky
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease
Association. It's a
matter of life and breath.

Kite Flier
Falls Monday
WASHINGTON (AP) - "1
think we have a problem," the
public address announcer said
as Robert Kennedy of - Escondido, Calif., plummeted from
the sky.
Thousands of spectators at
Transpo 72, the international
transportation
exposition,
watched Monday as the 26year-old kite flier fell to his
death.
A member of the .Australian
Birdman Team, Kennedy was
killed when he lost control of
his kite at an altitude of about
500 feet. He was being pulled
into the air at the time by a
speeding automobile.
"He was in a steep climb
when all of a sudden a gust of
wind - hit him or something,"
said Jack Wallace, 31, of Leesburg, Va., who witnessed the
accident.
"His feet suddenly flipped
over the kite and he landed
back on top of it. He yelled,
*Oh, no,' and you could see him
kicking and fighting as the kite
wrapped around him. As it folded up, he fell straight to the
ground, just like a stone."
Kennedy landed in a grassy
area at the north'end of the
runway,away from the specta-Wa4v stand but within- vIew of
thousands.
A public address announcer
was promoting Kennedy's daring when the kite collapsed.
Kennedy, who had been flying his. kite professionally for
more than three years, was
rushed to a medical station by
helicopter. 'A team of three
physicians, who - pronounced
hint dead- 16 minutes after be.
fell, said he suffered multiple
head injuries and compound
fractures throughout the rest of
his body.
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Multiple Births Foreign
Rare in States

Visitor Is Now At Land Between Lakes

Waterskiing, corn, and
wooden houses are among the
NEW YORK, N.Y.-The stork many new experiences for
has rlever been considered a Johanna Milder, from Gendt,
bird of burden. In the United Netherlands, who is spending
States there is the over- three months at Land Between
whelming probability that he the Lakes, TVA's big outdoor
will carry only one peerage per recreation and environmental
education center in western
delivery.
Of the 18.4 million babies born Kentucky and Tennessee.
alive in the United States during Johanna is one of the many
1964-68, only about 2 percent adults exchanged among
were the product of multiple foreign countries each year
births, according to a study by a. under the International Workmajor life insurance company. Study Programs for Teachers
The study shows that the birth
of twins in this period acSoftball
counted for one in every 51 live
births. The chances of having
FRIDAY HARBOR, Wash.
more than twins in a multiple (AP) - Vlho would have
birth were slimmer, with guessed that the shooting of a
triplets, quadruplets and porker in 1859 would have
requintuplets accounting for only sulted in an international softabout one in 3,500 live births.
ball game in 1972?

from Abroad, sponsored by
Antioch College in Ohio.
"Joke", a physical education
teacher in the Netherlands, will
study and receive work experience in outdoor recreation
and environmental education
during her stay at Land Between the Lakes. Prior to her
arrival in the large recreational
area,she spent three months at
Antioch studying American
civilization and culture, the
English language and comparative education. Upon
leaving Land Between the
Lakes, Joke will spend two
months as a camp counselor in
Michigan and will then teach for

one year at an American
university.
"Environmental education in
ft-public school system is a
new concept to me", explained
Joke. "We teach our students
about nature and the outdoors
but we do not have a resident
program such as the Youth
Station at Land Between the
Lakes where students and their
teachers can come to live and
study in the outdoors." She also
commented that the physicial
education
programs
tI1
American schools incorporate
more games than those in the
Netherlands. When she returns
to her homeland she would like

to introduce more games into
their program which now
centers around gymnastics and
movement.
John Faulk, supervisor of the
environmental education
section at Land Between the
Lakes, stated that one of the
broad goals of this program is to
help young teachers from
abroad to understand us and our
ways so that they in turn can
transmit that understanding to
their own pupils. The addition of
Joke to the staff at Land Between the Lakes also lends an
international
flavor
to
programs which is appreciated
by students and educators alike.

IF YOU GROW

SOYBEANS IN THIS COUNTY

Certainly not the American
Whife the probability of
multiple births is much greater soldier who picked off a nig befor nonwhite than for white longing to a Hudson's Bay Co.
women, according to the study, agent, and thus precipitated the
the rate of multiple births has Pig War, a 13-year condeclined faster among non- frontation between Great Britwhite than white -women. _ aio. ergi the,.Unlied
During the 1964-68 period, plural possession of the San Juan
births occurred at a rate of 24.9 Islands in the Strait of Juan de
per 1,000 total live births among Fuca.
The dispute, in which no hunonwhite women, compared
with 18.9 with 1,000 among white man casualties were recorded,
ended Oct. 21, 1872 when Emwomen.
The likelihood that a con-- peror Wilhelm of Germany'arfinement will result in a plural -bitrated a settlement by awardbirth varies with the age of the ing the contested islands to the
mother, irrespective of race. United States.
The chances are smallest
Over the weekend, the Canaamong mothers in their teens, dian vessel HMCS Porte de
rise progressively with advance Law Reine, visited this San
in age to a maximum at ages 35- Juan Island community to cele39 and then decline until the end brate the Centennial el:he -end
of the childbearing period.
of the Pig War. Its crew enThe ratio of male to female gamed residents in a softball
live births decreases with in- game, and the islanders encreasing plurality, according to joyed a barbecue on the ship.
the statisticians. Girls exceed
boys in triplet and higher order
multiple births, apparently
because fetal death rates
among boys in plural births are
higher than among girls.
Among whites the number of
live male births in twin
deliveries exceeded those of
females by 2.5 percent, compared with a 5.6 percent excess
of males in single deliveries.
Among nonwhites, males were
slightly in the minority in all
types of multiple births.
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In LOROX country, soils average 1% to 4% organic matter:
and that's where Du Poht
LOROX linuron weed killer outperforms other soybean herbicides. It controls annual broadleaf weeds and grasses at least
cost.
Weeds such as pigweed, buttonweed (velvetleaf), foxtail,
lambsquarters, crabgrass, and
fall panicum are easily con-

trolled When you apply LOROX
preemergence. Arid you pay as
little as $2 per acre for LOROX
banded on a silt loam soil with
2% organic matte... Broadcast
treatment costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
too—LOROX for spray use or
LOROX "G" for granular application.
With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.

Seau.s.for your supply of LOROX today.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W. Railroad Ave.

Phone 753-1933

OTASCO

Rome Suffering
From Traffic

Centuries ago, the emperor
fiddled while Rome burned.
Today there's another twist. A
City Hall official in Rome
remarked recently,"If we don't
do something soon, Rome will
die of traffic thrombosis." So
will other cities of the world.
The air pollution from cars
cramming intpRome is making
its ancient marble crumble and
damaging the lungs of its
residents. As a result, Rome is
turning to public transit as one
possible solution.
The traffic commissioner in
Rome has proposed that bus
40d streetcar fares be abolished
permanently during the mdrning and evening rush hours. In
January, the city offered free
fares in a nine-day experiment.
During those days, the number
of passengers increased by 50
percent. ' And of 14,000
passengers who filled In
questionnaries, 11 percent said
they had left their cars at home
THREE LEAVING-Ed Overby, president et the Carter
to try the no-fare system.
Elementary School P.T.A., presents three Carter faculty
-Free-public transit is an idea
members with flowers at a recent meeting of the P.T.A. The three
that's
being considered
teachers will be leaving at the end of this school term. Mrs.
elsewhere. The Bronx Borough
Georgia Wear, top, Mrs. Modelle Outland, middle, Mrs. Linda
President in New York Chas
Stockton, bottom, will be leaving the Carter faculty. The teachers
urged free public transit. In
were honored at the meeting for their "outstanding" service on
Chicago, transit authorities are
The
midland
painted
turtle
is
the Carter faculty, Overby said.
considering a proposal to offer
(Staff Photos by David Hilli so named because of its attrac- free bus service around the
tive, colorful markings
Loop as a possible first step to
eliminating fares throughout
the City. The -City Catincil in
Sacramento, California has
endorsed a plan for free public
transit. And a town in the
9230
southern part of the state,
Commerce,has been providing
free.bus service since 1962.
Free public transit may or
may not sweep the country. But
encouraging the use of public
Regular $229. 00
transit as one way to fight air
Shipping Included
Installation Extra
pollution is an approach that is
getting more and more
Sears takes the sizzle out of summer driving.
deserved attention.
This unit features an adjustable thermostat to
To find out more about wa)
automatically give you the coolness you want.
GUARANTEE
to join the fight against ac
Direct the refreshing breeze from the 3-speed
Fnl 3 yea. or 36,000 mil. of cey opera
liollution, write your Ketituck \
two, oho/wear orcAer• ferot, ufwo return,
fan right where you want it with three movable
ere roll repair the dor conditioner, free of
Tuberculosis and Respiratoi
therm if dated,,.,, material or worklouvers. fenter controls are handy for both
manship
Disease Association. P.O. Bo\
driver and passenger.
0105. Louisville, Kentuck \
_
Satisfaction Oinssonteed
or Your Money Back

Go In Comfort with Auto
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SKYLAB
NASA's Skylab cluster,
icTielded for launch irr-t973.
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weigh 181,300 pounds. Work
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• "Built-in do-it-yourself"
installation kit.
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EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

too,. Air

04 6

OTASCO

9-8 Mon . —Sot.
Closed Sunday

Bel -Air Shopping Center

LOU OUR Has,
0,0., OS

753-8TH

JIM ADAMS 10 A

Horttide
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
MATCHLESS

U. S. Choice
Chuck

48

Roast

Northside
Shopping
Center

59;

lb.

BACON
ONE-QUARTER

PORK LOIN

Sliced into Chops

lb.

REELFOOT
12-oz. pkg.

WIENERS

Family-Pak
Cut-Up

Fryers
49;
69;

ALL-MEAT

BOLOGNA

* First In Fine Meats *

lb 781 1

SwiiiceSteak
Shortening

59

Richtex

IR%

Giant Size

69;
1
15

Cream Style

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases
White Gold
10-lb.
bag

SUGAR

22
CINNAMON ROLLS
Imperial GRAPE JELLY
2-1b. Jar 494
Imperial STRAWBERRY PRESERVES 2U 59'

Angel Food

flP

(Reg. 69')

CRISCO
/*"' ICE MILK

9."
Fruit
2
Cocktail
2
J39,
19t

No. 303 can

No. 303 can

20-oz.
Loaf

Hawaiian

PUNCH

Apple Bay - Pink

I.G.A.

3-1b. can
/
1
2 Gal.

88

43;

Del Monte

Green Giant

I BREAD
"k

I.G.A. Refrigerated

Apple
Sauce

Just Low Prices!!

PEAS

(p

I
Cakes
3
No 300 can

lib.box

No 303 can

981

Crackers Beans
19;

46-oz. can 34;
HI-C DRINK
Garden Crest
DILL PICKLES
Qt 391

Pride of Illinois

S Ca
hoicek

Bush

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Ajax

* First In Fine Meats *

Great Northern

Detergent

46-oz
can

25

SOFT MARGARINE
VELVEETA CHEESE
I.G.A. COFFEE

Churngold

1-lb. Cup 354

2-1b. Box $1 1 9
1-1b. Can

794

Hunt's

OLEO
No 303I
can

Showboat

Spaghetti
Pepsi

Ste
U

lb'

G A

3-lb can

Corn

694

SLICED

25

No. 300 can

10 oz

6 Bottle Ctn.

1-1b..
Solids

We Have a Complete
Line of Canning
and Freezing Supplies

10'
39'

— ICEBERG —

LETTUCE
large Head

Catsup

14 oz. Bottle

tic
11

U.S. No 1 RED

Potatoes

10-lb. Bag

49

Fresh, Crisp

Much Radishes

Cello Bag 1

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!

